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1

HAVE much gratification in being enabled to lay
before the Socie , an extract from the journal of our
eolkague, ~ r %oonclodl:
.
on a journey to explm
h a t part of little Tikt in Chinese Tartay, where the
&awl goat is pastured ; and to visit the celebrated lake
Mhusarbvara or Mapang, in which the Gangeo was
long supposed to take its source.
Undertaken fiom motives of public zeal, to open to
Great Britain means of obtaining the materials of the
finest woollen kbric, the arduous and perilous enterprise
in which Mr. M o o a c a o ~ ~accompanied
,
by Captain
HEA~~A
engaged,
Y , and which was prosecuted by *rn
wit,, indefatigtble prs~erauceand admirable i n b e
pidity, undismayed by tbe diffic~ltiesof the way and f
h
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dangen with which the jealousy of the Nplese beset
themon their return, and undeterred by hardships and
privations, and in Mr. M ~ O ~ C R O Pinstance
T'S
by frequent illness, has in the result not only 'accomplished the
primary object which was in view, but has brought an
interesting accession of knowledge of a country never
before explored : and has ascertained the existence, and
approximatelydetermined the situation of Mdnasarbuara,
verifying at the same time the fact, that it
origin neither to the Ganges, nor to any other o the
rivers reputed to flow from it. Mr. M o o n c ~ o F ~as,
will be seen, found reason to believe that the lake has no
outlet. His stay, however, was too short to allow of his
making a complete circuit of it : and adverting to the
difficulty of conceiving the evaporation of the lake's surface in so coM a climate to be equivalent to the influx of
water in the season of thaw from the surrounding mountains, it may be conjectured, that, although no nver run
from it, nor any outlet appear at the level at which it was
seen -by Mr.. MOORCROFT,
it may have some drain of
its superfluouswaters, when more swoln, and at its greatest
elevation, and may then, perhaps, communicate with
R h a n lake, (in which the Setkj takes its source) conformably, with the oral information received by our
travellers.
,

ci'"

The journal of the entire route, from their departure
from the British frontier in Rohilkhand, to their return,
being more copious than would consist with the limits
of the volume of our resdrches, I have used the liberty
of selection, which Mr. MOORCRO
FT has liberally allowed, and confined the extract of the journal to that
part of the route which is wholly novel ; at the same time
curtailing the narrative, though with regret, for the unavoidable exclusion of many interesting passages. It is
proper, however, to observe, that no other freedom has
been used ; and that the narrator's own words are scrupulously retained.
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May 96th.-At Jhki-blat'h we left the road to
Bhadrincft'h, which crosses the D a d a little more than
a c6s above the town. At the junction of the Yid.hnuGangci with the D a d , both .rivers lo& their names ;
a i ~ dthe united streams form tbe Alacanindd, the course
of which has k e n before mentioned. As the road to
Jbhl-Mat'h is known by the surveys of the gentlemen
deputed by Colonel COLEBROOKE, I have not k e n very
particular in describing ,it * : but, as the road to fiiti
and onward* is new ground to Europeam, I shall follow
it with more exactness.
The principal part of the minutes of our route is taken
fiom the note book of Mr. HEARSAY,
who carried the
cqmpass and brought up the I-ear, accompanied by
HARKH
DEV,and who en,gaged on setting out, to execute this part. HAHKHDEVPandit was directed to
stride the whole of the road at paces equal to 4 feet
each t .
Our road lay along the left bank of the Daulf,but
generally at the distance of at least a c6s. The road
was pleasant, but the heat was greater than mght have
been expected, seeing that the summits of the mountains
very near us were covered with snow.

The road was frequently crossed by s m d streams of
water, of which several issue from stone conduits now
out of repair. We saw people sowing the LA1 S& or
Amaranthus Gangticus, a vegetable apparently much
used by the mountaineers.
For the same reason it is omitted in this abridgment. C.
Pandit's measure of the road would probably have been
more cofiect, had he been directed to' step his usual and natural pacg
the length of which migbt W e bees &)y detetmlnal vlL ptedda
by a s m d trial. C.

t The

Wheat was nearly ready to cut, and lands under tht
plough. The ears of the wheat particularly long and
bearded.
About a c6s before we reached the ground fm eucampment we met our camem returning, who said that
they had executed their task, but had received neither
victuals nor money. It appears to me tbat the ChadTf
of JhRi Mat'h, who received our advances and undertook to supply the people, will keep the whole money
for his own use, and press the unfortunate villagers to

eany our bw-%e.
Some mountains ' near us, whose tops were covered
with snow when we fint came, were in the evening
nearly bare.
'

At half past eleven reached the town of Baragm ;
shade went on higher, above three
quarters of a mi e, without being much more successful.

and not finding

p

The cultivated lends, in the middle of which is the
village of Baragaon, run half way up the hill, where the
f o m t region begins with small trees, becoming thicker
and hbigber as it wends ; and the very summit is fringed
with pmes, and the majestic and fine overtopping cedar +.
~7th.-In the b o o n the Negi came to say that on
the following morning he would have people to take our
baggage to Tqbban, a village about three c6s distant,

h r n whence we should proceed onwards the following
day

our journey, leaving our ground at
58". Pass by a Sanga over the
Dauli, and at 3696 paces reach our ground, a little
28th.-bume

6" 30' them. sunrise

* Pinus DeodC and Lnngifolia.
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below the almost deserted village of Tapdban, placed od
the brow of a hill surmounted by woods of pine, cedar and
cypress*. A considerable stream falls into the Dauli
below the village; and by the side of this is a small
rivulet of tepid water.-This current mixes with the cold
stream before it reaches the-Dauli, and issues from some
rough ground in the face of a rock. The heat of the
water seemed to be very agreeable to tadpoles, which
had deserted the colder stream to take refuge in this.

I observed a common plmt sometbin -rexmblin
butcher's-.broom, which was said to be t f e Setba
from which the mountaineers make a paper that is sold
at Sirinagar and Almra, and from thence finds its way
into Hindtistan, although not in large quantities.-Th
bankers employ it for their bills of exchange, or Hzindb,
in preference to any other kind, as the ink does not sink
further into its substance than is necessary to retain the
writing, as it does not imbibe water readily, and relatively to its thickness is much stronger than any other
kind of paper. As connected with paper, I must here
observe, that the layers of the bark of birch are used by
the natives to write upon, and the bear both ink and the
stroke of the pencil very well.
he leaves are called
Bhej-patr. The bark of the birch is used'at Lac'knau
for covering the wires of hbka-snakes.

4

%

'

29th.-Settle to give Jowaa SINHa6 rupees, in full
of all taxes and demands to be made upon us until we
reach the frontier; for which he gave a receipt on birch
paper : having previously put aside a fee of five rupees
for the part he bore in the transaction. As our car*
came in a very straggling manner from the vil,
whence they had been pressed, we could ndt leave
ground till 8. At 68 16 paces reach a hut taken pas-

%

Probably a species of pine, ar well as that which Mr.M O O B C S ~ O ~
denominates cedar. C.

aession of by our servants. This is computed to be
seven c6s from Tapbban.
After having reached the top of the first mountain,
Mr. HEARSAY,
who had gone before me, killed a very
thin yellow snake, about I8 inches in length. I found
it had the poisonous fang, but it is asserted that snakes,
and all other venomous reptiles, are very scarce in this
part of the country. However,' on taking up the carpet
on which I had slept, a black scorpion came from
under it.

A warm spring, which we passed early in this day's
march, issues from the rock on the right of the road in a
stream of about five inches across, and three deep, and
threw up a small cloud of steam. At its escape the heat
was s o great that the finger could not bear being dipped
in it more than 2 or 3 seconds. The thermometer
having been carried forwards, we were prevented from
ascertaining the temperature: however no insects were
in it or about it, and some plants which had fallen into
it near the middle of the current, were killed and seemed
parboiled. The pebbles in its bed, and the vegetable
substances which were immersed in it, were covered with
a yellow coat, and those which had been taken out and
become dry, were likewise coated wit11 a white earthy
substance, having little taste : however, the water itself
was slightly austere, 'and I apprehend contained iron
without any other mixture. The tepid stream a t Taphban,
which is much lower, and not half a mile distant, probaMy proceeds from the same source with this, and is
cooled in its progress to the place at which it escapes
below. I saw no afipearance of volcano in this or any
other mountain which I have yet met with ; but many
abound with minerals ; and pyrites is found in great
abundance.

Close to this place the m d was broken by a recent
2 c
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slip, and we had to pass upon the crumbhg surface.
The road this day was in man parts very fatiguing. In one place a slip of earth had aid bare a large surface of
rock, which had been formerly covered by the road ;
and as it sloped to the river with a sharp descent, it r e
quired every exertion and care to guaid against a slip of
about a hundred feet into a current, which dashed with
great force amongst fragments of marble, which in two
or three ints actually formed a bridge across the
stream.-~anotber part we were obliged to climb up the
face of a rock nearly perpendicular, and on which b
gularities, for the toe to hang upon, were at a most inconvenient distance. My left foot having slipped &one
of them, I lay far a few seconds upon the poise, but a
enatch at a clump of
which on being seized, luckily
did not give way, an a sudden spring, brought me to a
comparatively safe spot, with the loss of some skin from
my knees and elbows, and some rents in 11ly tmwsers and
sleeves.-Sometimes points of rock projected to the edge
of the river, and these were turned by rude staimua
made of wood and stone.--Retiring angles were passed
by inclined planes formed by a tree being laid on points
of stone on each side of the angle, and loose stones w m
thrown from the wood to the rock. For a m o m t the
eye could not quit the road and suffer the feet to proceed,
without risk of accidents; and yet a trifling exwould m d e r & road in general passable, althou h it
w d d always be liable to be injured by the falLng o! the

l

P

rocks above.

When we had reached the custom-house, on the mid-

dle of the mountain immediately beyond a Srrnga by
which we crossed the Ruuni, we fbliad one of our sircm

who was detained by three men and as many women, as
pledge for the payment of duties an the passqe of our
baggage. The receipt written upon a slip of birch bark
was no sooner beheld by the most riotous of the men than
he d to attempt any further molestation, although

MA'NASAROVARA

IN O'NDYS.
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it was clear that he had not read its contents.-As how- sisted
ever one fellow was still a little impertinent, my friend inupon his relieving a carrier from his load, which he
actually took part of the way up the hill ; and then s l i p
ping from under the load slid down a face of rock, and,
though old, skipped away from point to point of a rough
road with the agility of a deer. As many loads were left
behind, it was deemed prudent to take the third man
along with us as an hostage for their safe passage. As
he went along, he told us that the Chaudrf Calyh, had
fwmed the customs of this place for 500 rupees a year ;
and that the woman, who was so clamorous, was one of
his wives, of whom he had seventeen. The h e r two
women were her slaves.
T o a poor woman, who had much difficulty in carrying her burden over a very rough 'road, I gave a Timdshd,
which in a few minutes was taken away from her by a
man whom I supposed to be her husband. On learning
that he was no relation, P got it from him, sent him about
his business, and returned the coin to the woman ; but
when she departed. I had the mortification of observing
him a t a considerable distance start from a place of concealment'and
n force the money from her. This
man was a Zem ndar of the viljage in which the poor
woman lived, and though he bad been obliged by the
Ndgi to carry a load, he still exercised his petty tyranny
over one more defencelds than himself.

+?

The gratification of the calls of hunger seems to be the
first object amongst the inhabitants of a country, which,
if under a well regulated government, would be captlble
of exporting a surplus of provisions. At Tapbbam, a
stoiit young fellow offered himself to be my slaw for
life if I would only feed him. Although I wanted not
his services, and did not much like his appearance, yet
his appeal uxs too hreible to be resisted ; and I, therefore,
engaged to give him food forhis services.
n n o

.
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30th.--Obliged to halt for the purpose of collecting
carriers, which was difficult, as the villages in this part
of the country are small and distant from each other.
31st.-As this day my companion and myself separated, and he had along with him the compass, and the
young Pandit who measured the road, I shall make extracts from his notes of the route, and afterwards notice
my deviation from it. ' At 138 1 paces ; tops of moun' tains covered with snow in every direction. At 9%7?
a cross a rivulet which comes from E.-Snowy
mountains
' in that direction quite close. At 9437, commence
' ascending the most tremendous place I ever saw. At
' 9783, descend to the bed of Daull river, most thankful
that I am once more safe :-I was obliged to take off
' shoes and stockings. At 7610, reach our hdting
' place. Ten hours upon the march. The coolies,
' mostly women, arrived at the same time. The Dauli
' much reduced in breadth ; but the current very strong:
' with a smaU exception, its general course has been to
a

the S.W.'

I left our ground at 40 minutes past 5.-From the
bridges across the Dauli, having been swept away last
year, and not reinstated, a new road has been made by
the goat-herds along the sides and over the tops of the
mountains which overlook the river. This has b e a first
worked into a track by the pats, and in the worst places
strengthened by fragments of stones thrown in heaps
somewhat imitating rude flights of steps. The path in
various places formed by pikes of stone which jut out,
overhangs the edge of the water, and seldom retires so
far from it as to give a chance of the traveller escaping
from rolling down to the river, should he have the misfortune to make a false step ; and the footing was very
insecure from small stones being mixed with much loose
earth.-Just on attaining the summit I met a large flock
of goats loaded, and was glad to find a secure corner

until the whole had passed. I observed, that goats
when laden climb up places however apparently difficult
without hesitation ; but they do not like to go down
steep declivities : for whether they descend straight
down or sideways, the load urges them forward quicker
than they like, and as there is no belly-band, it 'frequently tumbles off, and is the cause of the animal being
carried down the steep sides of hills and lost.-Goats
cast a look of inquiry at strangers, and pass on leisurely ;
but sheep generally stop, and, after one has either been
driven onwards or gone of his own accord, the rest follow with precipitancy, and frequently lose their loads by
their huny.
Crossing this mountain took up an hour and a quarter. Having mounted a height, which, though short,
was steep and rugged, I was somewhat canfounded by
the sight of a steep and bare slope of stone, about 100
feet deep, running to the bed of the river without any
path, and with a surface so smooth as to excite a doubt
whether I could reach the bottom in any other way than
by sliding, which would have been too rapid to be safe :
the more especially as the stop must have taken place
amongst stones in the bed of the river.
Off
my stockings, pressing the spike of my staff into ttle
dips in the stone, and catching at a friendly tuft of
which occasionally presented itself near one edge, c
t
to the base nearly at the same time with the old Pandit,
whose activity would have more surprised me had I not
known that he had been bred in the mountains of Kamaon.
Just as we had congratulated ourselves on our escape,
w e saw two other paths, one higher up and another
lower down under a ledge of the rock, which saved the
rest of our . party, save two of the Pandit's hill people,
fiom the dangers of this road.

ekini

Soon after descending the slope, I overtook a woman
who had been pressed by the NJgi to cany a load.
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I

She said that her measure of misery was M,and that
she was resolved to emigrate into Jawar, where oppmsion
was not so grievous as here.

'

3.

Seeing our carriers who had started about threequarters of an hour before me, supporting.themselves on
1
the ledge of a rock, which overhung the rlver at a great
height, by clinging with theis hands to the stones on the
face of the mountain, and that at h g t h they actually
stopped, I was induced to make the experiment of going
round by a winding path, under an idea that I should
affect it in nearly as little time. as would be spent in
passing over the broken path of rock. Mr. HEARSAY
coming after me, and finding that the carriers preferred
the short, but more dangerous road, to the long one, r e
solved to attempt it ; and assuredly I should have done
the same, had I known the length and roughness of that
and a large porwhich I actually took. Mr. HEARSAY
tion of the carriers went over the rock without accident :
but at one point the courage of my hhcfnsamdn failed;
Eor, on missing footing with one leg, he shrieked violently
and sunk down almost senseless upon a point of stone
with one leg hanging down over the abyss, callmg out
that he was lost. Mr. HEARSAY
was at hand and assisted him most opportunely, along with the Pandit.One womqn carried four burdens at different times for
her less courageous companions ; and a bearer was also
of some use ; but at length became so alarmed as only
to be capable of proceeding by being steadied by an end
of his turban being tied round his waist, and the other
end secured by the young Pandit as he proceeded in
front.
1
The horrors of this road were very great, and ought so
to have been to justify passing. b y such a road as that
which I followed. For it cost me the labour of two
hoqrs to attail] the top of the first mountain which 1 had
to scale, and although ttie path consisted .of line d @-

zag, not more than 10 or 12 feet in lengtl~,at angles so
sharp, that in a length of 24 feet, not more than 10 feet

were gained in actual ascent, yet even this progress was
not made except by clinging with the hands to shrubs,
mots of trees, clumps of grass, and clods of earth ; and
sometimes fiom the obliquity of the path, required me to
creep on hands and knees to prevent slipping. Near the
summit of the mountain, the path divided ; and a mounbtineer, whom we met, as we thought opportune1y, at
this point, advised the lower one ; though from the eccounts of porters and servants who took the upper one,
the latter was easier but a little longer.
In descending the mountain a grand view opened from
the S.E., consisting of a vista formed by two aides of
mountaim composing a glen, down which ran a large
stream.-One slope was enriched by a forest which
reached to the,clouds ; the other covered by scnnty pasturage for about 400 yards ; when it was overhung by a
steep face of barren rock of immense height, and the
upper part of the vale was shut up by a peak of still
higher mountain, the base of which was sprinkled with
cypress, and the top whitened with snow.

After a tedious march of two hours more, through a
forest of cedars and cypress *, of which many would have
been large enough for main-masts of first rates, I came
to a Sanga across the stream which ran down the valley.
From this point I ascended the hill surmourrted by the
bare sheet of rock, by a goat path, and had to cross an
avalanche which was scarcely settled; every now and
then a piece of stone rollin down its face and bringing
he path was narrow, occawith it currents of earth.
s i d y ping over a suxface a little rounded, which, in
some slight degree masked the tremendous declivity below, and sometimes skirting its very verge. At one spot,

.k

pine^, see a fonner note.
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on a ledge of rock, the old Pandit hesitated and retired
into a hollow. However, having the advance, he summoned up cou e, and passed the cause of his fern;
this was f o r m 3 by an angular piece of rock having
slipped out of the ledge or cornice on which we were
walking i and a piece of stone, which just, and onlyjust,
rested with both ends on the opposite edges of the gap,
shewed a precipice of a depth sutkient to akum the
anxiety of a person who had not been much accustomed
to the mountainous paths of this country. After clambering over fragments of stone which had fallen from the
heights, we came to a point. of rock, whence we had a
complete view of the declivity over which we had to pass ;
and this part was to me more difficult than any other.
However I reached the bottom of the hill without injury.
I learnt that I had gone 4 c6s, and had not made above
half a mile of head way. From the fatigue of this d e
tour, I was so enfeebled as to be under the necessity of
halting five or six times in ascending a steep mountain,
and obliged to creep on my hands and knees for a great
distance, not having sufficient confidence in my legs.
My knees tottered, and I was frequently attacked with
such a violent pain in the right knee, as for a second or
two almost deprived me of the use of the limb. I much
suspect that I had lost my road. In creeping along I
certainly made a wrong.choice, as I found myself at
once upon the brink of a precipice, on the very angle of
a rock which overhung it, and a slit in the stone shewed
me my danger at the very moment I was about to place
my hand up011 a fragment which the weight would p m
bably have dislodged, and carried me along with it ; at
this moment the recollection of the danger produces an
involuntary shiver.-After some time I got into a tolerably good path, and found my companion, and the greatest
part of the party, waiting my amval by the side of a
cool stream of excellent water.
The latter part of our.march was not good : but this

*

road, although almost every where else it would have been
deemed .impassable except for goats, was good in comparison with that which constituted the labour of the
morning.-This has certainly been the most severe day's
work we have had ; and yet I compute the actual distance, including the. 4 c6s of detour, cannot have e r ceeding 13 c6s.
The ordinary road is not particular1 difficult or dangerous ; and all the risk of life which have mentioned,
inconvenience to the inhabitants of the country, and impediment to commerce, are created for want of Sangas
which might be made for 100 rupees : but the present
government does nothing to ameliorate the state of the
country, or to increase the happiness of its subjects in
these districts.

.

I
I
I

f

.

June 1st.-Commenced our march at 7-30. A t 9345
'paces the river becomes a succession of rapids, and has
its channel diminished to about 90 yards in breadth. A t
S407 aces we pass two caves, a small and a large one.
The fhzzdi about eighteen yards broad. At 10,971
paces come to some cedars and halt. The Daull
much reduced.

'

A t our place of encampment, a black scorpion was
brought, and was said to be harmless :-however on pullin6 off his sting and pressing it, a large drop of a thin
milk-coloured fluid escaped from its point.
O n the top of a high mountain, thinly sprinkled with
worm-wood, dwarf cypresses', and a kind of fume,
blocks of marble and hard stones were scattered about
in every direction, which seemed to contain minerals ;
and 1 am much deceived, if I did not see some veins of

,

.
.
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silver in strata of quartz. I had no instrumentsto break
stones with, nor did I see any small fragments which I
could with convenience place in my girdle. I was obliged
therefore rather to leave this point unsettled, than to expose myself to the suspicion of coming into the country
in search of precious metals. The surfaces of many of
the hardest stones, on this side of the P a i e - k a d , are
studded with small red crystals, which project ; at first
view, one is disposed to take them for garnets ; but they
are not transparent. They are so firmly imbedded in the
substance of the stone which serves as matrix to them,
that they cannot be raised by any common instrument in
a perfect state, so that I could not count their faces.
+

The scenery of this day has always been wild, and io
some places inost imposingly majestic ; especially from
the side of the mountain where we halted. O n every
side the view is bounded by summits of mountains peaked,
rounded, broken into ascending and descending lines, with
abrupt ragged dips, and a few soft hollow sweeps, bat
all covered with snow. The declivities in some parts
thickly covered with cedars and cypresses T, in others
thinly sprinkled, and in others diversified by bare patches
of rock or sand. The base of two lines of mountajns is
washed by the Daulf, which runs with great rapidity and
noise, about 400 feet below our encampment, in a
only just large enough.to receive the water which it n w
rolls along the channel. One slope of the hiU i m w
diately before us has been broken from to to bottom by
a slip which has only lately happened. n its course it
has overwhelmed iarge trees, of which some have been
hurried into the river, others lay across its bed half buried
in rubbish ; and others, thrown down, hang by their roots
with their heads towards the base of the mountain. The
devastation committed by large slips, is d m e s very

e

Perhaps Mica. C.
t Sce a former note.
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great, and they frequently happen : for I have this instant
heard a tren~endouscrash at a distance produced by a
fall of rock, and was awakened by another at a moment
that I had lost all sense of fatigue under the shade of a
large n~assof stone.
When the structure of the exposed faces of mountains
has not been entirely broken, I have remarked, that the
general direction of the component layers has been to
the E. of N. with an klination towards the horizon
about the angle of 45".
We pitched in an open space between two ranges of
high rocks. At the foot were so~ljelarge cedars *. I
measured one at six feet from the ground, twenty-two
feet in circumference.

This evening the report ran, that a carrier had fallen
off the first Sankho in this day's march, into the river,
with his load, and was drowned.
June 9d.-March
at six with the same coolies. I n
one place the river is covered by masses of rock, under
which the current rushes with great violence. At 350
paces we cross to the left bank of the river over a Sanki~o,
consisting of three parts, in consequence of two blocks of
stone havin fallen into the stream and formed three
channels. f t was in good order and thirty paces in
length. At 4680 paces cross a broad large brook, in
which there are large beds of frozen snow, with a stream
of water ~ n n i n beneath
g
them ; and immediately on the
right bank of which is the village of Maliri.

The road of today has exhibited much variety ; and
a sbort account of its features will convey a general idea
of those of this country. At first we passed over heaps
See a former note.

I
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of fragments of rocks ; afterwards over beds of pebbles ;
then ascended a mountain partly by a path worn in the
earth by frequent treading, and partly formed by the surface of rocks and by stairs : where the road on the h e
of the rock shelved much to the river, a few loose stones
were laid upon it close to its edge ; and sometimes earth
was thrown a~rlongstthem, or a few pine branches were
placed along it and loaded with stones : this served as a
kind of defence or parapet : but, as they were never bigher
than a foot from the level of @heshelf, they would only
stop a slip of the foot. Where niches were broken out
of the rock in the line of the path, and formed gaps over
the precipice, if only of small extent, a piece of wood was
laid across the widest part, and slabs of such stone as was
at hand laid from it to the rock, either supported by a
ledge, or if the face of the rock chanced to be smooth,-en
another spar of wood.-W here the gap was very wide,
the trunk of a. large tree was put across ; the upper side
being cut a little flat, or else having notches hewn in it as'
stepping places ; an open space being left between it and
tlie wall. Commonly these trees or Sankhos over
chasms, as well as those Sankhos across rivers, are tolerah1 well guarded against tunling, either by being weighted
wit large stones at each end, or by having rude stone
wedges driven through two holes at each extremity of the
trunk or plank.-Where the chasm is too long for a tree,
a heap of flattish stones is placed in the nearest part,
which affords room for the base of a fight of steps, constructed sometimes of stones wholly, sometimes of stona
supported in front by logs of wood : but no railing is to
be met with any where.; and from the general looseness
of the mode of building, these roads are subject soon to
get out of order ; but, if the stones be large and the base
flat, this kind of stair lasts longer than might be expected,
as the passengers walk with care. Slips from the hills
do most mischief to them, and their course being almost
always at the foot or on the side of mountains, exposes
them to constant injury in some part of their extent

g

To-day I had just crossed the slope of a slip that had
happened last night ; when I heard a little trickling above,
which rapidly increased, and was caused by a shower of
small stones, of which some slid easily over the surface
. of the falling earth, but others, having got a little momentum by rolling over perpendicular breaks, dashed
down with such force, as would have been fatal to any
animal which they might have chanced to strike in
their fall.
was following the coolies, three
As Mr. HEARSAY
bears, which were scampering up a steep gulley, that
had been a water-course, but was now half filled by sand,
earth and stones, displaced stones ahout SO0 feet above
the road. These in their descent loosened others, and
dashed across the road while the coolies were passing, but
fortunately struck no one, except one of my h e r s upon
the leg, and he was more alarmed than hurt.

The view of the village of MalcSrl from the top of the
hill, where it comes in s i ~ hat
t a distance of about a mile,
is pleasing, and would glve a good effect on canvass. I t
is placed in the eastern angle of a triangular plain about
a mile on each face, and bounded on two sides by streams,
and on the other by steep hills, covered up to their summits with a bed of snow, thin on the projecting parts,
and deep in the ravines. The southern stream is half
choked by banks of frozen snow, through which a mountain current, formed by spring-water and melted snow,
forces its way, undermining the masses of congealed
snow, which now impede its progress ; but which in two
months will be dissolved and carried into the Dauli that
runs with impetuosity from the north to the west.

The extremely neat state of the land recently sown
principally with Chindo, and separated into fields by

'
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recently piled stone fences and living hedges, would do
credit to any country ; but the proportion of cultivated
to uncultivated land In this country, at present, is almost
as a drop of water to a large river.
The village of Maliirt consists of about SO houses,
built of rough stones, cemented with clay, and mixed with
much wood. Many are of one story, but more of two,
and some even of three stories. The lower range is generally given to the cattle. Circular stones, with holes
through the middle of them, are hung by ropes to the
projecting ends of the beams at the gables, to prevent the
roof being injured by gusts of wind which are here fi-e
quent and violent. The upper story projects generally
beyond the lower one, in consequence of its being hrnished with a wooden verandah, which commonly runs
along both sides, and is made of fir plank in stron pannels, ornamented with flowers and figures of %
i
d
deities, amon st which GANE'SA
is most frequently represenbd.
here is no lock, bolt, or latch to the doors,
but in one door-post a square hole is cut, through which
rr rope is past, that ties a dog to it, who guards the entry
with fidelity. His collar is of wood like a yoke colhr,
and a stick is tied to it, and likewise to the rope which
holds him to the door.

f

Mdlarf is inhabited by a class of people who call
themselves Rajpdt, but appear to pay htile attention to
caste. The poorer class of inhabitants of the frontier eat
raw meat .with a little pepper and'salt as seasoning;
which we had an opportunity of seeing; for the leg of a
goat being thrown away in consequence of being tainted,
the coolies instantly seized it, 'and made apparently a
savoury meal from it. Both men and women are rather
of low stature, but not ill made, and have something of
the Tartar countenance mixed with that of the Hindu.
They dress in coarse, woolien' cloth made fimn the

fleece of their own sheep, and of those of But&. The
women alone weave, sitting on the ground, and are very
industrious and expert. In five days, with a very simple
apparatus, a woman will weave a piece of cloth about 18
inches broad and 15 cubits long. This is called a Pankht.
Some of them are flat, but others are twilled and very
strong. They are worn without being bleached or dyed.
The proportion of females seems much greater than the
males. This may be accounted for by part of the male
population being taken by the Nepalese for their army,
and by another part being engaged in going from the
upper to the lower hilly district, to sell salt and bring
back grain. The dress of both men and women is
nerally over-run with lice ; and their persons are, mth
few exceptions, disgustingly filthy. The inside of the
house is no less filthy than the dress of the inhabitants ;
and as no other articles of furniture are to be seen in
them than benches and cooking utensils, one might be led
at first sight to believe, that the inhabitants laboured
under the pressure of the severest poverty ; but this is
not the case, as is shewn by the ornaments of the women ;
and it is probable that they avoid making a display of
wealth, lest it should be taken from them by the Gorkhiahs;
to which may be. added the circumstance of their inhabiting this country only from about the 24th of May till the
23d September, when they migrate to the vjllaees of
Tapbban, Bara aon, and other places to the $E. of
Jdahf- Math. &me people, from Living half the year in
one country and the remainder in another, are called
Ddbdscis, and also Marchh ;which latter appellation
ves a whimsical affinity in situation and name to the
o m e r inhabitants of the borders of E n g h d and Sotland. They carry on a considerable trade between the
inhabitants of the U'ndks and those of the lower parts of
the hills. From the h e r they procure borax and salt,
which they either carry to the frontier of the Company's
possessions, ot sell to the inhabitants of the hills, and
take back to BPctcin grain in exchange. l h i s commerce

pi
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produces a profit to the Marchb of at least a hundred
per cent. on the grain, and about 150 or 900 on the salt :
but can only be carried on during the six months of the
ear when they reside on the Butdn frontier : and as they
ibad goats and sheep with the merchandise these feed
themselves wherever they stop ; and, as great flocks are
driven by two or three people, the transport is attended
with little real cost to the Marchcis. But the commerce
of the present day is said to be a mere trifle in comparison with the trafficof former times. The goats used
for this business are of the breed of this country, migrate
regularly twice a year, are shortrlegged, of a strong compact form, and travel about 5 cbs a day over the most
ruged and difficult roads that can be imagined.
The principal articles of the food of the most wealthy
consist in the morning of boiled rice and goats' flesh, and
at night of cakes made of wheatrflour beaten with water
and seasoned with salt and clarified butter; as also of
curds and fresh milk of sheep and goats. But wheat-flom
is scarcely ever tasted by the poor, who live upon the
coarsest and most common kinds of grain ; and, when
they can get it, eat flesh raw, as has been before observed.
Wheat is not raised in this district, but grows to a p o d
height near Jdshf-Math. The following grains are
raised here :
1st. Chui or Marcha; resembling the Amaranthus
Gangeticus, or Lhl S i g of the Hindu ;used here both
fresh, and in its seed when reduced to flour.
2d. Manrug or ManrwC : Cynosurus Coracanus.
3d. Phaphei.-This looks a little like French wheat.
4th. Coarse red rice.
.
5th. Ana Jau.-I have not seen this growi
but
the grain unshelied looks like barley. ~helled,%e a
poor kind of wheat.
6th. Barley.
7th- Chini or ChCn6. Panicum Miliaceum. .

8th. KangnC. Panicum Italicum.
9th. Jangori.

Slaves are much employed ; and are bou t from the
Gorkhiahs. In the evening my fakir harc rah, with a
real fakir, arrived with intelligence that one of the women
carriers, who had followed the circuitous track I had
taken on the 3 Ist, being much fatigued, went to the river
to drink, and placed herself on a large stone, which slip
ping, caused her to fall 'into the water. The rapidity of
the current was such as to hurry her out of her depth,
and *she was drowned. This matter affected me considerably. On inquiry I found she was without a family.

?

J u n e 3d.-Leave Maffirlat 9 A. hf. At 6 165paces,
reach our encampment. The quantity of common and
lemon thyme near water-courses was very great, but none
of it had been cropped by sheep ; I also saw basil, savory,
mint, and other potherbs, with sedums of several kinds ;
and I likewise met with some goosebeny-bushes.

June 4th.-After breakfasting in a cave, at the foot
of which runs a clear rill down a deep and broad rivulet
half choked with a body of frozen snow, we left our
p u n d at 7& A. M. After proceeding 5145 paces,
amve at the village of Nitf. In the latter part of this
day's march I found my rate of breathing quickened beyond its natural standard in proportion to the difficulty
of ascent, and was obliged frequently to stop, in order
that the action of the heart might become less violent.
My companion has been aware of occasional oppression
in breathing for the last three days ; but I did not experience any till this day. The very wretched a p
pearance of the 14 or 16 houses, whch compose the
town, gives no favourable expectation of the supplies we
should here meet with.

J& 5th.-The

situation of NftI is in itself pretty

e

D

enough, being at the foot of a small sweep of hills which
defend it from the N. and W. A gorge, between the
Western h i and those to the South, gave entrance to
the Nfti river; and the valley is shut up, about a mile
to the E., by an ascent covered with birch trees, and
leading to many gor and ridges of a high mountain
own the side of the mountain, imtopped with snow.
mediately in face of the town and extending from top ta
bottom, winds the track of a retent avalanche looking
like a new made turnpike road. In front of the town,
and between it and the riyer, are a few flats, which de
s e n d by steps, and have lately been ploughed. The
.town, following the line of the base of the rocks, was
originally built in a crescent, but many of the houses have
been deserted and unroofed, and now serve only as mght
stable for cattle.

f

We sent a message to the Sehha*, importing that we
should be glad to see him. The meeting took place at
our tent; und the Sehiina, who* name was ARJUN,
by stating that this was a road which pilgrim9 to
d m a r h a r seldom came ; that we were armed ; that
we had many people ; that report said we were eitber
Gorkhalis or Firingfa, come with designs inimical to
the Undks ; and that measures had been taken accordingly. We endeavoured to remove these unfivonrr- ,
able impressions ; and after much conversation the old
man seemed satisfied. We wrote a letter in H i d m t d n i
to the Dkba, informing him 'that for pious and humane
purposes we wished to visit the lake of MdnsarbtFar ;
that for defraying our expenses we had brought certain
articles from our country h r sale ; that we had for our
own defence certain arms which we were willin to leave
in his keeping during our stay in the Udds. 8 n tugkg
to the SeAdna the necessity of our speedy departure, he
observed that the snow was not .yet.su&iedtly melted;

F

Tbe~psrnofaviUrrgeircdlcdS~,&~ScjJI1.

that the communication was never attempted before the
Suncrdnt, or entering of the sun into the next sign ; and
that this would happen in fifteen days ; when they would
accompany us, in case the answer of the Dkba should be
favourable to our intentions. The argument of the road
not being open was falsified by the appearance of the
Unim ;but it was thought best to wait an answer from
the Dhba.

'

From the 5th to the gth, the thermometer at sun-rise
has been generally at 46", but in the middle of the day
about 79'. The nights have commonly been clear and
serene, but there have been a few slight showers of rain
in two of them. About nine it becomes pleasantly warm ;
at noon it is sultry ; about three the heat generally and
suddenly subsides, and the tops of the hi hest mountains
are enveloped in clouds, which deposit eir contents on
them in the form of snow, and in very gentle showers of
rain in the valley of Nftf. The changes in the temperature of the atmosphere are very sudden and severe*.

2

* On a subsequent day Mr. MOORCBOPT
observes '' June 12th.The temperature of the air varies much in the course of the day and
night. At sun-rise, the thermometer is from 40° to 5 8 ; in the middle of the day, from 70° to 80'. At eight in the morning the sun overt o p the hills which surround the little valley of N l t f , and blares with
a fierceness of which we were the more sensible from the cold of the
morning. About three the heat falls 05 most rapidly. I have never
before experienced so sudden a transition.from heat to cold, and contrariwise. At night I am only comfortably warm with almost all the
bed clothes I can muster. At sun-rise athick coam woollenHindwtoni
C b p k d or wrapping gown, over shirt, cotton waistcoat, and doubla
cdton coat, is only just suffcient to keep out the cold. At nine h e
outer coot must be thrown 05; at ten it is desirable to get quit ofthe
other; and at noon the rest of the garments are, to say the least, incommodious from the heat. The reverse of this progress becomes nereswy from half past three till night. The f q u e n t changes of the
temperature produce colds and fevers both amongst the inhabitants and
strangers: but, though rather active in their symptoms, they are
neither dangerous nor of lo* continuance. Ordinarily from the
moming till about three o'clock, there ir m upper and under cucre~t

In the morning the summits of the highest mountains are
.wholly concealed by the snow : about noon the ridges
between the ravines are cleared, but it ren~ainsin the
clefts and gorges : and from three to the following morning the mountain has a new covering. This successive
deposition and melting go on during the warm months.
But, in the cold weather, when the mountaineers are
obliged to quit their habitations, and leave them to be
taken possession of by such wild animals as prefer them

'

in the atmosphere. The clouds are generally white during this time ;
move briskly towards the north, and change their forms with much vivacity. ?'heir speed is commonly checked they approach the most
lofty mountains, to which they decline, and if they do not come so
much within their influence as to burst upon them, they regain by degrew their former course. But about three the clouds become more
murky, are stationary, envelope the summits of the mountains, and
roll down their sides, discharging their contents in the form of snow
upon the highest, and in light showers of rain upon the lower ones.
The lower current is formed by the interruption given to the undu
strata of the higher c u m n t by the irregular form of the land bawath,
and is almost continually varying in direction. During still nights the
dew falls very heavily ; but, when there is a little motion in the atmesphere, the humidity is suspended above the valley and attracted by
the hills. The stars are very brilliant, and the north star is beautifully
resplendent. A bed of clear light-coloured air in the darkest night
overhangs the summits of the peaks which are covered with snow.
Ofice cmly lightning has been observed; but, there has been no
thunder during OUT stay. Does the great height of the mountains
carry off the electricity of the atmosphere, before it can be accumulated
in quantity sufficient to displace a body of air with the violence mcessary to produce an explosion ? I regret that we have no me- of
measuring our actual height above the level of the sea. All of la
feel much inconvenience through it being necessary ro breath w.q
frequently, even when going as slowly as possible upon m easy
ascent. We anticipategreat fatigue from this cause on scaling the
stupendous heights over which the road lies. The natives recommend
a small quantity of coarse sugar to be eaten whilst we are mmting,
and speak highly of the power of the kind of spar found near the snow
reduced to powder and mixed with rater, in diminishing the dm
t~essinglyquickened action of breathing. This spar they believe to
be snow gradually melted and again condensed and c r y s t a l i d by
continual cold, and call it Himgal from Him, snow ;and g 4 froln
gal(im, to melt.

b taking an asylum in caverns and glens ; the whole surface of the valleys, as well as mountains, is richly covered
with snow, which in some parts melts under tbe influence
of heat and rain, but in others remains continually. This
mass of melted snow on the vast ranges of mountains
forms the great rivers which proceed from them.

When we arrived, the' Nit8 river, about ten yards
broad and from two to four feet deep, sent down a rapid
stream of greenish but clear water. The two following
days were very hot : the stream was on the 3d, at least
a foot deeper, and considerably broader; and the water
is clay-coloured and turbid. I have frequently observed,
that the water-mark early in the morning upon the stones
in the river was a foot and even eighteen inches above
the level of the stream at that time of the day, and thpt
the river always rose considerably towards the e k i n g .
This is easily explained by the cold of the night produced by the snow on the mountains suspending the
melting process, and of course interrupting the supply
until the heat of the failowing day quickens it again.
Such a surface of mountainous country, in sudi a state,
along with the vast declivity of the beds of the rivers,
will afford a more satisfactory.explanation of the real
sourcea of the Ganges than the deriving it from a lake
which must have some continual source of supply itself.
.

The birch trees upon the sides of the mountains, as
well as the small rose-bushes, are just breaking into leaf;
the furze is just coming into blossom. The natives have
some barley, of wbich a few blades appear, and they aTe
engaged in getting into the ground tl~eawajou, phdphar,
and c h u . This is, it is presumed, their spring ; and
our rains must be their summer, as their harvest is cut
before the middle of September, when the people go in
search of a milder climate.

This morning (the 9th)I saw a beautiful crop ~f rock

I
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crystal shooting out of an exposed layer of quartz which
had formerly been a vein in a mass of very hard stone.
These mountains, which are primordial, would, if examined by an able and careful lithologist, throw great
light upon the natural history of tlie mineral kingdom ;
for here, at almost every step, he might come in sight of
the surfaces of rock which have never been altered by the
hand of man, but have alone been sub3ct to the laws of
composition and of destruction, induced by the operation
of natural causes.
With the exception of grain of various kinds which is
to be obtained at an exorbitant rate, little eatable is to
be procured at Niti. The only animal food, which we
have had, has been two or three lean goats. There was
no want of kids or lambs ; but the owners would only sell
such as were ill or extremely old. This country at the
present season gives no fruit. The inhabitants have no
rdens, and the only esculent vegetables, which we could
E d , w e n the Bathua (Chenopodium album), a s m d
quantity of self-sown phdphar about three inches hi&,
and spme rhubarb, the leaves of which were only just
; yet, even in this early state
springing from the
of vegetating, the owers were thrown out on the sides
of short finger-like processes and yielded a sweet smell.
The vital principle seems to be most rapidly called into
action amon t the vegetables of this climate to compensate for t e long period during which they remain in
a torpid state. . Our diet was certainly of a Fey frugal
kind, and would not have been considered luxurious even
in the cell of an anchorite : but our beverage was miter
of so excellent a quality as to make up for the scantiness
and uniformity of it. We had been promised by the
Pandit, that we should have an opportunity of seeing and
probably of killing some Barals. The first parrt was
verified ; for they made their appearance amon
furze lushes, almost immediately above our hea d@"s, and
pt the foot of the bare rocks ; but never came within gun

r.""
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shot, Although we were told that tlie richer March&
sometimes ate animal food, 'I believe that this occurs
very seldom. They are much subject to fevers from
.derangement of the intestines, brought on from vegetable diet little seasoned ; and several have the Geghu
.or Goitre.
13th.-This day two Uniyas arrived at Nftl wit11 a
letter to the Sihiina, which neither they nor he could
decypher. However a meeting was held upon the substance of the message, which they brought, by the head
persons of the principal villages in this neighbourhood.
The letter was supposed to be a 'formal rejection of our
desire to enter the country. This conclusion was drawn
from the refusal of the Ddba to accept our present, and
from the verbal notification to us of the decease of the
Lama, and of large,bodiea of troops having been detached
to all the passes leading &om the mountains into the
Undds, to prevent the entrance of any white people, or
persons wearing white clothes, into the country, uutil
after the election of another Lama. This message was,
of course, very disagreeable to us : however we were resolved not to return without having made every effort i~
our power to succeed in our original project. The people
of Nltl confessed, that they were alarmed at the reports
which had been circulated respecting us, previous1 tg
our arrival : but, that on seeing more of us, they ad
sent a F4nfh or V d f i to the Ddba of D&b&, stating
that they believed we were men of character really intending to go to Mcfnsarhwar, havin merchandise to
dispose of, and not harbouring any evi design against the
-ral welfare of the country. We knew, that the Yakfl
%ad been dispatched two days subsequently to the d e
parture of the first two U'rriyas; but we placed litlle
dependence upon the impression he would make. The
commencement of his mission certainly took off much
tiom the accustomed dignity of his post ; for, in attempb
iPg to ride upon a bulbck, he with difficulty mounted, in

g
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consequence of being very drunk, and fell off four times
before he was able to reach the top of the mountain.
I 6th.-Another
great meeting took place. The
ZFniyaa insisted upon ow not king permitted to p s ;
and the hkycincis of N f t i and Gomarraft!, ARJUNand
G UJ A R MALL,
'were decidedly against us, especially the
latter. HARDEBwas sent back with money to the
brother of N ATHU, a relation of RAMKISHEN, S y a w of
Mafirf, who had shewn an inclination to assist us, to
bring bullocks immediately, that we might attempt proceeding by the road of Kieulang, and we laid in ten days'
provision for all our men, in order that we might not lose
acany time at Makdrt in collecting it, RAMKISHEN
quainted us with the opinion of the council, said he would
hasten all our operations at Makirf ;and HARDAB
ma
ordered to bring a Jourlfri (who had made an offer to us
of conducting us in three days from Mdhrf into the
U'ndh) with promises of safe conduct to N f t fand back,
and of reward for his services. Hopes were entertained,
that in some way we should still succeed by persuasive
means with the people. of Niti. However, we thought
it right to take all such measures, as might appear likely
to gain our point without loss of time.

Another meeting was appointed two days afterwards at
Gomsald. In the course of this morning two persons
had come from Negi B E A W ASNE'NA,
~ with a letter requesting the loan of one hundred and one rupees, to be
repaid either in carriage of articles, in provision, or in
specie, with interest at 9 per cent per mensem, and a
bond for the amount, along with a statement of the prices
at which we should receive provisions. He said, that he
understood we were delayed, and.advised our getting on
quickly.
In the evening AMA R SINGH,the son of the Syana
ABJUN,declared to the Pandit, that, if we would place

'
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confidence in him, he would take our ba ge to the
Dlba by
frontier, would make an arrangement with
becoming surety for us, and would go with us to Mdnsarbwar, after which he would settle in J h a r , as he was
apprehensive, that the Negf would have recourse to some
harsh measures with him, in consequence of his quarrelling with JOWAHAR
SINOH,and causing his servant
to be beaten. He said if the council at Gomalt! were
friendly, it would be well ; if not, he had five bullocks,
and would see what was to be done in respect to the
further number required. His father was convinced,
that we were persons to be depended upon, and was privy
to the transaction. As it seemed on many accounts preferable to take the Ddbd road, the old Pandit on our
part went to the father and son in the night, to take their
oaths for the perfdrmance of their covenant. The next
, day HARDEB
returned with an account of NATHU'S
brother having repented of his declaration, of RAMK I S H EN'S slackness, and of his not being able to purchase
any bullocks although at double their value. It hty been
agitated whether the Syanus, altogether, shall become
.sureties for us : but as yet this motion has been negatived.
Once it was proposed, that we should leave our property
at Nfti, and go on with clothes and provision alone.
This was, of course, rejected by us as ridiculous. It was
then submitted, whether we would allow them to take it
and sell it whilst we should stay for the proceeds.--This
was rejected likewise, and we declared our detern~ination
tb march alone if they would not assist us with cattle.

%
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The Fiinfa arrived on the 19th and by him it a p
peared clearly that it depended solely upon the people
of this country to give us an introduction ; for the Dkba
said he hoped the Nitf Marchas would not give us carriage, observing " if they,have not conveyance.for &&
bagage and provision, they cannot come ; but if provided with carriage, as there are no troops hereabouts,
there is no method of preventing their entry into the

country." The Phkr also hinted, that a modpment to the Dkbe would overcome all diflbculties..

9!2d.-A~ ER Srh-GH
says that we shall certainly break
ground to-morrow ; but as yet we see no preparation,
save amongst ourselves.
e3d.-Still

dillicultiee are started against our pr+

ceeding, until there shall be a general consent of the
heads of villages, to enter into a security for our good

.

conduct with the Ddba of Dubh. We have had no small
degree of difficulty in causing ARJUNto fix terms for the
hire of his cattle. At length we have bed, that each
bullock shall carry the accustomed loads of two men, and
not exceed five rupees. Understanding that all the people concerned in our &airs were drinking at ABJUN'S
house, we made s bottle of brandy into a kind of punch,
weIl sweetened, and sent it, in hopes that its influence
rmght be beneficial to our cause; in tbe opinion of the
party it had only the fault of b e i i too limited in quality.

24th.-We were disturbed during last night by the
shoutings of men and almost continual barking of dqs.
Two larp bears had broken into a sheepand-goatpar,
and carned off one of the goats.

We rose at a very early hour to prepare w r be
for lading, as nine bullocks had been brought o
%
t!
the night before ; but after bein ready for two horn
without AMERSINGHor any o his people corning, we
eent word that we wished to proceed. This brought old
ARJUN,
who desired us to delay our joumey three days
longer, when every thing should be ready. His reesooing
was very unsatisfactory, and we urged him to fulfil his
omtract. In conquaew of our remonstrances, he promieed that we should begm our march today even if
GUJ A B would not ammt, although he was particularly
U U i o ~ ~ t o o b ~ h i s ~ t ~ ~ p l e aARs
erue.

P

waiting another hour, GoJ AB made.his appearance and
made many objections to our journey. He, GUJAR,
received a present of ten rupees, but I had reason to
believe that he expected more. ARJURhad five, and
we had friends amongst the women, in consequence of
medicines given to them, as also of silver rin and other
tri9es, which I had distributed. After a elay of two
burs more we took our leave of NU ;.my conipanion
and myself then mounted on a chounr bullock*. We
were told that the first march was to reach GCbang, a
'
place five c6s distant, where we were to halt two days.
This compmmise we were reilly happy to make, for it
was evident that it was the intention of the p f l e to
detain us at Nitt as long as possible, for objects of their

f

own.

Left Nttt at 1 lh. ad. After travelling a mile, the
people would not go any further, sa ing they were not
prepared to proceed to Gdtan ,an that they would be
with us the following day. k e y wished to solemnize
the anniversary of the death of one of the villagers which
happened by accident twelve months ago, and their march
to But'hant (Bootan) at the same time ; and, notwithstanding their promise, it was understood, that they would
take' up two days in this f e t i d .

d

.

Our encampnient was on the slope of a hill, situate
between the foot of high mouldering mountains and the
river Dault, not farther than a mile in direct distance
h r n Nftt.-However,
we had made a start, and were
in a better posture f;or defence, in case of any attack
being made upon us, than at Mtt ;for in h n t of us there
was a deep rivulet ; on our right, looking towards Nitt,
whence on1 we had any thing to apprehend, was the
river Daui , and, on tbe )eR flank, mountains which
could not be turned without immense dimculty.

/
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95th.-Rain fell during the night, and, as tbe cattle
had been turned loose to graze the preceding day, I rn
solved to go towards the rocks. We had heard the call
of birds, which we took to be pheasants. I was three
hours in reaching the base of the line of rocks, which
seemed not quite three miles from our encampment ; and
though I climbed as slowly as possible, I was obliged to
stop every five or sixspaces to take breath ; and the persons who accompanied me were affected in the same
manner. In mpect to game my search was unsuccessful,
but I met with many plants ; amongst others were two
kinds of rhubarb.-One I took for the Rheum palmatum,
the other was much smaller. I cut up the roots of many
large plants. The leaves in several instances sprung
from a little sound bark, which surrounded a large portion
that was rotten. Those, which were hard, were detached
from the sound part of the bark near the surface of the
ound : but these s h ~ n kmuch in drying, and had but
f d e of the rhuhsrb taste, colour, or smell, whilst the
sound fragments of the root of the preceding year were
marbled like the cut surface of a nutmeg : some were
yellow, and had the peculiar qualities of the rhubarb,
with a very large proportion of a bright colouring matter
which stained the finger of a gold tint : but I presume,
that the best time for taking up the roots is in Ikrpt&.
If the quality of .this root should be found to equal that
of the Levant, the quantity procurable here a t an easy
rate would be very great.
We have learnt, that the carousals of last night wem
kept up so long as to have prevented the partakers from
undertaking any kind of business.

26th.-Eqly this morning I went up the mountains.
The ascent was very laborious from the great difliculty of
breathing which we all experienced ; yesterday, out of
five people, two only were able to go as far as I did ;
day only one out of four could keep company with me ;

*
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and he requested me to return, as the cold made him
suffer much. The wind blew fresh up the mountain in
the line of direction which I was taking : but I found,
that I could not take above five or six steps straight forwards, without stopping to take breath ; I, therefore, ascended by zigzags of eight or ten paces, which afforded
the opportunity of having a side wind in each oblique
line. After a toilsome ascent of five hours, I reached a
small flat of table land, which, if alone, would have been
considered as of great height; but was of minor importance in the presence of rocks of such stupendous
loftiness, as those which hid their summits in the clouds.
This was covered with a dark green carpet formed by a
short narrow-leaved grass of a springy nature, and enamelled with small blue polyanthuses in tufts, with anemones and ranunculuses, but not with any of remarkable
brilliancy of colo~n: after collecting all the varieties
within my reach, I prolonged my march, following the
track of a chounr bullock up the hill. I was obliged to
continue my oblique march ; but, on turning my back to
the wind, felt a sudden fulness in my head accompanied
by giddiness ; and fearing apoplexy, I threw myself on
the ground with precipitation. After a short time the
gasping for breath became less frequent, the action of the
head was less violent, and I quitted the turf; but although
I walked as leisurely as possible, I was twice again attacked with the same symptoms, and thought it most
prudent to desist ascending any higher. The imperious
necessity for stopping to breathe at every four or five
steps was only felt whllst ascending ; when the irnpetuoua
action of the heart was reduced by remaining quiet in
one place, no di5culty in breathing was perceived, nor
was it felt in descendin even in a run, where this was
practicable : but sevem? times at our encampment, when
about to fall asleep, I have been interrupted by the same
sensation. Althou h not particularly aware of any remarkable degree of eat or of cold, yet I found my hands,
aeck and face very red, and the skin sore, and blood had

'i
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burst fiom my lips : a circumstance which I do not IW
collect to have happened to me befork.
97th.-Hearing

nothing from the Nitf people, a mes-

s e n g ~was dispatched to learn the cause of their not
wmmg. He went off about ten in the morning, and said

that he found all the inhabitants fast asleep from the
effects of intoxication. Men, women and children were
lying in one promiscirous heap upon the floor-with di&
culty he awoke two people, who stated that ARJu N would
be with us in the evening, and that we ahould w d l y
march the following morning. They had killed several
goats, and burnt the entrails, and some other parts on an
altar, but had feasted on the remainder. When a
person dies, it is customary to invite aU the relations
and friends of the deceased to a supper ancdance.
The night is spent in feasting and drinking at the
expense of the property of the deceased ; and not unfrequently, the revelry is attended with Woodshed,
was the case last night, three persons having been
.woundedwith swords.
In the evening ARJUNcame, and promised that we
.should start in the morning ; but desired to have a bond
of indemnity against any mischief that rmght be done by
any of our party in U'ndis. This was complied with, we
promising to pay five times the amount of any d
v
ddne.

Jum 98th.-Thermometer 514, depart at 7 A.M.
At 3605 paces cross melting snow. At 59 17 eame to
our halting ground on the bank of the river. This is
.called Ctilang naclf. Here we found the goats and
$sheepbelonging to the Mmcim of Ghomuhli, Phurkia
and Nitf,who are going to Bootun with grain. Two P.M.
thermometer in tent 740. In the evening AXER.SIN~E
d G u J ~ B ' son
s arrived. .&in continued great part of
ithe might.

Sth.--Thermometer 50' : morning cloudy and rainy.
Leave our ground at six A.M. At 1560 paces the
.Dad4 is joined by the Hiwangal, which rises from the
Nar-Nardyan mountain of Bhadra N U h , and is a
considerable stream. The joint stream is about twentyfive yards broad. Proceed over blocks of stone along
tbe left bank of the D a d , which hurriea down its bed a
great body of snow water. At 8370 p s a bed of
snow forms an arch, under which the river runs : this bed
was about forty yards long and ten thick. At 9680 pace
arrive at another, over the edge of which we proceed.
At 5109 paces reach another, which like the former
passes over the river. At 3580 paces cross on a Sankho
to the right bank ; river about sixteen feet broad but
rapid ; ascend a difficult hill. At 4650 paces reach its
summit. This is the road for the early part of the season; at a later period the best road is along the right
bank of the river. The stream is about 700 feet below
the top of the ascent just mentioned. At 7350 paces
cross a broad watercourse called Patarpcfni, proceeding
fiom the mountains, and carrying a considerable body of
water, due E. into the Daulf about a mile distant. On
the other side of the river another watercourse coming
f h m the E. by S. empties itself into the great stream.

We had been obliged to comply with the e x t t a v t
terms of the Nit4 people at the rate of fourteen Tzmdshhs* for every load, and a bullock was rated at twd
loads, that is twenty-five 239nhh& ; we wished, that
there should be a stated weight : but this they would not
complywith, and a cow was entered as being equal to a
bullock. This provkd unused to carry burthens, as she
h e e times threw off her load ; at length disen ging
herself horn what she farred, she ran away, and f f f r s s
The silver coin of S
or uul U&; which rhould weigh, u
the name imporb, thrse 4 s , the fourth put of a rupee : but the
pcumncy ha8 been much debased.
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obliged to dismount and put her load on my bullock.
The Nit4 peoplk had proposed to cany flour for us t~
Dhb& at a moderate price on g a b , but we could not
bring them to specific terms before we started, and were
obhged to keep this matter open, notwithstanding this
renders us still more liable to beimposed upon. To-day
they insisted that three e a t s were equal to the hire of
.one man ; and although this rate is higher than the absolute value of the goats, we were obliged to submit to
the imposition. At Nit4 our Bareli rupees were current
in payment for five T i d s h h ;at this place the carriers
.will only consider them equal to four ; this circumstance
explains one reason of the delay in settling the rate of
hire.

June 30th.-Thermometer
46" at sun-rise. I t has
rained great part of the night, and the summits of the
neighbouring mountains are sprinkled with snow. Yesterday the first part of our march was throogh a narrow
gulley giving course to the Dadi, the bed of which was
formed by the union of the base of mountains of p t
height. Those, which were principally composed of
sand-stone, had their feet concealed by a large slope of
sand and small pieces of stone, and their summits wen?
ragged and rapidly breaking down. Of this description
for the most part were those on the left bank of the
irregular tops were far removed
river, and their c
from the channel. y o s e of the right bank were priP
cipally of granite- of a green colour, where washed with
the water, and blue, blackish and brown above. The
fkce of these, though by far more perpendicular than the
other, and in most instances almost entirely so, shewed
manifest signs of the destroying power of the weather.
Some of the blocks of stone, whlch lay in the channel of
the river, were of a kind of pudding stone, the insulated
pebbles being of a reddish or bluish colour, and the cementing material of green granite ; were these masses in
rituations where they could be worked, they would furnish

W t beautiful slabs, as their union is most intimate, and
the friction of the water done has given to many of them
the smoothest surface imaginable. At the union of the
D a d with the Hiwangal, we took leave of trees ; the
last we saw being birch and small firs on the right bank
of the D a d , just after the other stream had fallen into
.it. The character of the mountains before and on each
side of the slope, on which we were encamped last night,
i s of a different nature; though bold in their forms, their
outline is rounder, less abrupt, and the line of their summits more continued and agreeable.

I awoke at a very early hour, arid was immediately
seized with dficulty of breathing and great oppression
about the heart, which was removed for a few seconds by
sighing deeply. When on the point of falling asleep, the
sense of suffocation came on, and the s' hing became
very frequent and distressing : however, as e a r became
a little warmer, this affection somewliat subsided. Several of the people are suffering ti-om headaches, colds,
and affections of the intestines, apparently attributable to
the great and sudden change in the state of the air ; as, in
the middle of the day, the themmeter often stood 30'
higher than in the morning

%

March at six.-At 3021 paces, desert the D a d ,
within two c6s from its source at the foot of a mountain
called the GangMlI. At 5360 paces, commence
ascending the Ghati or pass which separates Hindustan
i b m U'ndds. Ascent ve steep and difficult. We rode
upon our bullocks the who e of the ascent, which waa a
mile and three quarters. At 747 0 paces reach the summit, where we find a heap of stones, on which .is a pole
with piof rag atbched to it ; and ae it is customary
for every camvan or even for a a i i e traveller to d his
mite, we orderad a bit of cloth tro be sujpended in our
name: This custom is supposed to entail the accompiishment of the objects of tbe journey to every one who

7
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We paaeed over an extensive plain thickly
covered with large stones, upon w!ich the bdocks head
with extraodinary firmnm. This plain is bounded un
every aide with mountah; those bebind am covered
with snow, without any mark of vegetation ; those before
\are equally bare, but without snow. Distance this day
&out five miles and a half.
observes i t

-

The first ascent was we steep, but not so di0idt as
-thsrsond, wbich is called% ~ f tGMti
i
or pas. Here
our conductor, AMEE SIRGH,had some fears that our
progress might be impeded by some guards h D&4
and whilst ascending, called to the P d i t ; who had got
the start of .him, to examine whether there w e e any
watchmen on the. summit.--He appemed not a little
.gratifiedon learning that therewere not any. The height
of this pass is so great and long, that a very small body
of resolute men an the top.mightdefend it almost egainst
.a large army, merely by rolling dawn stones.
#Wefound the sun hot a h t eleven, wben we began to
.climb ; but it was stated that about tbree it became so
cold that it w d be scarcdy p i b l e .to support it;
however, I conceive this to be an exaggeration. In some
parts of the stony plain, the snow lay in masses, over
whioh the bullocks bud without hesitaticm ; aad inothers,
it.was melting. Part of this i&sntlyran over the s d k
into ravines, and part soaked into the
und, and pm
bsbl W e a t in splPgsit distant
Betwao
the lii Ghhf and the oorthern face of a bill adjoinirg
a qtrearn called rhe Jan&, tbere was not the s~nallest
traceaf vegetah.-The distance was about one hulf
c6s ; but just on the brow of the hill deching to the
river, were some bashes of furze armd gmm mounds
famed b a kind of moss, which is remarkably close and
firm.-de stony phin was of p a t W b , cod was
intersected by deep and broad ravines, which took 0i-T the
melting snows.--These ~
e all rsn
s towards tbe Nod
and East, and are the sources of various streems, which,

h

&.
a

joining in their course, give rise 'to the Setlij. The last
range of hills had been represented as not so high as
many in Ganual. However, from the view which I
have had of them, it appears to me that they are higher ;
and the general dificulty of breathing experienced by us
in passing them comes in confirmation of thii opinion.
We encamped on some flat ground on the bank of the
Jandti, a river which receives the Sheku, and another
branch from the northern face of the great Himalaya
range. It was extremely hot when we arrived ; and as
there was no natural shelter, I laid myself on the ground

,

under a thick blanket. Though oppressed with desire
for sleep, I found it inlpossible to indulge the inclination,
in consequence of oppression in breathing, the moment I
was dropping asleep ; and deep sighing only proved a
temporary relief. At three o'clock the wind became very
violent, but abated in the morning a little before sunrise. Two Uniyas, going to Niti with salt, here met
AMERSINGH,and started, as he said, many objections
to our proceeding. He thought it prudent, that they
should return with us, lest they might spread somereport
that might be prejudicial to us.

July I st.-Thermometer at ' sun-rise 4 1 ; march at
5, 35 A. M. At 3305 paces reach the summit where
there is a heap of stones. Here we found the two Uniyas,
one of whom was busied in lighting a fire, into which the
other threw some incense, which he had previously bruised
on a stone. He then leisurely walked round the pile of
stones, in the midst of which was a statue havinga piece
of cloth tied to it ; and, whilst walking, uttered a long
prayer. T o the East was the sacred mountain near the
lake of Mdnsarhvar, tipped with snow, and called Cailcio
or Mahaded ka Ling*. Turning his face towards this
There are two mountains of this latter name : one nrar Gongotri ;
the ather at Cmlds.
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mountain, and after raising his hands with the @xu
joined above his head, then touching his forehead, he
suddenly placed them on the ground, and oing on hie
knees, p r d his fonhead to the ground. %his raising
of the hands, and prostration of the body and head, was
repeated seven times ; the other U'niya, less devout perhaps, contented himself with three dutations and a
short prayer,
Came to a hrge plain divided into several portions by
broad ravines, and having several broad bat not high hills
on it. The only marks of vegetation upon it are low
bushes of the furze, which may be called Tatarian, and
small mounds of the compact moag before mentioned,
with here and there a small tuft of a thin silky grrw just
springing up. Patches of snow still upon tbe pund, and
splashes of water in which the feet sunk considerably.
Although I give our Nttf fiends credit for detaining us
as long as possible, I nevertheless think we should have
found some difliculty in passing these plains ten days ago,
from their then swampy state. At 5400 paces, leave
some smw in a hollow close to the left. At 5840 paces,
come to another heap of stones, and descend rapidly
along a ridge between a watercourse, now dry, to the
right, and one to the left, having a stream running down
its bed. At 6000 paces descend. At 6965 paces,
encamp on the left bank of the Chastu river, the source
of which bears S. 70 W. qnd springs fiom the northern
base of the great Himalaya rid
The bed of t l ~
Chagla river is about the sixth o a mile broad, pebbly
and fleet, with several small but rapid currents running
down it. The rivers to the South of the great Himalaya
ridge am narrow, from the sides of the hills being very
steep and their bases forming a narrow angle with. little
valley. Those .which rise on the northern base of de
same ridge have broad flat channels, the water draining
into them more slowly from the table-land and the more
gradual and gentle slopes of the hills.

Y.
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A hunter, whom we havelon employed unsuccersftlly,
this evening brought in a fema!?'e Baral*. I t was about
the height of a hog deer, (Cervus porcinus) with its legs
and feet much like the sheep, and some similarity in the
head, but the ears were thinner and narrower. I t had
eight teeth and two horns which m e d lightly backwards. Its hak was very hard, and on the neck close to
the skin grew some fine wool. Its general colour was
ash or grey, but it had its shins and tail darker than the
rest, and under the belly it was nearly white. It had
four stomachs a d a gall-bladder ; a vesicular ~ n i waas
in the mesentery, but I broke it in endeavouring to extract it. Were it not fancihl to suppose a chain in the
works of nature., I should say that this d m d was the
link between the deer and the sheep.
In crossin the plains I have seen no insects save a
few small ye1 ow buttedies ; no reptiles but alittle active
hard of a dun tint ; no game, and no birds save the red
TGti, larks and linnets : but at our encampment there
were raveus of a large size with a loud caw, an immensely
large eagle on the wing, and a blue pigeon with lighter
plumage than that common in Hindhtan. I conceive
that no trip would be more instructive to the physiological
Botanist than one amss the mountains which separate
HindPatan from Tataq, as plants of the same kind
vary in their, size, tints and strength, according to the
difference of their situations. Sometime I thought that
I was mistaken, but havin seen the habitudes of many
flowers differ extraordin y in different places, and as
the difference between those on the summits of gigantic
mountains, and a t the bottom of profound glens, was presented very frequently to my eye with intermediate shades
in intermediate places, aa to elevation .within a short
apace, I was enabled to recognise their identity of family,

f
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after a little time, without difficulty. At sun-set high
wind arose. Thermometer 54".

July 2d.-Thermometer 5, A. M. 44"; wind subsided
during the night. The general direction of the rivers
which we now meet with, is E. by N., although they rise
from S. 70 W. As the cattle had strayed, we were delayed until half past eight. At 5 168 paces the motmtain, along which we have come. this morning, ends parallel to the left one. At 6845 paces arrive at our
encamping ground, which is bad, as there is only one
small spring, from which the water is taken by a small
ladle as fast as the hole fills, and this is very slowly.
Here we found a square tent of black Mankets pitched
with four poles at the corner, and belonging to some
U'niyas who had come from Ddbd to graze their goats.
As the water was not in sufficient quantity for the supply
of the U'niyas and the Niti people, another well mas
dug, which gave what was required for cooking ; but that
for drinkin was brought nearly three 126.9. An U'niya
woman, wi e to one of the goatherds, very good-naturedly
filled the water-vessels of those persons who came to the
little well, and did not 'take up her own part till the different candidates for water received &e quantity which
they asked for. She had rather a pleasin countenance,
was of middle stature, and about thirty- ve years old.
There was much of curiosity in her looks at seeing us,
but nothirlg of fear or impertinence. Her dress was
woollen, and of the same form with that of the men.
Her boots were likewise woollen, and much diversified
by patches of various hues. Her hair, which was
of a deep black, was plaited in tresses from the fore
bead down to below her mist, where the plaits to
the number of ,fifty, after ertc11 hiirg &#hated by
a cowrie shell, were wrnbled 'ina band af 'leathep
which was tipped with a tassel of red worsted thread:
her head-lappet, if I may .so name it, .was of leather,
md extended h m 'the forehead %downthe back to the

f
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ually ended in a point.
waist, but in the latter paat
At the forehead it was bo d with- silver, and from
this rim hung seven rows of coral beads, each row consisting of five, which were terminated by seven silver
T i M s that played upon the forehead. The crown of
the lttppet was studded with d pearls distributed! in
slrpen rows, and the lower part was decorated with green
stones something like turquoises, butmarbled, with coral
beds, and many bands of silver, and of a yellow metal,
probably gold, about a fin 's breadth. A stiff band of
leather something like a so dier's collar was placed loosely
round her neck, and ornamented with five rows of coral
beds. The collar was secured with a butbn and clasp
of silver. In her left ear was a c o d bead set in silver,
d in her right were two smaller beads.in, tbe m e maW. On her nght thumb she wore a square gold riog
with characters engraved on: the Cable.

B"

On quitting the sprin in the way to our encampment,
we saw some of the
Marchas sitting by their
loads, with a dead sheep lying on the ground in its fleece,
but having the entrails taken out ; on a,dish lay some of
the intdiws cut in lengths like black puddings, and I
was led by this to inquire what they were and how made ;
a d from the intimation which I reckived, .was a little
q x i s e d to find the borderers of Boom well acquainted
with the art of makmg b h k puddings. The carcass of
the sheep was a h a r d s , 1 understood, m t e d whole,
by being fkquently turned in a fire of farm roots.

Janp

This da we were treated with some chops from' our
Bnral, a d w e f d the 0eab juicy, tender and high
f l a v o d . There was a Beotcrn priat sitting with some
e h e p h d f#un the ~ b s 1 1 1 h a o d ,-hc
s d
d e n bowls 6uraed out of knob -of horse cheenut.
Tbey are very durable, the knotty stmetwe pventing
or warping. In the evening
them from either b
there were some peals o distant thunder, and an appsorance of much rain; hewwerwe~~~~ped
with a few

7

drops, the mass being attracted by the hills to the north.
The U'n;j,mhad dogs with their flocks, which were fierce
and much disposed to attack strangers.
Marcbed at
July 3d.-Thermometer at 5,-58".
5,- 10, as our conductors were anxious to reach Ddbd
at an early hour. Road leading over a dry gravelly plain,
much cracked, and yith little vegetation, except here and
there some low bushes of hne, small tufts of a silky
grass springing out of this cleft, and a woolly plant like
that commonly called " everlasting," perhaps a kind of
dittany. A snowy peak in front. The road lies over
a plaip of great length, but not of above seven c6s
in breadth, and consisting of many levels or steps broken
by deep ravines, the edges of some of which are as
level as if executed by art. Cm the south, the plain is
bounded by the last Him&ya ride, just tipped with
snow in stripes like foot-paths, extendm along the windipgs of the ridges : on the north, by the ail& mountains,
the summits of which are marked more distinctly with
snow, and the bases of which descend to the level of the
pl& by easy slopes and diminhiling swells, forming a
succession of steps separated from each other in tbe
length of the plain by breast-works of broken p u a d .
Behind, the mountains seem to meet in an angle near
iklahidkva ka Ling; but the plain seems to expand
before us tilI it is shut in by stupendous mountains,
whose sides, as well as craggy summits, are a p y n t l y
very thickly covered with snow. To-the left, or rather
to the S. W., are the mountains of Baschar. At the
distance of about two miles, a little to the W. of N. is a
most extwrdinary face of broken ground. This represents pyramids, in some places joining their top but
aeparate at their bases ; in others, s e w * at their tops
but clustered at their foundatians : buttresses of various
proportions md forms; and no unapt resemblances to
e e d castles and fortifications in piles above each other.

8

The mwn of Dcfbd is perched upon the top of a &I

which juts out towards the river with an irregular declivity, and is surmounted by the highest eminence in the
whole line which defends it from the N. W. At 5306
paces the river close below, and a few cultivated fields,
which are tbe first we have seen in this country : encamp near a rivulet in the town.
I t was considered proper that AMERSINGHshould
announce our arrival to the Dkba, and inquire when we
might wait upon him. It seems that there are Wee
es of importance here, the Lanta, the Wazir and
pem?
D d a, who is properly the head zemindar. The
the
Wazir was absent on business towards Mdnsarbvar,
and his son officiated for him.-AMER SINGHreported,
that the DGba and Wadr's son were very angry with
him for having afforded us carriage, as without this
assistance we could not have come on ; and he had more
reason to be displeased, as he had sent two messengers to
forbid our entering U'&.-AMER
SINGE made excuses ; saying they had delayed from time to time furnishing bullocks under the expectation of our being
wearied and giving up the idea of proceeding ; but that,
so far from this producing the d e c t which he expected,
we threatened to make him advance not only the expense of our stay at Nftf,which was considerable from
the number of people we had with us, but also to pay the
the whole of a journey, which, by his not forwas likely to end m disappointment. But
remained displeased.
I n the evening there was a consultation betwixt the
Wazir'a son, the Ddba and the Lama, at which were
present AMEUSINGH, the old pundit, a sircar and a
Jowrr man. I t was stated by the Ddba's people that it
was necessary to report the matter to the military chief,
who resided at the court of Gortope, a place about two
days' journey distanf and who exercised a general governjng power over the country.
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Jdy 4th.-Thermornster ~~O-AMBR
SINOHsent
wad, that the council was ready to m i v e our visit;
and we set out towards the government house, whifh was
about a hundred yards distant, accompcmied by a few
servants. The house on the outside was not of a very
imposing aspect, though built of stone. Over the door
a large dog was tied, which eyed us with attention, but
did not attempt to molest us. We passed through s e d
p a g e s and s d l anti-chambers full of people, into a
low room of about 18 feet square, in the middle of which
was a small carpet for us to sit on. Immediately in
fhmt of us on ledge mised about a foot, sat two young
men, one of whom was re resented as the Wazfrbson,
and the other as the D ba, each upon &in cushions;
an their right, and forming the upper end of another lioe
of persons extending fiom o m side of the mom to the
otberj the Lama was seated upon a leathern cushion, next
to him a p k t , and then an interpreter ; the $@nos
of
Nftfformed an opposite line ; and we were seated in the
centre of a square of people, who, if not very clean, wen!
at least orderly and respectful in their behaviour. The
young men were huge in their persons, the Watr'r son
particularly so, and about twenty-five years of age ; tbe
Ddba was somewhat older ; in the features of both, the
Tiar ctraracber was observable, though not in an very
p t degree. The Lama was about sixty, with a s vm
head, dark comhxim, serious and wrinkled countemwe,
aud features of a common cast. The priest beside hixu
was still darker, more ugly, d more greasy in his clotbcg
reclining partly on the floor, and partly on the ledge on
the upper part of the mom ; near to the Dkh wm a
young w o m of pleasing face, wife to the Dlbe, uld
daoC;bter to the W d r ,wlth a pretty child in her urns,
md the left returning line from the DJba was begun 4
a writer of dark counteaence. The Wdatr'a son was
cbaasQd in a large lowe coat or gowm of woollen a M ,
striped b e , y e h , grem, snd red, M
y about
a finger's breadth, and said to be d a P e d rt

P
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Guinnak, the capital of Chinese Tatary. His hair was
collected into one large plait which hung down his back,
and he had no beard. The Dkba had on a dark gmm
woollen gown, and his hair was plaited in the like manner.
His beard was plucked out, but he had resewed a thin
mustachio on the txpper lip ; both the GYaair's son and
the Ddba, wore broad rings on the right thumb. Their
ostensible use was for defending the thumb in drawing
the string of the bow ; but it served very conveniently also
for trimming their 'tobacco-pipes, which lay in readiness
beside them. -These were about eighteen inches long, in
the form of the Englioh pipe, but made of iron, decorated
with e mbossed work and a r h of gold, and a circle of
the same metal at the union of %he bod with the stem.
A small japanned table was befm each, and on them
were implements for writing with two round wooden
boxesjapanned, and a larjp red and white china tea-cup.-The Lama had before him also a japanned long and low
stand, upon which was a round box.-When we entered
the roam, the Dkba was correcting a letter, which he had
written to the commander of Gortqx, and which he read
over, desiring AMERSXNQH
to explain the substance of
It to us.-He read with a distinct articulation, with ocmsional pauses. The langnage was sift ; and the substance,
as far as we could collect it, was as follows.-That AMER
SINGH, and other Sgc$na8, Lad brought along with them
two Mahants, and twentyfie followers, who weredesiroue
of proceedhg on a pilgrimage to Mdnsarhar ; that the
first *presentation of their being Gorkhalis or &in@s,
was a mistake: and that the arms which they had with
them, were onlysufficient for their protection during solong
and hazardous a journey as that which they had unclertaken.-That the &j&ms had entered Iltlta cm en*
ment that these were real Gbmim, who brought merchandise to dt!fray their way expenees, and that they
would be respondble both in their pemons and property,
that they should demean thmsehtes peaceably and p m
p f l y whilst they ahould re&
in 'the country, paying
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for every thing they m' ht require, and taking nothing by
force; and as they ha been put to much unnecessary
expense by their being delayed at Nftf,.the Dkba trusted
that the chief would give orders for their being allowed
to proceed without delay. The Dkba caused also a
written agreement to be drawn out on the part of AMER .
SINGH,
binding himself to the truth of the above d e p
sition in the name of the several SyQnua,and to which he
aflixed his seal. The letter was forwarded to the chief of
Cartope,after the consent of the Lam had been received.

I

2'

I t was stated that the .Lama had never before left his
college on matters of business ; and we were to consider
this as a great compliment paid to us. Between the Lama
and the Waztr's son was an empty place which was
supposed ordinarily to be filled by the Wazlr ;and before this was laid down our present at our fkst coming
into the chamber: inquiries were. made whether we
would drink tea or eat parched meal, which we declined
on the score of having just risen from our repast, but
which we could not accept in our character of Hindw,
these people having no caste ; a large brass diah, half filled
with butter and wheat-flour, was placed before us as some
return for our present, and we took our leave.
Yesterday a person came to us from the Dkba to inquire after our health. He looked about my small teat
with much curiosity, and obsemed that my fiend's halfboots were like those of a Feringt.-I had Wen the pre
caution of having my .English shoes furnished with long
turn-up toes 'and tags at the heels, and this not being
done to the others, excited his suspicion.-The redness
of q face, which, from being exposed to a hot sun and
cold wind was almost wholly deprived of skin, particularly attracted his attention. The explanation given was,
that, before this pilgritmge I had been but little exposed
to the sun which had produced the effect which he saw.
The same inquiry was made by a very black prieet who

I
I

came on the part of the Lama, and who said that if such
was the influence of climate, he supposed he should become white, if he were to go to the country I came from ;
in about two hours after our visit was paid, the Wazdr's
son, the Dkba, the interpreter, the Dkba's wife and sister
came to look at our finery, and admired several things,
but found all our articles vastly too dear ; and I think in
general they were right; for we had &xed prices in
some measure to make up for the expenses to which we
had been subjected by imposition and delay.-The Deba's
wife fell in love with a ring which she actually asked for,
and of course obtained. Five " children of a larger
growth," who were extremely inquisitive, were desirous
of knowing the contents of a bundle of my clothes; they
were' made in the Hindu fashion. The Ddba w7asanxious
to see our guns; but, from his mode of handling them,
it was clear that he knew little of the use of fire-arms.
We otiered our guests tea, which they refused, but they
partook of some sweet biscuits, gingerbread, and sugarca~ldy. After a stay of m hour, they left us, apparently
satisfied with the reception which they had experienced.

July 5th.-Thermometer at sun-rise 4s0.-The town
of 0 6 6 1 is situated partly upon irregular eminences,
formin the side of a flat ravine descending rapidly to the
river iltil, and in the bed of the ravine itself. Its
situation, construction, and appearance, are altogether
unlike any thing which I have ever seen before. The
ravine, or bay, is surrounded by heights consisting of
strata of indurated clay and thick beds of gravel. Some
of these heights are above three hundred feet in elevation,
others are less. They are broken into masses of various
shape by the torrents of snow-water which fall down their
sides. Some are like large buttresses with pointed tops ;
and others, though of greater height, are surmounted by
flat spaces.-Their sides are full of excavations, to some
of which are wooden doors ; and others are merely cavans ; of these, some serve as houses, but the greater
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part aa gmmries or rooms in which the inhabitants deposit their property, when they leave their houses in the
town for a warmer situation during the most severe season of the year, when the ravine is nearly chokcd up with
snow, so h i t Dcibci is only to be considered as a summer residence. The houses are of stone, two stories
high, white-washed on the outside Mow, surrounded with
a band of red and French grey above, and having terraced roofs surrounded with parapet. The tops of the
walls are decorated with lines of pieces of diEiait
coloured rags tied to strings. The inside is very filthy ;
the floors of little yards, which lead to them, being covered with bones of sheep and goats, fragments of bones,
and locks of wool. From the ground-floor, which is
raised, a wooden ladder leads to the terrace, which in
the Wazir's house is divided into an enclosed verandah
that serves as a chamber of audience, and into an open
space used as a promenade by all the family. The town
is divided into three parts, viz. a college, the residerwe of
the Lama rrnd his Gelums, or monks ; a nunnery ; and
the houses of the Waxir, De'ba, and the laity in general.
Immediately in the centre of a semi-circular sweep
formed by the houses, are temples or lnausolea of Lamas,
with smaller ones attached to them. These are ckcular
at their base, diminish b amaller circles, and terminate
in a point covered by p ates of copper, like umbrellas,
and gilt : in the centre above these, surrounded by horns,
and painted of a red colour, stands an irregular building
with one door, and surmounted by a square smaller building, tiled with brass gilt, and decorated with grotesque
figures : it is the temple of N i d y a n or a e great spirit.
The parapet of this building was adorned with masses of
black hair, formed, I believe, of the tails of the Chouri
cow reversed, plaited and intermixed with piece of some
shining w~bstanee,and having on their tops iron tridents.

?'

,

This morning was dedicated to a visit to the temple,
and afterwards to the Lama. A priest, by order dfbs

Lam, opened a locked door, on which was a ring attached to the centre of an iron embossed shield-like plate
inlaid with different metals. This led to the porch of
the temple, lighted by an openin in the roof to the East.
The side walls were painted a1 k c o on a white ground,
with a bold sketch of some deity, with large staring eyes,
and enveloped in a kind of glory. The doors being
thrown open, we entered an apartment of about 30 feet
square, lighted only from the door, and from two law
silver lamps on attached pedestals of the same metal,
about 18 inches high, placed upon a low japanned stool
in the middle of the floor. At the upper end of the
temple, and immediately fronting the door, was a figure
of Ndrdyan, of copper gilt, in the Eut'opean sitting p
sition, and about 80 f&t high. The hands were lifted
up, with the palms gently inclined forwards, as if in the
act of benediction.-These, with the feet, were the only
parts exposed; the rest of the figure was draped with
oarrow robes of silk. On his right hand was a smaller
figure of L A C S H M
; and
~ on hisjeft, that of a Lama
crowned with a conical cap and dresaed in pontifical
robes.-These figures, also well executed, were likewise
of gdt copper ; a flight of small benches descended from
the feet of each of the last figures, on each side of the
.room, as low as the foot of the throne, leaving a space
clear before. On these was arranged in rows the gratest
assemblage of Hindu deities I have yet seen. They
were of brass, exhibited great variety of countenance, and
much better proportion of parts than I have before witnessed. The whole of the group just mentioned were
placed in a recess bounded by pillars reaching from the
roof to the fleor, and separated from the body of the
temple b a wooden screen about four feet high, furnished
with she ves descending in gradation to the floor.-On
the UPW
were the e0igieu of deceased Lamas
carved in w z with their mothers, and the principal
persons of their household ; a large gilt pyramid was on
one side of this screen half concealed by a silk veil, and

.!
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another elevated 'figure, something like a sceptre on the
other; each on a large gilt stand. Lower down was a
t chest; and on the floor, in the space fronting the
oor, was a low table, on which were ranged s e v d
rows of brass, silver, and gilt or golden bowls, containing water for the use of the deity ; a small quantity was
poured into my hands, part of which I drank, the w t
washed with and threw over my head, as I was directed
by the ofliciating priest : we had a carpet spread on the
floor in front of the deity, and immediately under a large
expanded umbrella. I had given a present on my first
entrance, and afterwards added another trifle for tbe particular use of the priest in attendance, who desired us to
come forward, and examine more minutely the figure of
the deity, and receive a portion of his sacred vestments
consisting of a stripe of a white silk gauze which was put
round our necks. In returning we saw masks of leather
in imitation of the heads of stags, tigers, bears, and demons, worn at the celebration of some great festival,
ranged on shelves; and on wooden frames, pjles of
sheets of writing within small planks of wood, l ~ k ethe
boards of books without backs, lying on open latticework tables.

f
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On leaving the temple we were desired to turn some
wooden cylinders supported on iron cylinders, in recesses
in a wall, and to go round the building seven times, a ceremony which it seems is prescribed to those who wish to
have an audience with the Lama after a visit to the temple. Whether this was mentioned merely to enhance
the sanctity of the place or the personage, or was really
the custom, I know not, but the ceremony was interrupted after one round, and setting the whir*,
by a
message from a priest, that AMERSINGHwas wanted
elsewhere. He understood the signal, and went to a
small door, which when knocked at, was opened by a
laughing ugly fellow, who pointed to four coils of shawl
wool, for which a bargain was immediately struck.

M A ' N A S A R V V A M I N U'NDE'S.
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We were desired to make another turn round the temple, and were afterwards led up two very steep flights of
s t a h towards the Lama's apartments. Over the first
door hung a string to which were attached some leaden
pipes, in imitation of the iron ones used for smoking.
In an open apartment, up a third flight of stairs, surrounded by a veranda, on a small apd thin cushion placed
upon an old mat, the, bishop of the diocese was w d .
We each made a present of a rupee, and three for the
Gehnu ;the latter he would not touch, but sent for the
steward to take charge of, and ordered that they should
say prayers for us three times; after which the money
should be divided amongst them. His manners were
mild and conciliating. To our interpreter he signified
that he did not approve of our design of building a h o e
pice at Mcfmardvar. We stated that we should attend
to his opinions, even if our money had been in greater
plenty than it now way.
estion of Mr. H., I laid the string of 'beads,
which
At the
I usu ly wore round my neck, at his feet. He
was struck with the circumstance, rose, beckoned to two
'Gelurnsto accompany him, and after a short absence,
returned with a pot of sour milk, .some butter in a bladder, a kind of cheese and a cake of sweetmeats, which it
was sigoified was considered so good as to be thought
worthy of being presented to the deity. He also brought
a string of wooden beads, which he desired me to accept, as a mark of friendship, in return for mine, and
which I accordingly put on ; we departed highly pleased
with the manners of the prelate. 111 the evening we paid
a friendly visit to Wazfr'sson.

Julgr 6th.-Thermometer
at sun-rise 460; I had
caused the pundit and A M ER SLNGH
to inquire for wool,
in order to purchase a quantity and forward it to N f l f ,
and have this day the mortification to find that the peoL
ple dare not sell -my until we shall have received pcr2 F

mission to buy h m Ghertope. This is caused by strict
injunctions to all the owners of flocks not to sell any shawl
wool except to the Cashmtrians, or their agents, in consequence of a representation having been inade to the
Government, that the Jouuree merchants had bou ht
some last year, and that the Cnshmtriana would su er,
if any of this kind of wool were to pass into other hands.

P

During the period that the U'h&
'was governed bp
'Rajasof the R(tjeput cast of SGrajbans, and subsequently that it passed under the dominion of the Chinex,
the independent Tatars of Laddk wete egtremely troublesome to the inhabitants by the* frequent inroads, and
only ceased their depredations in consequence of this
country bein given in Jagfrto the Dela Lama. The
sacredness o this personage, who is the head of the religion of the Tatars,caused them to desist from their incursions, and probably, would have the same influence
in the event of an alteration in the current of trade:
but m this, it b hkely, that they would make p t
kesistance.

1
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July 7th.-Thermometer 44" ; The Wbxfrmade us
a visit and staid nearly ah b u r . I obkve, that the
priesthood and the immediate a r s of Governmentare
in e q circutnsttxnces, as 'also are the goatherds, but the
mst of the population ke plunged in the mdst abject
poverty, and lfterallg. clothed in rags.

July dth.-Thermoineter 46" ; at noon in a tent 75'.
We have heard that an answer is arrived fiom C J b t t p .
In the evening I went to irrquire the determinationof*
Government upon our f i r s , and was informed that in
the following morning the letter should be read to us.

Jk& 9th. Rained.-Therinorheter at sun-& 500.
I t being past eleven, and not hearing any intimatioh of
our presence being desired, I proceeded to the gc,vm

1

i

ment house, and found the Cbundl ittina, assisted by a
ntlmber of people whom I had not seen before. I addressed myself to the Council ; and as we had been in.limnedthat a letter had arrived from Ghertope, I beg-ged to learn the sentiments of the Governor in res ct to
us, and their final determination upon them. The agfr
said, in reply, that the Governor of Ghertope had signi-fi& ta him, that intelligence had been conveyed to him
about three years ago, that some Europeans were about
to come into the country; and, whether we were the
permns.afluded to or not, he wished to see us, and the
.goo& we had brought, of which he requested an exaat
.inventory to be forwarded to him, and prohibited any sale
ti8 he should have inspected them. I told them, that,
ahhough we had rm&red.rnuch from delays, yet that out
-ofrespect for the authority of Government, we were ready
to go to Gktope, oot e m to . h a ,should it be required
of us, as we had no other than honest intention9 ; but as
we were ordered to go by the Government, it was but
reasontble . h t we should be furnished with caniage.
Afber much altercation, it was agreed, that cattle were bo
.be ready in three days ; and that a9 many as could be
ptollund should be pu-,
we tskin the tesponsiMHty of the rnettsure upon ourselves. n an hour, the
-3nteupYeer came to srvp .thatwe shodd.haw the requisite
bdouks, atid e e are to stmt in &me days .from this date.

5
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In &evening we-ent taseethetempleof NA'RAYAN
e n , and to pay our parting visit to the Lam. We
.fwnd ,the old man in a small cell just large enough to
of three people sitting down ; with a raised bench
d b d c k , frunted by a t d l i ~ gof wood, with a lit& door
in the centte.--Although w l y , he wttt~retiring to rest or
meditation ; and con4idering the wealth of the mUege,
which is r e p d to be very great,was a real d ediijmg
fkture of humility. He wished to know very particaWe m s w d eerM y if we should return by I)&.
'taidy. He was much .pleased with our attention, md
%Fa

.
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putty'out his hand to take hold of my fiend's white
wn, e being a little nearer than me, said " I pray you
&Ptme live in your recollection as white as this cloth."
There was something particularly affecting in his manna
and uttemmx, and I could not help bending over his outstretched hand with emotion, as I took leave of him.

I mentioned that there are a college and a nunnery.
The Gelurn, or monks, seem a happy, good-humoured set
of people, dirty, g r e y , and in good case. They cany on
a considerable trade in sheeps' wool and salt, in exchanp
for wheat and barley. Of the nature of the instimion,
I could learnlittle. Of the Paraphernalia of tbe temple,
the resemblance with those of the Romish church was
very striking. The Gklum observe ceb&acy. There is
a nunnery, the rules of which are said to be severe.
Commerce with man ia punished by solitary imprisonment, and a heavy fine.
Jdy 10th.-Thermometer 48". This evening we purposed to mount a hill, on which formerly was a house
belonging to the Raja ;and there still remains a temple.
In our way, passin close tq the house of the Wasit-,we
f w d him, the D&, and several servants, shootiq at a
mark with bows and arrows. There was novelty lo tbe
contrivance of the target. The bull's eye was compoeed
of two parts, the inner one, about four inches in diameter,
was of wood, convex, and painted black in the rniddle,
with a circle of red on the outside. This was placed in
a roll or cushion of cloth which it fitted tightly. The
arrows were tipped with wooden balls, eome of which
were solid, and others hollow, with four holes in tbe end,
which caused a whistling sound as the arrow flew tbrougb
the air. When the arrow missed tbe target, and stmck
against the butt, it fell to the ground ; if it hit the soft
shell of the target, it did not disengage the bull's eye ;
end no arrow wm accounted a shot, but that which disktdged the._eyefrom the target. When struck out, the
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eye did not fall, but dropped a few inches lower than the
eircle, where it waa held by a string from an upper projecting rod. This is altogether not a bad contrivance, as
it prevents disputes. These people pull the bow more
in the English manner than in that of the Chinese, their
neighbouru and masters ; but their instruments are very
indifferent; and they are not formidable archers. They
use also the sling, but I had not an opportunity of seeing
them exercise with it. Leaving the archers, we ascended
to the top of a hill about 300 feet above the level of the
lower town, along a zigzag road, and through some winding passages excavated with little art in the strata of
gravel and indurated clay. The inside of this ten~plewas
by n o means so rich as that on the other side, and the
priest complained of poverty. He said, he felt an interest in our welfare, and'recommended our departing
without delay, as the governin people were not good,
and we might, if we stayed ong, be caught by severe
weather, and perish. We thanked the old man for his
good advice, and left him more substantial proof of our
re,uard, for which he was very grateful, and placed round
our necks' small stripes of gauze. During our stay, the
G&m began an evening Hymn, which was not unmusical ; but, in a very small cell sacred to BHA V A ' N ~ ,
three persons were making a noise not unlike the quick
chirping of grasshoppers. There were small statues of
the last 5Virq'bana Rdjh, his son, daughter, priest, treasurer, and other persons of his court. As it is the custom here for a considerable portion of the property of
every person who dies in d u e n t circumstances, to go to
the church, and as likenesses are sent to the priests, who
pray for the repose of their souls, as in the Roman Catholic faith, I apprehend the series of figures represented
the whole of the court ; and in this idea my belief was
strengthened by observing some females of different age
and character on a bench, immediately behind that on
which the Rbjd was seated. The head-dress of two of
these .was very similar to that of abbesses. The Rcfjd,

.
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whoae ~ecemblaocewas here p r e s e d , in consequence.
of the frequent incoads of the LuWk, and od his fathet
being killed by the Tdara, WRS wnt b the principel
people to request the protection of the himese, who accorded it and dsisted him against the invaders. But in
on earthquake his hkse was precipitated, h g with himoelf and his household, into the plain, and the Cdrirzess
afterwards availed themselves of hie death, to take this
country for their own use, and after a certain period to
give it to the Dela Lama.

2

At this last temple there were few musical instnunenb;
but at the great one, we saw some pmdigbu3ly largebrasa
and copper trumpets, made of tubes, which shut in and
drew out like telescopes, and bad s m d mouth-pieces or
pipes, which were distinct. There were also drums of
great size set in frames and beat upon their sides.

There are granaries in the rock on which the small
temple is situated, in which they say that them are many
thousand maunds of rice, far the u . e of the people p
nerally, in the eveat of any great exigency ;ancl ahis is certainly a very prudent precautkm, aa scarcely any @ahis
raised in this country, and the inhabitants are dependent
h r their annual supply of rice and barley on the March
of N
it6 and Jozufr. Shortly after the period that the
Gmkhas made an irruption into the territarles of the
great Lama, the Chineat governmeot ordered 34000
rnaunds of rice to be taken out af the magazine, which is
in fact the property of the public ; but bow the funds am
provided, I did not learn.
July 18th.-Thermometer 5 lo. The C h w r bultocks arlived at day-break ; and havi~gpaid 6ar their
hire, as well tts for the fbod of two horsemen who were
to accompany us, into the hands of the interpreter, we
struck our tents and took leave of Dri66, At
pea
arrive at the summit of hills, said to contab'gald. To

the right are claz hills, broken down by melting s n o ~
into strange-looking projections and hollows. Scarcely
the s h g h t ~ appeanrqce
t
of vegetation, and yet a hare qras
s e q u n these heights. At 5 1 16 paces reach a IIaROW
pass, L g h which we go a d d~scendt~ a stony plain,
then enter a very deep watqr-cwrse, now dry, of which
the banks are perpend$ulsr, of vwt height, and formed
of ,bds of gravel. I examined their structure with great
attention, in hopes of finding wme traces of marine pro:
ductions, but was disa pointed. At 7230 paces came
to a plain sloping .to i e Satldrid or Serlej. I t came
from the S. W. by W. and ran N.E.,. receiving here the
Z'iltil; breadth 80 ards, depth 34 feet.. The current
was M) rapid, that qoyLl scarcely keep my footin&
On the plain weq! two very beautdul poplar trees, ip
which were mapy goldfinches, which re ed me with a
song, whilst I wt undp the shade of e tv,waiting
fox the party, having reqhed the river half an hour
before they arrived,

e

The broken p n d in ,the neighbourhood of, Dhbd,
and which we did not lose sight of, until we quitted the
bed of the Tikil, was very extraordinary in appearance.
The right bank was of great height, and the melting snow
had cut the clay of which it wag formed, into chabels,
legviw intermediate 'ridges, which, from difference of
hardness, or being acted up- by the water in different
directions, was f ~ h i o y dinta pea$diversity of fi ure, in
some places representing castles, fortifiE&ns, %ouses,
and masses which baflled description.
W e have passed three villages to-day, all painted, aM
of different colours. These are winter mi&nces of the
inhabitants d D&ci a d .Dong.
Just at the point when we kgpn ascending, the valley
narrows suddenly to a cbannel only just s p f f i c i ~ to
t gjve
pacloag.to the water. The Bills, which are stated to b
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rich in gold, are
ite of mixed '&lours, the red p m
dominatmg, with orizontal strata of quartz and small
fibrous veins of a white material like agate, descending
perpendicularly : where the rock has been exposed to the
weather, its surface is broken into small pieces, having
little more cohesion than clay burnt in the sun. This de
composition is effected, I suppose, in consequence of the
different materials of which the mass is composed, not
being intimately united, and water entering the fissures
where it congeals, &c,, bursts the structure.

f?

The gold here is separated by washing, there bein no
fuel, in the neighbourhood ; or rather no wood ; for, rom
the appearance of some of the hills, I apprehend that
they hold coal. In the bed of the &tkj, were many
large flowering shrubs, which I take to be a species of
the tamarisk. I have found it from three inches high to
eight feet, in situations more or less kwurable. The
yak8 and goats were very fond of the foliage. I observed,
that the bite of the yak is quicker and nearer the ground
than any other species of neat cattle I am acquainted
with; a peculiarity which fits them for the short and
w t y herbage of an Al'ne country.

B

We have descended much to the &kt@, notwithstanding the mountains are hi , which intervene be
tween this river and DLbL, an the heat is great. In
the tents the thermometer stood at 960. . Distance come
this day 7545 paces.

f

July 13th.-Thermometer at sunrise 560 ; march at
@SO'. This plain is stony, about halfa mile in breadth and
length, bounded partJy,byhei hts and p d y by the &try..

!

-

I t is full of shallow pits ma e by persons who have dug
for golddyst, and left heaps of stones by the sides of the
excavations. At 306 paces ascend to another flat which
has likewise been dug. At 1835 paces reach a small
&it, where there has been cultivation ; caves of gold

I

I
I

mines in the rock to the left, now deserted. At 5975
paces reach a house, near which are two gold mines with
tunnels under the su&ce.-Heretofore
the excavations
were perpendicular. The earth is dug out and carried
to the brook to be washed.-At 6183 paces arrive at the
ground for encampment near the village of Damm,
situate half-way up a rock on the right bank of a watercourse, in the direction of which we travelled most part
of this day, consisting of a few red llouses, and many
caves, with two or three temples.

In the evening killed seven hares.-l'here are great
numbers of these animals. They are shorter in their.
bodies, longer in the hind legs, and somewhat smaller
than those in England.-Their
fur is much finer and
longer : altogether they are much paler generhlly. The
under part of the neck is fawn colour, sides greyish, belly
white, and the thighs are furnished with thicker and
longer fun than the rest of the body, and of an ash or lead
colour mixed with grey.-When
disturbed, they fly to
the mountains, but frequently stop and rise on their hind
legs to look at their pursuers. Their flesh is well tasted ;
and they are very prolific ; as in two there were eight
young ones. Some cultivated land under the grain called
ad'hf jou, wdl irrigated.

J d y 14th.-Thermometer 5%"; leave our ground at
5 h 25'. At 5780 paces much saline efflorescence on ,the
ground, supposed to be soda, cracked under the foot like
slightly frozen earth. The skeletons of two wild h o r n
were lying in the valley. In various. parts of the road
we have found many skulls of the male Baral, with enormous horns.-Some have at least been fromm50 to 60.lbs.
weight. We meet again with rhubarb which we had
long lost sight of. At noon, thermometer in the tent 75" :
on a high hill tothe right, three wild horses suddenly
made their appearance, probably for the purpose of coming to water; after looking at uo for some time, they
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went off at a smart trot. They were too far &to afford
a very clear view, but seemed to be about thirteen hands
high, a bay colour ran along the upper part of the neck,
and back and sides were of a fawn or azure colour.
Their heads appeared thick and short, but well carried :
their bodies round, short : general shape Compact, clean,
apd tail thinly furnished with hair.

July 15th.-At sun-rise, thermometer 4 lo.; march a t
5b 40'. At 574 paces'a bed ofsnow in the water-course.
The plashes of water on the surface of the ground, melted
during the day, .are frozen during the night. Road ascends to 1994 paces, when we reach the level of a beautiful plain about a mile and a half bl-qad, with mountabq
to right and left, and narrowing to a gorge about three
miles in f r ~ n t . Mouotains on the left have snow falling
upon them. At 4800 paces reach the right side of the
valley, which declines to the North : a stream arises from
a bed of melting snow, direcGon N. 65 E. At 5940
paces a second bed of snow. Middle of valley stony
with two currents gf water. Animds of a h n d o u r ,
about twice the s b of a rat, without a tail, and haviq
much longor ears than rats ; Q.Marmut ? They burrow in the ground, and seem to associate wi,h a smeUer
species of the same form and general chamcter, but ofa
much darker colour ; perhaps younger ones only. One
of this sort was shot, yesterday, being taken for a youn
h e , wbicb it resembles in its mode of jumping
sitting on its hind legs. At 555 1 paces the valley wrows to 600 yards; wounding hills said to contain
gold, which is sometimes found in lumps of considerable
size. At9C/86pacesencamp; at 11 A.M.,cloudy,blgh
@ f i n ; afterwards hails, and this alterwind ; be&
nately with strong wind till sun-set, when the atmasphere
~learsend the wiad falls.

a3

Probably a new kind ; ac all the known species of Arctomya hm
short ems or none. In QIherrapects reems to agree with the genus

I

,

&ly 16th.-Thermomekw at sunrise 54' ; our tents
&men. March at 6" 45' along the left bank of the
stream which we followed yesterday ; tmw lose to our

f

p u n d a large p& of harns attached to a s k 11,
~ which I
supposed to have belonged to the Baral or wild sheep,
but was said by the U ' n i p ta be an animal called Douga.
At 1905 paces large fragments offcozen saow fallen into
tbe water from the racks, almost choaking up the channel,
wbich is not above seven yarde b d . The h e n snow,
or rather ice, when broken from the edge of the projecting banks under which the water flows, divides into
pyramidal or conical nails, the small part downwards.
Red stanes, mething like cinnabar of antimony, with
black shining crystab, interspersed through their substance. Large lumps of green granite glazed over, in
parts with a kind of green glass, in the bed of the stream.
At 9000 paces enter into a narrow defile 06 frozen snow,
which the stream has cut through and deserted. A ledge
of about eight feet thick, is suspended to the rock at each
side, leaving a narrow passage between them, 94 pacea
h g ; at 3435 paces came to another defile of ice. At
S&O paces, rhubarb plants in plenty. At 6375 paces
our stream joins another ; and the mad leads to a plain,
on which were two wild horses, and a prodigious number
of hares. At 8095 paces m h the bed of a clear,
broad, aed rapid, but not deep river ; plain dug in many
parts fbr gold. Having crossed the river, and reached
our ground at 1 P. M. and 1 1,963 paces, we encamped.We killed this day one hare, and two grouse, or birds of
this class, of a fawn colour, feathered legs, broad feet,
covered with a pad of horn, divided into many pints,
like shagreen, and havin two long thin tail feathers. This
river, which riser near 8on8rt, gee? past GAertopa, then
close to Latdk or L d k , and is s a ~ dlikewise to proceed
to Bokhara, where probably it falls into the Am~uoo,
Dg'iAon or Oxw. The n~ountainson each side of this
valley OP plain, which is about five miles across, dip
much to the N. W.

I
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July 17th.-Thermometer 39". Ice or water war
our encampment. Saw some Brahnrinf geese* aod
small shrikes hovering over the river. At 356 paces
ascend the foot of the mount, ranging with the river,
which runs about eighty yards to the left. At 1360
paces, the plain is divided into an upper step about two
miles broad, and a lower one, in which is the river following the middle of the lower step or valley, and about
.a mile in breadth. Many wild horses on the upper step.
At 3900 paces myriads of small flies, very troublesome.
At 4805,road very uneven from hillocks and hollows.
The surface of the ground covered with salt. At 5790,
the various currents which divided the valley unite and
form a large and clear stream, of considerable rapidity.
At 6000,a very large but dry m-ater-course leads to the
river. At 8600, a valley opens from two to three mile
broad, and covered with large pebbles. Heat very great.
At 11878, come to five currents of a river, which we
cross. This river rises from mountains covered with
snow lying S. 75 E., and falls into that just mentioned.
Ghertope, formed by some black tents, at a considerable
distance, bears from hence N. 5 E. The intervening
plain, and indeed as far as the eye can reach until it is
bounded by a pass to the N. W., is covered by p d eous bodies of sheep, goats, and yaks, amongst which
is a small number of horses. The number of cattle canno t I think be less than 40,000. A t 14,000 paces reach
of tents'in clusters, made
the town, or rather assernbl
of blankets surrounded by air ropes fixed to stakes.
Over the tents are variously coloured shreds of silk and
cloth as flags.

T

We had only just pitched our tents, and anan our
ge, when a messenger arrived from the D ba and
qzfr, desiring us to pay them a visit today, aml we
should proceed to business the following day ; the tenns

P
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of the message were too pressing to admit of delay, accordingly we proceeded to the house of the Dkba with
our presents. I t was enclosed by a fence about four
feet high, and surrounded by the same litter of bones,
horns, and scraps of wool, that we had remarked at Dhh.
After entering an enclosure, we stopped a few seconds
at the close of a small yard, in the front of which were
some matchlocks and bows and arrows, piled in a kind
of guard-house; and we were desired to go through a
low door into a room, about twenty feet long. At the
opposite end, on a raised bench of earth, covered with a
carpet and cushions, sat an elderly man, bare-headed,
and clothed in a greasy yellow damask gown. This was
the Ddba. On the right hand from the Dkba was a
dark complexioned person, who was his younger brother ;
and on his right again, a rather hir young man, who was
the son of the late Wazir,and now shared the authority
of government with the D kba. The D kba had rather a
shrewd countenance. His brother had a sullen expression, and was ill-favoured. The oung W a z f rhad
a pleasing face, of the Tatar kind.
e had cushions
placedon.the side of the room, opposite to the young men ;
and our attendants with those of the household occupied the lower parts of the chamber. Some conversation
passed through the medium of our interpmter, which
turned upon our usual place of dwelling, and the articles
we had brought with us, of which an. inventory was
handed to the Dkba, and after being looked over by him,
'ven to the Wazir. The apartment was built of sods.
!fhe roof was flat, made of branches of trees laid nrm,
covered with sods, and having a square hole near the
centre, which answered the double purpose of letting in
light and giving .vent to smoke: the sides of the room
were hung with dirty yellow silk. On the right hand of
the Wazfrwere two do@. The Dkba sat at the upper
end of the mom on a platform of sods two feet high,
covered with an old carpet, on a cushion hced mth
China satin. Before him was a little long table, on

i:
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which a box, with barley-meal, a blue and white 1 a v
Chimr @&-cup,a thing like a small lead tea-canister,
used as a spitting pot, a ~ adgreenishjwper teacup, less
than the other. This latter was frequently filled by a
boy, from a Iwge earthen tea-pot, with a paleddoured
lid ; apparently cold. Supelwtition in eastern countrk
attaches to jasper cups the property of splitting, if poison
be put into them ; and this trait, at first blush, does not
speak in favour of the ~noralityof our Tatar friends.
Over his head, to defend him from the earth d the
bods, or other annoyance, were two or three pieces of
commoh chintz, and at the right corner was a small
square dpattment, made by a chintz curtain, in khich
was a light ; as the Dkba lighted his pipe from a chafingdish of charcoal, which was on the flmr, I suspect Mm
to be a worshipper of the sun turd fire ; and this suspicion is strengthened by the long hymns, which our attendants chanted on the mad, at the first appearahce of
that luminary.

.

'

Our interview was vety long ; but it was easy to see
that the impression bf our being either Qorklnra or
Felings, (so the Tatam c d Europems) ware &&her
by the representntibna of the Ddba of DdBd, or by the
weight of our presehts. Particulai- inquity oras mede
for pearls, and cups of cryetal. h u n d the DJba's neck
was .a string of beads, thick in the middle, and.sqneezed
in at the ends ; each bead ebout an inch and a half -long,
of a black substrince resembling elastic gum,and ma~ked
with a deep circul&rintpressim mde by a kmd of seal.
A t the bottom wds .a small oblong-rounded gokl Box,
with a little turquoise stone in the middle of tbe lid. In
each ear he had a long pendant, cowistibg of a large
pearl, between tows of small~tu~quaise
-s.
set in gold.
All the three persons mentioned had bn their tail, which
is twisted fiom three plaits, a geld circular otnarnent in
lieu of a roIJlette. This is g d y larger &m.ae~own-

1
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piece, half an inch thick, with a raised ed defended by
very beautiful fillagree work, enriched wi some decoration of the turquoise. This is really an elegant trifle,
and with the exception of a dagger case, and rn etui for
long iron sticks to clean the throat of their tobacco-pipes,
'wus the only red decoration betokening taste, I have
seen in the country.

J* 18th.-This morning we displayed odr goods as
detailed in our invento
After *e returned, a Cmhmfrian Vakil from the dj& of Latdk sent word that he
wag ready to buy our goods, if the Dkba did not close
with our terms. He said that he should beglad to o p
a commerce with Windtistan for goods of that country
in exchange for the productions of Latdk. That plaee,
he said, was about sixty c69 or ten days' journey from
Gkrtope, and the same distance from Cashmlr. He
mentioned a place called Baschar, twenty days' journey
from Latdk, end ten only from Bokhara. The road
through Cabul, from Dehli to Bokhara, he represented
es very circuitous. From Amritsir to Latdk the journey was from twenty to twenty-he days, and the best
-on
for it was the hot weather or the rainy season,
but it would be prekrable to go in the former, and return in the latter period. He purchases shawl wool on
adrances at thirty negfs per rupee; the first quality sells
in C d d r at twelve negb, and the second fifteen mgls
per mpee. The best wool comes from the neighbmrhood of Ozrprang Kote, near Mdnasarhar.

3

July 19th.-The Latctkk, as well as the Vniyas,are
not able to @ow grain enough for their own consumption :
but arc supplied by the inhabitants of the hills. The
Ukiyaa procure their grain from the Joutfrfs, the Marchas, and other traders, through the passes as far as
Baschar, the Lafdkis from the Cashmfrians.-The
eupply of grain is highly important to the Vniyas, as
they live an barley-meal and rick, which they eat with

'
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their tea. Animal food seems to constitute only a small
portion of their diet.

-

The shepherds are now beginning to sh& their sheep
and goats. JourETf and Baschar merchants are purchasing sheep wool, which they manufacture into Pan&
and blankets ; and those from Latdk are collticting the
shawl wool ; I purchased a small quantity of the latter,
at the rate of twenty-five negfs per rupee. The Latdkfs
require thirty. The Dkba hinted that he might be dispse'd to give twenty ; and this in the beginning it may
be prudent to take, until a footing be established. It is
important to shew, that he will receive more advanta
by dealing with our agents in future, than wit11 theLaiak
These have some shawl goats, but not in number suflicient to supply the Ca8hrnfrianmarket. However, if a
portion of the quantity raised in LTndds, can be diverted
from the usual line, they may be compelled .to keep more
goats themselves. Still without much success, as the cold
IS not so severe in the neighbourhood of &at&, as td the
eastward, in which direction the mountains are higher,
and covered constantly with a large quantity of snow. .

I

July 90th.-At a little distance from us, and close to
the river, two people are ellgaged in preparations for
making paper. They have two large bags of old paper;
that has been written upon, and manufactured from the
bark of the root of the Latlarua, formerly mentioned
A few large flat stones are placed near the edge of the
water, where a portion.of the stream has been divided
from the main current by a low piece of sods. On the
grass are two frames of wood, covered an ax side with
fine cloth, and the other is open, forming a shallow b y .
The workmen begin by dipping some of the old paper in
the water, then beating it upon a flat stone with a small
round one, till it is reduced to a pulp. One of tbe trays
is then placed in the broad part of the canal, leaving a
space for the water to run under it. The pulp is put into

pump with water, and worked into a paste ; it is
the cloth, and as this is sunk two or three
inches in the stream, the water rises through the cloth
into the tray, and, mixing with the pulp, dilutes it. The
impurities, which swim, are picked out, and the pulp
'tated by the hand until it is supposed to be sufficiently
when the current of water is lessened. The workm9o sea if the cloth be equally covered with pulp ; and
if any part look thin, he stirs the water with his finger
immediately over anotber that is too thickly covered,
and rcrises a cloud of paste which his finger leads to the
thin spot, and by making a little eddy, the motion of
which he gradually diminishes, the pulp is made to subside. By a repetition of this simple process, the sheet
lecomes of an equal thickness throu hout : when-$ is
,puefully raised out of -the water and
horizontally
on the ground to dry, till the greater part of the moisture
is drained off, when it is gradual1 raised, and when
nearly dry, the f-e
is set upri& : when perfectly
hard, one corner of the large sheet is raised h m the
cloth, and the whole detached by the hand. However,
this paper is very inferior, as to evenuess, to that made .
in Hindustan.
B geer

then poured on

z,
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July 9 1st.-At

about ten o'clock we were visited by
on the
hautboy, enother on drums, and the third sung and
danced. The aim were very similar to those of the
Scotch ;and the tones of the hautboy resembled striktboee of the bagpipe. This instrument had eight
for the fingers, and one for the thumb, with two
reeds, and a metal tube, with a broad flange concave u p
wards and convex downwards, in which the reed was
inserted.-The reeds were tied together with a piece of
string about two inches long, that the loose one mi ht be
ready to be changed instantly. The musicians %egan
withan overture not unlikethat of OSCAB
and MALVINA,
as far as comparison may hold between the execution
a c

three Tatar musicians from Latcik ;one played

'
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from twe in&w&ts, and that of a ful! bad. T
then sang the words without music, and so went oo wi
the ,instrumentaland vocal petfbrmance alternately.

2

The Ddba and wad^ made dreir present, cooof two l q e trays of rice, one coarse, the dheF fhn;
three lumps ef butter, sewn in skins, and eight sheep
The butt& was rancid, a eimmstance which In
country docs not lower its value. The exhibitiom d the
articles of my small medieine chest, and of same surgical
Instrumenby.appeared to give much satisfidon ; and
both the Dkba and Waxir wee piewed with a b w drop
of oil of peppermint on sugar.
%d.-This morning I received a m
q from tbe
DCba to visit him as soon as possible. He praposed r
new rate of duation fbr the coin, in which our advance
fbr wool had been made b him. This'propd w w a
gross roguery, as we had weighed the rupees and h a d
that one of them was equal to 4) Lakiki Z'Irp$s& and
had ascertained the oodness of the silver. He bad too,
af his own accord, o red to allow that rate. I told him,

k

that we had placed the fullest confidence in bis honour,
and had considered the bargain of the day bebe as
binding on both parties : however-, we w m in his power ;
and we wished him to receive the twenty-floe n p q
which would have arisen out of the traaesedan, as it at
first stood, in the light of a mmr.
five Sirinagar Timcfsi~d,in lieu of a I
mpae,
ck!cih
asd
beea informed that the Dkbo a b &tux$ hem, d,
probably, through tbe influence of the LILidA1 mcptkats.
During the
menb on this subJeet, the young Wuh.
spoke to the
a s e v d times in ae under vdce, held
down his head, seemed confused, abed&, end asBaraee
of the trick played by tlte DCBa. The latter, ebvbdy
pleased with havin carried &s pin6 said, that hcmte
Eore no shawl wool,%ad.dyer been sold exapt to M
k
d
m a d m t s ;thattime was an arder ofgmmrrteat

fE!!/

%
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ing the h
a of his head on m y man that should sell this
wool to any &her person ; but that in consequence of our
having come from a great distance, being, as he was fully
aware, persons of amsideration, and as he was pleased
with our conduct, he had departed from the general rule,
and had put us on the same footing with the LLtdkfs :
that we should, in fntare, be placed on the same terms
PB tbey ; and he would en-pge that no third person should
eoter into competftion with the two parties for this w&lea I expressed my satisftlction with his promim, and
begged that he would give me a list of the things he might
be likely to want from Hiadustan, as the Europeans
sent many articles of great utility and beauty to that
country. He said, that a sword, and large pearls of ta
cdour, pear shape, add free from flaws or irregularities, would be most acceptable. He gave me a
drawing done, which probably would be worth 2000
rupees, and which he valued at 3 ot 400. Aftet oar
commercial a#im were thne settled, he said that we
. could not have permission to go out of the usual road
fiom Gkertope to M&nmar6var, or to stay more than
ane or- days at that place. Thence we were to proceed to Gangrf,afterwards to Hienlung, to take up our
wod, then to return to DhM,and enter the territories of
the Gol*fias by the Ndti pasa. I answered that we
were ready to obey, to the utmost of our ability, the
orders wMeh he had prescribed ; bot that it had entered
'mage to visit Jwdldmuc'lti, and that by the
roadOur
of
ti, we should make a round, to which our
finances wem unequal. He said, that the heads of the
ScgR6.ntw,who had become sureties for us, should answer
- for ow leaving the country by my other mad.
I ufged
every argument that occnrred to me, but he was inflex~ble.
He said his own head would be forfeited if he gave his
amsent to our returning by any other pass ; and that our
lives were held by him in equal estimation with his o m ;
but that the case was without remedy. This b h wss
mexpected and heavy, as it places ue in the d t c r a t i ~ ,
a o e

p2
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either of being exposed to be stopped by tho Gorkhilfr,
or of l&g the benefits of the connexion we have fbnned
with the governorof the U d s . AMERSINGEsays
that as the Marchas were our security here, so will they
guarantee our passing by the Bagchar d. To e&ct
this, he says, it is only necessary to go one day along the
Nisi road when we leave D&bd,and then s a k i to the
West, with a good guide, we shall reach the %zschar
without inquiry or molestation ; or if we dislike this p b
we may go to Ntti, and make an m g e m e n t with the
Manu Marchas, near Bhadrinht'h, to gi
My companion thinks it will be best tovego*as
Tagdban,and there striking over the great snowy TumM
range, gain the province of Budan, and push vigorously
for Chilkea. I prefer this, because we can see our cattie
safe to Nltf, and make an arrangement then for pessing
our cattle and goods through the Gurkha territory. The
old pundit opines fbr the Babchar road, and says we shall
neither be seen nor heard of by the route which he shen
chalk out, until we reach a country in which we shall not
be noticed. I rather apprehend that the prohibition has
been cuused by the inquiries which the old man has been
frequently making from Badchar people respecting tbe
state of the road : but, be it as it may, it is dear to
me, that if we wish not to fiunish to the governor of
Ghertope a substantial reason for rejecting fbture communication with us, we must abide by his order in respect
to quitting his wuntry by the Niti pass.

aE?:

Mr. H. rent to the Cashmirian, and foundthat he was
a Wakil or agent of the Rdjd of Latcfk for the purchase
and sale of wool. He said that the amountof wool annually bought by the R6d was between two and three -l
the greater part of which was resold to the Cmhmfrion
merchants, who waited for the return of the W a M and
paid for it immediately. Merchants from Amritn'r took
off the rest. In speaking of articles of mewwhich were muhtable at &at&, he mentioned corql

I

I

beads, which formerly were bnw ht from Dehli and
Batam, and, though exceedingly ear, were resold into

d

.Tstary at a great profit. But within the last three
years their value has fallen great1 ,from the eat numbers which have come through cirkund. 7Yhese have
been brought by the fOoroae) Ruasiana, who have long
been in the habit of trading with that country, and in the
course of the last three years have pushed on a live1
MC
into Caahmir through agents. The Wakfl said:
that the Oorm had not yet been at Lad& ; but
tbe Ddba of Ddbd asserted, that kafilahs of 5 or 600
Ooroos on horseback had come to the fair of Ghertope.
Now if this latter intelligence be true, the RussMm must
reach Ghertope by another route than that of Y h r W .
The Wakfl mid that the horses of L a t h were much
lar r than those of U'ndds, but that the best were bred
in Tarkbui, thin days' journey from Lafdk, and that
Bokharo was &teen days' journey fmo Yarhrzd:
Latcfk is ten or twelve da s' journey from GAertope, and
the same distance from &a*hmh; and twenty-five fmm
Amiritsir. Thus the road to the N. W. of the Aim&
h y a from Dehfi, would stand thus from Arniritsi~to
Latdk twenty-five days, Ydrkund thirty, Bokhara fifteen ;
making a total of seven day? ; a much shorter distance
than that by Cabul.- n thls route there are two days'
journey, in which no water is to be met with ; and for
thirty days there is a track without inhabitants ; but the
road is safe. I must here remark that the river, which
from Ghertope to_ Latdk, does not p
d to
E A a r a as before stated ; but falls into the Atfock, or
more properly speakin% is the main stream of that river.
Neither is it a fact, that Cashmlr furnishes Latdk with
in, as was at first reported to me ; the latter country
c v i n g suffcient land in cultivation for producing barley
'nu, except wheat and rice, which it obtains
fromOther
Bagc ar. I went this evening to the Cashmfrian's
teat, taking with me two small bottles of essence of pep
permint and of volatile caustic alkali. He received mo

f
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with great ream, spoke in tbe highQst term of the
regard shown to medical characters m tbe We&,d of
the pleasure he had in our meeting, which he now
regretted had not taken place bef~e. His name was
AHWED
KHAN,KAZALBA'BH,
about fortyeight pars
of age, and of a respectaWe appemmce. He p h a d
before me some fine sugarcandy and a paper of saffron.
~ i n g of large
~ ls h e~were, he said, much in
requat in Cdrnir. He was ptrticularly deskam to
bave a lancet of the same make with one that I had given
to the Garpan, but in thia I coukl not indulge him.
J drew him on to converse about the RussianrP, but could
learo no more than what has been stated, save that a few
have befom been in Cmhrnb. He brought with him
h s w l s af various kinds for sale ; and said that bis peuple.,
who were not come up, had some of great value in charge.
Nobody, he said, could trade at Latcilr w i t h t the
direct permission of the R4h. We first supposed, that
the CasAmfrians came to U7ndks for part of the wml
they used ; and learning that they did not, were disposed
to Mame them for want of entrrprfae. However,-it
appears that tbey have not beem permitted to trade
directly with V n d & by the laddkk.-A state of war$& had long existed, with i'ntemming periods of pam,
or rather truce, between these two states, in the reign of
MAHNUDSHAH. The Chinese Tatars then invadsd
Latbk w b inhabitants applied to the Cuukmfriam
fbr assistance. These represented their state to tbe
Emperor who ordened them to_ send some infantry to
their aid. By their help the Latdkfs mpulsed tbe
assailants ; and a treaty of amity was made between the
aonflicting parties, of which m e &e
was that the
h w l wool raked in h d d a should be sold to the
LathJfsalone. This has since been little infringed upon,
except two years ago, when the J d r f Marchas purchased a small quantity on account of Mr. Gr LLM A w of
Bare&. The Latdkb apprized of the transaction,
complained to the government of Ghcrtape, wbo issued

the rigmm d i e t belo* mentioned, fotbidding the sals
of any except to the Lat&kb, on p i n of ofacratll to the
Wty dlbg@I

P W.-Laare G b t o p ;thermometer 58' at cur&.
The night has bden fmdy, H d v k taken leave of &a
Bkba or ffsqwtzia tbe & y o n , bfid of the Wekfr,a*
@14 we prepted to start. The Wazfrtreated us-with.
mucb cordialiv. He s&id that in a very shart time he
&odd go to k to remain. In hi8 apbrtanent, which
was a much .better one than that of the DdQa,w q e many

-

,

trunks, and in the right hand angle was a small platform
with benchev in front, on the top of whkh wua a brass
*,
b a k e whidb a lump .was burning, md p i n of
various kind8 was served on salvers of weed.--On the
lowest step were severalplain wine-glasses reversed, which,
from their clumsiness, I supposed to be of Russian
hnufacture, He shew& lls the picture of the late
k,
e%ecutedin mlk ; but b t b the form d the' pwn,
and the countenance, mounted more of the h d e than
of -the other sex. This character I have remarked to
have prevailed in every portrait of bhe miany different .
Lsmm wbich I have e n ; lldd wcte it net t b 3 ns
m e n h has beet] made oE this pemdmge having hem
emasculated, I really should hare imagined bhis to have
huppened. However, taken out of tbe handfi of his
perem in i n h p , educated iri the entire subjection of
the pseitm of sex, and kcpt irl a state 6f little
than
feediag.it id R& mprisi
entite d n e m e h t , with
&at the features of tb0 face should b e little of ths v k i
charaot., and hat the. wh& ambur oE the body s h h d
contntt a farinihe softness unolieh@M by the bdd
variety of swell and fall belonging to a muscldrrr fimm
accustomed to exercise.

%

two @?es of stones, thu uppermod
qpem
cliikd~h m that in cutmnm mt, and appr~pri.td,3

At 3985 p e s r&

of which were

e~granadwith a ahatrGter, that
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presume, to religious purposes. The valley hete narrows
and is bounded by mountains, whose tops are more or lcss
covered with snow, and it takes a windin direction to the
left. At 5407 paces arrive at our p u n of encampment
hear some tents, and a considerable herd of yaks with a
lock of the finest sheep I have seen in Tatay.-Pleased
with the prospect of having my choice ha m o ~the
t
best. collection of cattle of every kind I had seen,
I rambled through the whole, and made choice of several
female yaks and calves as also of young goats, which however were not equal in quality to the yaks and sheep.

!i

The horsemen, whom I discovered, too late, to be
intoxicated, said that they had no orden to allow me to
pick out of the flock ; but would send for instructions on
that point.
24th-Thermometer 44". At an early hour ordered
the pundit, sircar, and interpreter to proceed to G k t q c ,
and represent to the Ddba and Wasfr, how we had been
treated ;.asalso to mention that the horsemen had said,
that as they had received only four days' pay, we must
travel day and night. We had scarcely determined upon
this measure, when the horsemen sent word, that a
message was come fi-om the Ddba, importing that he
would send another draft of each kind ; and, if I did not
approve of them, I might take back the articles be bad
purchased. I directed them to offer a higher price for
the power of selection; but rather to take such cattle as
he should offer, than on our part to break the original
+gain.
In the evening my m e s s e n p returned witb
q h t cows, and the samenumber of calves, of which four
were bulls.

July 95th.-Thermometer 41'. March at 8' 10.
The nver we have left comes h m N. 85' E. Tbe
mountains in this thoroughfm for the most part c o d
with snow. The breadth of the valley in which tbe
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stream m,is about 3) miles. Thermometer at 1 P.M.
82". The road on which we are proceeding seems

a great thoroughfire ; many Baschar and Jozufri merchants having passed to-day with loaded sheep, goats,
and yaks, towards Ghertope.

July 26th-Rain.
Thermometer 43". The changes
of tempemture in this climate are extremely sudden.
Last night the mountains to the right were bare ; this
morning they were covered with snow. Thermometer
in tent 74", at three P. M. rain ; alternate sun-shine,
overcast sky, wind, and thunder.
July 97th.-Thermometer
39". At noon, all our
being dry, commence our march. The river
spot runs N. 70" W. about I$ miles, and then
Cakes a turn to S. 80" W., and joins the river dong
which we went to Ghertope. At 4460 paces cross the
river three feet deep, rapid, with large slippery stones ;
water very clear. At 6960, thirteen wild horses grazin
to the left. At 7957, came to the bank of the river, whic
we cross, about 3) feet deep, 80 yards broad, and very
rapid. At 8300, reach our ground and encamp. The
valley well hrnishedwith pass.-Several Tatar tents, and
cattle grazin .-Much furze on the adjacent hills. River
mmes h m k . 75 E.,and runs N.50 W. for about 12
mile, when it takes a turn to the S. 75 W. and forms one
of the principal branches of the Ghertope, supposed to belong to the Attack.--Wind very cold, raining all around.
The river rose rapidlq, and the Tatar horsemen refused
to cross their horses, m order to bring over some of the
people who had stayed to conduct our goats and sheep
across the river. The yaks were sent in, who stemmed
the current. Some clung to the tails of the animals and
came over easily ; the others, more timid, preferred
mtreating to some huts at a distance, where the Tatars
gave them milk and lodging.--A few drops of essence of
peppermint on sugar to the Hinduo, and a dram of

2z'Ks
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brandy to the Mw~eZmaru,with strict injonctiau that
they should run about, and notapproach the 6re till -arm,
prevented any of the persons who had bmn much expad
to the cold from suffering by it.

July 98 th.-Thermometer at sun-rise M0; obliged to
wait until ten o'clock, befon the river had BPak w5ciently to admit of the men, m d a few goats which w e ~ e
left, passing over. At lh f0' march. The mormEeine
have the particular red appearance indicating the prescm
of gold ; and though -adorned with little verdure, am
picturesque in their forms. Cros w e d small rivulets
which come from the left, and fall into several ponds to
the right :--air very cold. At 7050 paces reach a pile of
stones covered with inscriptions. At 8 160, toed crosres
several dry watemourses, and ascends. to the eurnmft
where are two small heaps of stones, over which is a liae
covered with s l i p of rags, and supported by two stlcks.
At 9460 paces cross a rivulet formed by fresh-met&
snow. This rises oa the left and runs to the right.
Reach our ground, 10,066 ; at 5h 90' very cdd, windy
and cloudy.-A storm rises in the N. W. attmded with
thunder and small hail. Thermometer 47". Hail cbonga
to rain, which falls steadily till 7 P. M.
T d a y I heard a strange, sbarp a d I d wise proceeding from the side of a hill, at the bottom of which
the road ran.-It seemed between a bark and a brncl, a d .
expressed much anger. For some time I could not make
out whence it came, but, whilst casting my eyes cm a
fume bush, an animal about the size of a middle-siaed dog
sprung fiom a h d e &erth
it, aboat fifty y d up
the hill, and after surveying the p a a s e o p and repePting
his yelping, retreated with precipitation kato his errc, as
soon as he saw me jump from the back of a CRamw.His general colour was a yellow brown His head w a ~
round with small ears, his face burneel lilSfit d chukyellow, and his tail bn@~

1
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Jdy'99t.h.-Thennometer 37". At 9'' 45' began to
bail, which soon changed to rain, and lasted until 10".
We began our march at 1ob.4.5'. Mountain on the I&
covered with snow : many wild horses grazing on the high
Table Land. At 16,652 paces reach a branch of the
Sat4drd river which I forded here, and again at 16,868,
much against my will, as it was extremely cold ; but my
yak had played some tricks, which in my weak state of
health i did not think prudent to experience niore than
once. At Th 15' reach Misar, very cold and much
fatigued. Thermometer 46".
July 30th.-Halt at Misar. Thermometer 414". In
the forenoon,8 yaks arrived laden with shawl wool and
accom-pa,nied by two persons on horseback--one of t h e
was an officer called a Nerba, who had received orders
horn the Galpan to supply the quantity for which we
had made advances. The morning was hot, a circumstance in our favour, as the sellers of wool are in the habit
of wetting it, undei an idea, as they pretend, of its twisting
the closer, but more probably to make it weigh heavier. However, after a little delay on our part, that the wool
might dry as.soon as possible, we had it weighed by a
pole with a weight, on the principle of the steel-yard,
which the Garpan l i d sent with us. As more was
brought than we advanced for, we aged to take it, on
the principle of encouraging the Gallpan to give more
another year. The surplus amounted to 38 rupees and
1 Tim6sh.a ;and the Garpan had ordered rapees alone
to be received, which shewed that he had given directions
for more to be brought than we had contracted for, in
order to try whether we really meant to purchase, or used
the pleamerely in his presence to mask other designs.At this place we found many J d d and Dhan merchants,
who were troublesomely inquisitive as to who we were,
what could be our motives for corning, and why we purchased shawl wool. The sight of some of our wares
seemed to convince them, that we were what we appeared

to be. I consider this day as the epoch at which may
be fixed the origin of a trattic which is likely to be extremely beneficial to the Honourable Company.

,

bas only one house, made of bricks baked in the
sun, and 5 tents of oat-herds : it is situated upon a rising
ground upon the l& bank of a rapid stream, formingone
of the brancbcs of the Satdidrrf or Set%. This stream
comes from N. 86. 5 E. and runs down a d q about
9f miles in breadth and near 8 in length, rumin
After a course of about 4 mile, it joins that w ch Wwe
forde d yesterday.

bS-

July 3 1st.-Thermometer 34". Ice # of an inch
thick. The changes of temperature, so frequent and
rapid in this climate, require that the quadrupedsnaturally
belonging to it should have some very warm clothing, to
protect them against their ill effects ; and we find that
this has been very liberally bestowed by nature. The
sheep 'bas a very thick and heavy fleece ; the goat bas
at the root of his long shaggy hair a very fine fur interpersed generally ; the cow has a material of the same kind,
not much inferior in warmth and softness, which I a p
prehend might prove a substitute for beaver ; the ham
has her fur of peculiar length and thickness ; and even
the dog has a coat of ftr added to his imal covering of
hair.-The wild horse (E uua Quaggfl), the wild ass
(Goorkhen, Onagre), and believe the mule., the ospring
of these animals t, are found in abundance on the mountains of Tatay ;but whether they have any
the fur kind I cannot say ; but that animal, w
is
here called the Barrrlt, and which seems to have many
characters of resemblance to the deer as well as to the

P
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Probably Equw Cabdyb, which inhabib in the Mtural date, the
deserts of great Tatmy. C.
t E q w Heatiau~;which much resembles the mule. C.
:Oriu Anrnum? C.
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sheep, hee certainly at.the bottom of the brittle hair of
the former the most beautiful brown fur I ever saw.

This morning the Nerh came to take leave of us, and
as his behaviour had been uniformly attentive, I was
desirous of shewing him that we were sensible of it, and
accordinglygave him a doublebladed knife and my sword.
The latter was,in fact, no peat gift, as it w w bo
at
Nqjibdbdd for three rupees, and was intended sole y for
the journey. He was, however, highly pleased with the
; and he
compliment. His name was T'HAR-CHAND
said, that he was in the suite of the Waair, and should
accompany him to Lassa. He wore a pendant in one
ear, in which, along with rows of snrall turquoises, the
never-failing ornament of this part, was a large irregular
pearl, such as are in h request in this country, on account of their size.
ese I understand are brought to
Calcutta, in considerable numbers durin the rainy
season, from the Lackadive islands, and m d at a very
easy rate. The Nerba'e outer garment was woollen, of
green, red, blue, and yellow narrow stripes, manufactured
at Guinak; under this were four other garmen&;and both
men and women constantly load themselves with.several
vests to prevent suffering from the cold.

uept

3

7

On the back of this habit, and on the right shoulder
were sewed the saw, adze, chisel, rule, and all the
insignia of Free Masonry in iron ; the symbols of a tia-

temity, of which he said he was a member. I purchased
from him some golddust at the rate of QO Sirinagar
I f d b for the Fitauk of 7 Mach. The NeTba
appeared to have golddvst to the amount of about 5000
rupees; and it was understood, that every person, willing
to become an adventurer in the gold mines, pays to the
dhief of the district one fituuk as an entrance fee, and all
lumps above a certain weight. This occupation is more
profitable here, than in most other places ; as though the
gdddigger works only three months, he expects that the
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m l t of his labour should keep hiin the whoie of the year.
Leave Miaar at fen A. M., having loaded our wool upoa
the yaks which brought it, and for the hire of which the
Nctk would receive no gratification ; the first instnnce
of disintemtedness I have witnessed in this country.
At 4500 pacesenter Tirtdpiri. At 4595, pass several
piles of stones inscribed as is usual, and some figures
carved in stone and painted, Reach the summit of the
height at 4575 paces and encamp.

TIPTA'PU'HI
is the residence of a Lama and several
G h ,who live in separate houses made of rough stones,
and follow a pastoral life. It is perched upon the top of
an eminence, about a00 feet higher than the plain, and
tms Table Land running from it eastward. Steep, craggy,
lime stone rocks in a state of decomposition immediately
overhang it, threatening some of the houses with destruction at no distant period. Insulated pillars, which have
resisted the influence of the weather longer then the softer
portions of stone by which they were surrounded, seem
upon the very point of falling ; but apparently give no
alarm to the inhabitants.--Still higher, and losing their
heads in the cbuds, are pointed mountains, whieh fiom
their brilliant whiteness,appear to consist of chalk, covered
here and there with a layer of yellow ochre. 1mrnediately
a t the foot of the rock, on which the buildin s stnnd, NUS
a very rapid stream, which is said to proc from a lake
at the foot of the Hidlaya, called Rdtaankrdd, and to
constitute the principal branch of the Satldrd.

~3

To the west of the town, and about a quarter of a mile
distant, are the hot springs, forming one of the most
extraordinary phtermmena, I have ever witnessed. From
two mouths, about 6 inches in diameter, issuetwo streams,
bubbling about 4 inches higher than the level of the stony
substance whence they escape. The water is very clear,
and so hot, that the h a d cannot bear to be put into it
fOF an inBCBDt ; and 8 large vdume of smoke cuds r d

!
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them comtantly. They bunt forth from a table of calcareous stone nearly half a mile diameter, and raised in
most places ten or twelve feet above the plain on which
it stands. This has been formed by the deposit from the
water of the springs whilst cooling. Immediateiy surrounding the springs, the stone is as white as the purest
stucco. The water flowing over a surface nearly horimtal, as it escapes from the vents, forms shallow basins
of different size and shape. The edgas of dl these basins
are curiously marked with indentabons and projections,
like the tops of mushrooms and fleurs-delis, formed by
calcareous matter prevented from uniting in one uniform
liae by the continual but gentle undulation of the water
entering into and escaping from the several basins which
are emptied by small and successive falls into the surmunding plain. By degrees, however, the fringed edg
becomes solid, and contracting the basin, of which the
ib likewise, the water takes a new course and
hollow f
makes new reservoirs which in their turn become solid.
Although the water appears perfectly transparent, the
calcareaus earth, which it deposits, is of different colours ;
in the first instance, near the mouth, it is delicately white
without a stain ; at a little distance it assumes a pale
atraw tint; and further on, a deep safk.on hue: in a
m n d the deposit has a rosy hue, which, as it recedes
from the source, becomes of a deeper-qd. These various
culours are deposited in the strati, which hardening,
retain the tinges they received when soft ; and give rise
to variously stratified and veined stone and marble. The
whirls, twists, knots, and waves, which some of the fractured edges exhibit, rrre whimsically curious, and shew all
the chaages which the stony matter undergoes, from sofi
tufa to hard marble. I observed that the marble is gene
WlIy formael in the middle of the depth of the mass, rising
up with nearly a perpendicular front of the height
beforementioned ; the table must have been the work of
ages. The calcareous matter, which is so largely dissolved
md suspended by the water whilst hot, is probably fur-

'
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nished by the chalky mountains above flrtdp&ri, but
the origin of the heat, I have no clue to discover. The
water must be most strangely situated, for two stream
so inconsiderable to throw down such a prodigious
quantity of earth ; and the surface where quiet is also
covered with a thin crust of semi-transparent matter like
that which r k on supersaturated lime-water.

At this place, I left the wool which I had obtained at
JiJar. The Lama was absent when I took the liberty
of depositing the wool in the verandah of the temple of
one of the deities ; therefore it remains to be seen, should
he return before I do, how he may approve of this step.
However, from what I have seen of the priesthood here,
they we an inoffensive class.

,

I

I

Nearly opposite to his house, is a broad wall of stone,
150 yards lon andM4feet broad, covered with loose
stones i n s r i d w i t h prayers. The length of time which
must have elapsed, before such an extent of surface
could have been so decorated by the hands of pilgrims,
shows the eat antiquity of Tirtctjniri. There are many
little Matg.
hs having niches in one side, in which
are impressions, in unburnt clay, of Lamas and deities,
and on some of the piles of stones are figures of Lamm,
of Ndr&yan, and of Bh.asntcislir, carved on large flat
pebbles.

August 1st.-Thennometor 40". Leave the yak,
cows, calves, and my goats.-Commence our march at
10 A. M., meet a party of Unia going with s e v d
loaded yaks to the hir at Ghertope. The manes of the
yaks were died yellow with the Gem earth. At 13,800
paces come to our ground and encamp in a green pleasant
spot, in a hollow surrounded with many springs, at 4h
30' P. M. At 8 P. M., Thermometer 46".
August 2d.-Thennometer

32". A severe frost during

1

the night :-ice a quarter of an inch thick over standing
water. March at 10" 90'. .At 10,825 paces a large
sheet of remarkable blue water, at the foot of the mountains to the right, called Rdwanhrad, said to give rise to
the principal branch of the Sattidra, and to communicate
b ariver with the lake Mdnsarbwar, named by the natives
&UP%
. Rhwanhrad bears S. 25 E. distant 8 miles.
At 16,897 paces halt and encamp at 5 P. M. At 7 P. M.
thermometer 47". This day we saw more wild horses
than on any former one, also several wild asses of the
kind called Gzirkhar, and likewise I believe some mules,
The asses are a little less than the horses. Saw likewise
Barakr and many yaks.

August 3d.-Slight frost, thermometer 34". March
at gh50'. At 7387 paces, cross a stream over a wooden
sankhoo. At 7325 encamp on a high spot. This is
Gangri or Darchan. There are four houses of unburnt
brick or stones, and about twenty-eight tents, amongst
which that of the servant of the Latctkb agent is a p
parently the best. Sixteen years ago, the old pundit
says, this was a place of consequence. There we find
many Juarf and Dhermu merchants with grain, and
three tea merchants, who say they are acquainted with
Pekin which 'they call the capital: of M a h h h f n : but
they themselves reside two months journey beyond Pekin.
Tabars of the districts we have seen, wore their hair
plaited : these people had it cut all round, so that it hung
low -andloose in their necks, and. they wear coats of kid
skins made soft by rubbing, and the hair turned inwards.
'

A cascade issues from the rocks just above Darchan,
and fdls into the Rchuaphrad, which is supplied by the
melting of the snow on the p a t mountains at the foot
of which it is situated. I t is sajd to surround a considerable extent of mountains, insulating them completely; but this, being the relation of natives, is to be
received with caution.
%H

Angust 4th.-Thermometer at 7" A. M. 57". We
were rasolocd to stay hem today to recruit my stren@ltb,
which stood much in need of it after fiequent attach of

I

illness.
dug& 5 t h - T h m m 48'. Leave Dmhm or
at loh 30'. At 3675 paces cmss a streun
whic in five or six brancheo cotnes frorP the Chi&
mountains and disembgues itself into the l U w a d d
At I s,as5 paces roach the top : see a fine lodring wild
horse.--Descend 60 fivu m t s : a wild ass grezbg doss
to us, and a prodigious flock of sheep and goats. The
lake of Mdtuarhr or Mapalng now appears at the
foot of a long declivity of pasture bounded by immense
muntains towords the South, md, having in h n t terrace~~
of stone with the usual inscriptiom, and a how!
mhabited by Gefum.

""T

Awpt 6th.-Halt on the bank of the Iake M k
a a h r . Morning early, thermometer 47. This lake
ie considered as the moet sacred of all the Iaces of wwship in the opinion of tbe Hindur, founde8probably m
she di8iculty of access to it, not merely oa accouut of its
dietanee from Hindhtau, and the ~ g g e d mand daagers of the m d , but from the necessity of evay pi@m
canying with him money and p t d o n , which ktte~he
must occasionally eat without any prepration on acanmt
of scarcity of wood. Few Jbgb can rtl;iosd the expeuae
afthis journey ; and I met with two on the road, who
must have murned for went of funds if I had not born
their expenses. The name is derived &om Mdn and
d a r , a &m&t word signifjing a lake. The story
upon which this appellation is fbnnded ia related at gmat
bngth hl the 8dsh.a. Why it is caHed M i z p l o g b the
Unias or Chinee Tatars, I have not beea &to
+

At full length Mcfnaro, divine. made by Bsaaasa, arrmed M A X A ~ ,
the mind, emphatically. C.
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: but it is considered by them an act of religious
piety and duty, that the w r e s t relatian of a dead person
s h o d carry a portion of the ashes of the deceased, and
empty them out of a small bag into the lake, as is practiised at Hardaodr.
Hindu geographers have derived the Gangea, the
Slrtrkdrd and the Kt514 or Goqa from this lake; and
ad I believe no Europeam ever before visited it, I was
anxious to ascertain whether it really gave rise,to the two
1-t mentiofid rivers or not.-As
to the former, it is
quite clear from the observations made in this journey,
coupled with those in the trip undertaken at the suggestion of the late ~ ~ C O L E B Y O O
by K
Mcssrs.
E , RAPER,
W ~ a a ,add HEARSAY,
that the Gangea derives its
supplies h the mdted snow of the mountains of the
Hhdkzgu, and a thousand smrtll streams, which fill into
its various branches during their passage from these stupendous rocks, to the great common mouth at Hardwcir :
and that it does not receive the smallest sheamlet from
their extreme Northern lkce, nor from a source to the
N&ard
of them.

HA~~BALLABH,
the d d pundit, reported, that near
the Suuth-western corner, a river issued from it, which
Roffirlg in a westerly direction went along the Rdwanhrud,
and escaping fiom its Western extremity near the foat
of th@ great mountah, f m e d the first branch of the
&tM. Yesterday evening I mounted upon a very hi
bank, and thought that I perceived distinctly the who e
of the llne d the shore, without seein any outlet, with
h e exception of a space near the 3.
an% which a
plojecthrg rock concealed from my view.
termid
tlcrt to leave this point in doubt, I took a fishing rod 4
p,t b h i n g that I should have time to mmse mys&
a lit& in one or other diversion and return b the am*.--At
a b a a ten I begail my msrch ; an$ altbfgh
very oPeak fiom the hquent attacks of fever to which I
9Hf2

?
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had lately been subject, I felt confidence that I should
accomplish the object without any material degree of
fatigue.-As we were encamped about the middle of the
northern side, I walked along the shore towards the
West.-The beach was formed of fragments of stones
rounded, and thinned when of small size, by the con.tinual action of the waves : but in some places p a t
masses of red and green granite, marble, and lime-stone,
had fallen from the face of the rock, which in many parts
was 300 feet perpendicular. These stones, hquently
washed by the surf, and glazed by the sun, afforded a very
unsde footing : however, at this time it required only care
to prevent falling, which would have endangered a limb,
as some of the spaces.betwixt the stones were very deep.
The steep bank was here and there cut by profound and
precipitous watercourses, now dry ; but occasionally
serving to convey the snow-water from the high tables
upon the head of the bank into the lake. The fiont of
the bank at the height of from ten to thirty yards, had
houses of loose stones and wood built in recesses upon
ledges ; but, as there were no stairs to them, I thought
them inaccessible to human beings, except by means of
ladders, of vhich I saw none. They were inhabited, as
I beheld smoke issue from many, and are I presume the
secluded retreats of monastic recluses of both sexes. One
of these nuns accosted me by the name of Gmi Lama,
and returning along with me, pointed to one of the rack
habitations, which I concluded to belong to her, .and
appeared by her gestures to invite me to it. However I
was so ungallant as to refuse the lady's hospitality : for I
cannot suppose that she had any other motive for her
civility than to offer me refreshment, or to ask charity,
the disposition to which, the view of the inconveniences
she was subjected to, by such a lodging, might possibly
excite. A weather-beaten face, half stripped of its natural covering b~ the joint action of a hot sun a d d
wind, blistered lips, a long bushy beard, and mustachbs,
in a country where the former is carefully plucked out,

.
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with a it not of the firmest, had probably raised emotions o pity, and induced her to think I might stand in
need of repose. Be it as it may, with the most cordial
salutation and expression of thanks by dumb show, I
took my leave, and went on with my sun7ey.

,

After an hour's walk, the beach changed to a deep
sand, in some places pure and in others mixed with
pebbles. That on the water's edge was bordered by a
line of wrack grass, mixed with the quills and feathers
of the large grey wild goose, which in large flocks of old
ones with young broods, hastelied into the lake at my
approach ;'and though I fired several times with buck
shot, few took effect, from too great distance. These
birds, from the nunhers I saw, and the quantity
of their dung, appear to frequent this lake in vast
bodies*, breed in the surrounding rocks, and find an
agreeable and safe asylum, when the swell of the rivers
of Hinddstnn in the rains, and the inundation of the
plains, conceal their usual food. Many aquatic eagles
- perched upon the crags of rock; and several kinds of
gulls skimmed along the skirts of the water. An unusually large body of great black gnats along the beach
rendered walking troublesome, from their aiming to get
into the nose, mouth, and eyes: but, when the wind
lulled, which it did for half an hour, they flew alon
the surface of the water, and became the prey of a kin
of trout without scales, which rose at them with extraordinary voracity, and with which the ,water seemed to
be literally alive. I hoped by rounding the N. W.
corner to have bad sport by throwing across the wind ;
but it then suddenly chopped about, and a heavy surf beat
upon the Western shore. As the bank approached this
angle, it declined to gentle elevations, leading to inter

5
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* From the known resort of the grey goose (the swan of Ilinrlrr
poets) to this lake, the bird is called in poetic language Afunasaucnr.
or he, whose abode is the Manasa lake. Am. Cosh. b. 2. c. v. V . 43. C.
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rupted Table Iand,wd at its baee was a large bay, from
the bottom of which rose a pyramidical red rock, connected with a lbe of ridge of high land to the bi er
to the North, and steep towards the South $on this
was the house of a Lam wd many Gekrng, pitched m
situations which produced a romantic effect, not a little
heightened by streamers of various coloured cloth a d
hair, floating from hi h poles fixed from the comers and
roofs of the houses. keaving this and diverting my steps
to the South, I went along the base of g d t e rocks
amongst such troublesome, rugged and slippery stones,
as had interrupted my progress in the outset, till I
reached a high, level, and firnl bank, which separated
the water of the lake from that which accumulated by
the slope of the surroundingupland, directing the melted
snow into it. At the end of this natural barrier, I saw
a p i n t of rock mnnin into the lake, from the top of
which I flattered myself I shollld have a prospect that
would command the whole of the shore to the S. W.
corner, and put an end to a task which I now found
somewhat too much for the little strength I possessed.But I was severely disappointed: for on mounting a
steep hill, of which the point in rluestion formed the
front to the lake, another large mountain intervened to
prevent my view, with a deep valley between it, and that
which I had too hastily concluded would finish my labour.
When I had reached the summit of this, another equally
high presented itself. My servants were much htigued;
for my own p r t , I was obliged frequently to lay down :
and it was four o'clock when I reached a small religiow
pile, whence I got a fair sight of the shore I was so anxious
to see, with the exception of a very small portion that
wes intercepted by the projection of a high bluff adgle
into the lake: unable to proceed from the aching
of my imbs and inten~ethirst, which I could not gratify,
I sent a trusty horkdrah to explore the angle which
was concealed from my sight. The sky, which had frequently been overcast and disturbed with violent gusts
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of wind, now became clear, and sunshine illuminated
the whde of tbe cimumfof the lake, so as to enable me diehctlj to define every portion of its shore
close b the edge of the water, and up to tbe foot of the
mountains by which it is embayed, with the exception
of the point to which I had directed the harkcfrd to
p
d : there were numerous traces of watercourses
leading into it, the most important of which was the
Krishnd sweepi down a ravine between two high
mountains of the idlaya range, and expanding like a
sheet as it approached the verge of the lake ; but not a
break, nor any other appearance indicated the escape
of any river or even of any small stream from itAltbougb this was clear enough to the naked eye, I employed a telescope ; and thisam well as the evidence of
two servants who gave me an account of what they saw,
shewed that the Mcilsdarhr sends out no rivers to the
South, North, or West.

B

At half past four I began to return, and descended to
the shore, which was a bed of round pebbles that had
fallen from the side of the mountains. Large. masses of .
t h e stones, imbedded in a hard cement like old 6~m
mortar, in %me places obstructed the path, which a p p
rently was more used by yaks, than trodden by the feet
of man. I was in hopes that I should be able to reach
the N. W. corner before the fall of night ; and by ascending the high Table Land, that formed the summit d
the Northern bank, avoid tbe deep sand and dangerous
stony beach which I had traversed in the morning.
Walking upon a flat surface, in some degree relieved the
active aching and spasms of the thi hs and legs, brought
on by great exertion in climbing an descendin but did
owever I
not take away the soreness of the muscles.
laboured to the utmost extent of my power, but was much
impeded in my progress by a strong wind which poured
into the lake with vast.impetuosity f r m the West, and
rendered breathing difficult. Since morning the rind
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had s h i W four times, and had only been a little still f
a
half an hour. In spite of all my endeavours, I could not
attain the granite rocks to the S. of the Lama's house, before night came on ; and by another sudden change of the
wind, the surf was thrown so high on the shore, as to
efface all traces of the path, and leave scarcely room
enough to pass between the face of the rock and the
water.-In a small recess we lay down for a few minutes ;
and as I had not seen the surface of the high land on the
North, and the night was dark, I thought it, on the whole,
more advisable to encounter the fatigue of wading through
the deep sand, and the risk of injuring our legs and feet
amongst the stones, than have the chance of failing over
tlw precipice of the rock, or into any of the deep ravines
bywhich its surface was broken. But there was another inconvenience, that was unforeseen and very annoying. The
wind had put in motion the dry sand on the western extremity of the northern shore, and this rose into our eyes
and almost blinded us.-The servants who were with me,
had eaten nothing since the day before ; I had only taken
a cup of tea in the morning ; and, though in health, they
were little less exhausted than myself. For my part,
from the violent pain in my limbs, and the singularly accelerated action'of breathing, I was compelled to sit
down every ten or fifteen minutes; and was in one of
these halts overtaken by my harkdrah, who reported that
he had gone nearly to the foot of the Himdaya mountains covered with snow, and had not seen the smallest
trace of any river issuing from the lake. At half past
eleven, benumbed\ with cold, and completely overcome
i t h fatigue, I reached my tent, where a cup of warm tea
' was a most welcome refreshment.

August 7th.-Thermometer 49". Pound my eyes inflamed ; and observed that those who were with me, had
alsosufferedinthesameorgan. S e n t f o r H a ~ s a ~ ~ a ~ ~
and observed to hin~that the river which he had crossed
on Sankhos sixteen years ago, did not, as he supposed,
I

poceed from Mdnsarbwar, but from some part of the
H i d l a y a to the west, and taking suddenly a western
course, fell into Rhanhrad, and led him into error on
this point. He was very positive on the subject ; said
he could bring the evidence of all the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood in support of the truth of his assertion,
and that my harkdrah had not gone as far as I ordered
him to do. To settle this matter, the same harkdrah,
and HARDEO,the young pundit, were directed to pr*
ceed as Far as the south-west corner.
At half past
eleven a t night, they returned much fatigued, and suffering from the cold.-They stated, that they had gone
beyond the south-west comer, and within 500 paces of
the Krishna river on the south side, without finding any
appearance of a river issuing from the lake, or of any
former bed of a river which had escaped from it. The
distance of the Lama's house from our encampment
was 359 1 paces ; from the former place to the.foot
of the mountain, from the top of which I made my
survey, 12,500 paces: they went 5000 paces farther,
making in the whole 8 1,621 paces, or about eighteen
Engliah miles; which, doubled by their return, made
their day's journey thirty-six miles. According to . their
calculation, ,my journey consisted of twenty-four miles :
but adding the crossing of the hills, it may fairly be estimated at three more. The distance altogether is but
trifling ; yet the circumstances of my weakness from.previous illness, the badness of the road, being benighted,
&c., rendered its performance very distressing.--However,
the fact of Mdnsarinuar giving rise to no large river, has
been ascertained by it. The old pundit remained much
dissatisfied with the decision, and a Lathkf traveller asserted, that eight years ago the stream, which he mentioned, actual$ existed ; and that it since that period
dried up, and the bed has filled. Perhaps an earthquake
may hrlve been the agent in this effect. I believe the
period assigned tallies with that which was so mischievous
at Sirinagar; and it might have extended to this place.

Mhardunar or Mipang,of which we had no martrr
of ascertainir~gby astronomical observation, the exact
geographical situation, is bounded on the south by the
peat Himdlaya, which pours its liquified anow into its
basin ; on the East by a prolongation of the Caih ridge ;
and gn the north and west by very high land under
the form of mountain, table, ravine, and slope, all &
clining towards it. In form it appeared to me obloag ;
the sides of the east, west, and south, nearly stmi$;
that of the north, and especially to the northeast, where
there is a plain at the foot of elevated land, indented, and
imgularly tending to the east. The angles were not
sharp, or its figure would have a p p m h e d nearer to a
square than any otber; but it may be c o a as ao
i~egularoval. Its breadth from south to north, I estimate at about eleven miles ; its length about fif-.
The water, except where disturbed by the wind near the
beach, where it is sandy, is clear and well tasted. No
weeds are observable on its surface, but grass is thrown
upoll its banks from the bottam.-The middle and sides
farthest from the spectator reflect green ; and, taken
alto ther, it has a noble appearance, whether in an a&
ta
or a quiet state. We had, however, but little oppurtuoity of seeing it unruffled ; for the changes of t e m p
rature of the atmosphere are here extremely frequentand
sudden, attended with great mutability in the wid.Considering the heat of the sun in the middleof the day,
the vast bodies of snow on the summits of the neighbouring mountains, which produce their influence when
the sun begins to decline, ad the breaches and gulleys
the ranges of hills, it is not surprisii that there
shod be an almost continual conflict between opposite
currents of air, or that the shifts of temperature should
be frequent and great.-At what season this large basin
is most full, I could not learn ; but I apprehend this must
be the driest season, as the
test part of the watercowhich I saw were
But I faund no ap
p r a n c e of water-mark above four feet higher than the
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present water line ; which would be wbolly inauj§cient
to produce any overflow of irs banh.

I saw a great number of Metous of y a b between
the low and high water-mark ; and, alhmgh the bones
of the trunk and Limbs were bere and bleached, the heed
was in almost every instance, and parqiculariy its fore
parts, covered with the skin, to wbich the hair adhered.
I could get no account of the c a w of the number of
the carcasea; but think it probable, that in the severe
season the space between the banks and the water is filled
by drifts of snow, and that the yaks going towards the
lake fall into them, and are suffbcated. Adverting to the
inetinet and experience of this animal, thie solution may be
erroneous ; but I have none better to der.-At
first it
occurred to me that thy m&t have been sacrificed :
however inquiry did not bear out this conjecture; nor
could I d i m e s any ground for thinking that these creatwes are subject to epidemical diseases, which might have
compelled them to resort to the lake, either to quench
their thirst, or to alleviate their sufferings by bathing.
With regard to the preservation of the skin in the forepart of the head, this would soon dry from the influence
of alternate heat and cold, there being little muscular
substance between it and the bone to become soft and
enter into putrehtion.
Ailgrcst 8th.-Be ' to return towards Hindhtan.
Thermometer ido.-Pdr. H. cut his and my name on a
stone, and left it in a secure place. At eleven A. M.
march. At 9 100 paces pass tenta of Tatarsand JutMa :
croos a watercourse, at 10,900 p c q which was dry,
when we went towards Mbwarbuwr, but is now two feet
deep. At 19,126 paces encamp near aeven or eight
tents. The valley of Gangri is aboat twelve miles b d ,
and nearly twenty-four long. At the eastern ex'tremity
is Mdnsarbururr : opposite is Rrfwanhrad.-The latter
l a b has always been represented as surrounding some

-
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large portions of rock, a little detached from the great
Himdchal : however, the view which 1 had of it, completely destroys this idea. I t consists of two legs, which
are lon , and not very broad ; one leg runs eastward towards Rcinwrcimr, is straight, and ends in a point ; the
other goes to the south amongst the hills ; and their divergence, forms an angle almost directly opposite to the
town of Gangri or Darchan. I think I saw a stream
issue out of it at the western side of this angle, which probably communicates with the many streams which fonn
the Setlcj : but this point I purposed to make out
decidedly.

Au wt 9th.-Thermometer 440. I suffered much
fron~if
ever, and was unable to go to Rhsoanhrad. About
sun-set the wind became very hlgh, and thick clouds, with
loud peals of thunder, announced the approach of a
storm.-This began with hail, turned to rain, and at
midnight a fall of snow took place, which lasted till
morning.

Augecat 10th.-At

,

six in the morning, thermometer 39".

. Our tents covered two inches thick with snow, which

continues to fall. The streams on the plain much swollen, many parts covered with water that were quitedry yesterday. The ,mund very poachy, all prospect of visiting
Rdwanhrad given up, and anxiety felt, lest a continuance
of this weather should4fill the passes of the Hirndchaf
with snow, and exclude us from Hindzistan. Rdwanht-ad
receives many rivulets from the southern face of the
Caikfs ridge ; but a large body of water, it is probable,
falls into it from the northern front of its snow-capped
neighbour the W i m k h f range.-I much y e t to leave
unsettled the question of a branch of the 3 a t d r d proceeding from it ; but must bow to the necessity of the case.
On its banks vast numbers of wild geese are bred, and
it is probably better stored with fish than M h s a r k r .

1
1
1

fringed with ~I%EM of considerable height, and there is swampy land at the mouths
of the streams, which empty themselves into its bosom,
At a distance its water was of an indigo blue. The eastern
leg appeared about five miles in length ; of that of the
,southern one I could form no opinion, as it was lost in
the mountains. The name is derived from &wan, so
much fanled in the Rdmciym, and the Sanscrid word
hrad, signifjing lake. The principal streams which rise
,in the CaiZus, and disembo e, are, lst, the Siva Gang4 ;
9d, Gaurf Gangti ;Sd, &khan Gadrdh ;4th, Cdt9+ant ;and there are many others without names. I t
is said to be four times as large as Mdmarbwar ; but of
this I can give no opinion. We have been forced to remain here all day. At nine the snow ceased to fall, and
was followed by rain that continued till three. At twelve,
.thermometer at 69". At .sun-set rained again ; thermometer MI0. About midnight the rain ceased.
ae one edge of its banks is

Augurt I 1th.-Thermometer
49". March at 9&,
over a plain which is very poachy. Our yaks, though
very strong, labour through the soft ground, into which
they frequently sink up to their bellies ; but if left alone,
would feed and wade along. English oxen would be
much distressed and frightened in such quaggy soil. A
hail storm induces us to halt at 9835 paces, near a small
river, at three o'clock.
Thermometer, Even. 49".
CaiZh mountain is supposed to be the favourite residence
of MAEA'DE'VA,and is situated opposite to the great
lake of R h n h r a d , and little distant from that of Mdnaarbwar. As its summit is always clothed with snow, it
is but a cool seat : however this cold is said to be necessary, on account of the poison which has heated his frame ever since he swallowed it at the period of the
Sankh Avattir.
August 19th.-Thermometer 40".
having in charge a , body of about
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with Awa jm,in sacks, passed our encampment in the
direction which we mean to fake. March at 86. At
9.4100 paces, many wild assea, and some animals, which
are thought more like mules than either horses or asses.
At 6780 Gangri valley ends. The declivity goes to
the left, and the water of this land falls into the Tfrtdpri
river. At 7000, meet the old road. At 12,969, reach
our ground opposite to our former encampment.

1

A q w t 13th.-Thermome&
ST. March at gh IS'.
3970 p m i H into the Misar road. A t 4460
d e s c d to the bed of a rapid river, which we pass wer a
k k h a Were we found many Gelam families of Tatar
sbqdmdg who had been carryin to M k r b r the
ashes of their d e c d ~latives, t 53 15 paces descend

At

R

to another river, in rapidity and volume of current similar
to the former. As there was here a Sankho three feet
in breadth, we thought it right to attempt to force our
yaks over, loaded ; but they disliked going on account of
the height of the hnks from the wate~,and the roaring
of the river as it!
‘escended through the contracted cbannd. One,which was closely pressed, preferred legpin
into the water from a bank of stones seven feet high, at)
ewam under th6 bridge to the opposite side loaded. At
14,886 paces reach Tllrt&pdirf. Wait in the veranda of
the temple, where our wool is packed, until the arrival of
oar cattle with the baggage, whieh did not take place till
mar seven in the evening. Went into the temple to hear
the Gelurns repeat their vespers, the recital of which was
amompanied with cymbels, and the beating of a deep
tDned drum. The performance of the ceremony rras
p r e d e d by the blowing of conchs from the top ofthe
temple. We generaHy f w d the Gelurns assisted by the
Jud?.ta or DAdrmta.-One d these mcn said that the
breach of chastity in a nun was compensated ty a fine of
fifty rupees, and that of a monk or Gelum by one of sixq.

f

A u p b 14th-Halt

at TCr~cE$&rt.Thermometer 38..

~

A report is carrent amongst the Jrh-68 and DMrmfs,
that the Owkhdli governorof S r f ~ g a has
r omitten th8t
ass have gone by the Nfif,
he understands two Em
and two o t b by the D Z5apaaqintohuul6r. ~e
destes imfomation may be conveyed to him, ay to who
they are and with what intention they are going.
Some J d h , whom we here met,were concerned in
the bansaction respecting conveying shawl wool to
Bekbrd fair for Mr. GILLY AN, which had excited the
attention of the Latcfkhk, caused their complaint to the
Gfa n, and his severe edict
'nst the clandestine sale
of s article. One man to me, that he bed been
seized by AHMXD
KHANthe L&hf, for having r
small quantity in his possession, which he said he waa
abclvt to make into,pdhl.-This day I was much
indi6posed with fever.

r

G

Augu81 15the-Thermometer 44". March at 9' 30' :
at 4700 paces come to an ascent of high Table Land.
At 5836, a large river, supposed to issue from Rdwamh a d , joins the Tdrat river, at S. 30 E.distant 1 i mile,
the little stream Wls into it here likewise. The stream
&om this junction now takes the name of the
At 6393 arrive at some mud temples with
many caves in the rocks, shewing the place to have been
once a winter resort of the Z;Pnyaa, but now deserted.
A violent storm of wind, thunder, lightning, hail, and
rain, now sets in and lasts till marly an hour.-Rains
again at sun-set. Thermometer 59". Find two Jurtriu
encampedhere on the mad to Kien-tang : one of these
tradem reproached us with spoiling their market, by
selling our goods at too low a rate. The J d d e bavq
hitherto been the principal medium through which thi
V i y a u bave received, since the q u e s t of the hills by
the GorkRdZh, tbe produce of HindGatan and European
merchandise ; and the have sold their wares at so high
a rote, as to have conf! ned the demand to a few rich in-

=a.

dividuab, wch as the &rpcm, D k h , and Nwbar.
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August 16th.-Thermometer 45". M k h at 8' 3d.
River remaining close to the left. The low warm swampy
land in the vales about Tirtdtprirt gives a grass, which is
cut and carried as hay for winter provision, for the horses
of the Garpan, and the people of Kien lung, Dad
and Dzirnpti. The grain called Awa-jau raised in
Tikla-kote is also given to them durin the rigorous
season, and said to be hearty food. As is jpin p w s
in a rigorous climate, it is worth while to 'send some to
Britain for the use of the inhabitants of the western isles.
,

f

. At 5880 paces, reach a steep rocky pass of a stone
:laminated, rolled and whirled as at Tirtdp'pzirt, and apparently bound by the same ageucy. At 5600, broken
ground presents appearances similar to those in which
gold dust is found. At 5740, immense masses of broken
rock of a browxi colour, much veined with quartz, in the
cavities of which is much rock crystal ; that, which is
small, generally transparent and regular in form ; the
large crystals ordinarily discoloured, full of flaws, and
fractured or shivered. At 6737, water drips over an
.inclined plain of rock and tastes salt and nauseow. At
,7178, hot-water flows from the rock and covers the edges
.of its course with stony concretion of a yellowish colour.
.,4t 9465, reach a good sankho over the Setlej about fifteen
paces long, and four feet broad. On the right bank anatural
,fountain throws hot water a foot above its level, the edges
of which are covered with a compact, hard, white, tufa,
at a distance looking like ice. Come to our ground at
Ah 10': wait in a cave till our baggage arrives: Have
th:s day come 9765 paces, and encamp in a hollow surrounded by rocks formed by hot-water, opposite to the
,town of Kien-lung, situated on spires of rock on the r i i t
.bank of the Setlg dishnt 2 of a 'mile. The road of tbday has been of a very rugged description : and the yaks
pith the wool ,and baggage were o b w to make a
circuitous route over the tops of the hills, in order to
prevent the loads being knocked off by the stones which
proj.ected from the sides of the path that we toqk. Yet,
'
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notwithstanding, many of the load8 fell, and at night it
was discovered that the sirkar's bundle w a s missing, alon
with a small packet of Cashmfr saffron which I ha
bought h m the Latdkhf agent.

a

The whole of the country, from Tfrtd@rfto Kim
Rrng or' Chinglung, exhibits abundant proof of the p m
sence of minerals, and the rocks teem with springs of
hot-water, impregnated with various mineral and saline
substances, which we had neither leisure nor means to
analyze : the springs of Tfrtdpdri seem charged with
calcareous matter alone, which in process of time becomes
lime-stone, marble, and calcareous spar. Near Kienlung, the hot-water contains calcareous matter mixed with
salts. Still nearer to this town, it is charged with iron ;
wd opposite to Kien-lung is a cavern into which drips
water highly charged with sulphuric acid. This cavern
is about twelve feet in breadth, at its mouth five feet high;
and about fourteen feet in depth, from the entrance to
the back part. The floor consists of projections of
calcareous matter mixed with sulphur, and cavities or
pools of water about four feet deep, transparent, highly
charged with sulphur. Hot sulphureous v a p u r issues'
through numerous holes in the floor, and a person is
thrown into perspiration almost immediately, without his'
breathing being incommoded, by the sulphur steam, p.mvided he stand npright : but he is seized with .coughmg
and a sense of suffocation, if he crouch on the floor, as
happened to a Hindu who sat down. This occurs likewise
in the grotto dei cani, and arises merely from the specific
gravity of the sulphureous s being greater than that of
the atmospheric air, with w ich it does not mix with cele
~ity. The sides of the cavern were formed by calcareous
matter, and flour of sulphur, in some places straw colour,
in others of a deep brimstone hue. The proportion of
brimstone to the other material is near1 two to one. The
side is m soft,that it may be scooped o by,thehand, and
is 8 little moist. I t is rubbed into powder with ease, and
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then mixed with oil which unites with the sulphm, and
the calcareous matter subsides. Coal has not yet been
found by the natives ; and hel is only afforded by the
furze in small quantity. If fuel were plentiful, I appre
hend, that many hundreds of tons of sulphur might be
obtained from this cavern and the immediatdy s u m ing calcareous rock ; which, even where white, is highly
charged with sulphur. Immediately ip front of the mouth
of the cavern, aud forming as it were its threshold, is a
mound of calcareous stone, through chinks of which spring
man jets of hot-water perfect1y transparent, and of a
smel and taste very similar to that of Harmwg&.
The vast walls and masses of rock, which have been
formed by the action of hot springs in this neighboufid,
n
d
shew an antiquity that b d e s research and would d
food for sceptics.

7

The town of ~ien-lung,consisting of about a hundred
small houses, built of unburnt bricks painted grey and Fed,
is situated upon the summit of a cluster of spirea or
natural pillars of indurated clay i,n the face of hlgh banks.
of the same material, which overtop it by at least a bundred feet ; whilst the town itself is at least .900 feet above
the bed of the river, and in a retiring angle. This kind
of situation seems particularly affected by the Unias for
their winter retirements ; and the preference is f m d e d
upon judicious principles; for, from the conical sbape
of the pinnacles which form the foundation of the h-,
the snow slips from them and falls into the valley below ;
the height of the rocks behind guards them h m the force
of the winds which sweep over the summits of the hills,
and the elevation of the town above the level of the plain
prevents the inhabitants -from feelin the blaats which
frequently rush along the course-o ~e river with a
violence which can scarcely be conceived.-At present,
from this being the s e w n most favourable for p a a m
the greatest part of the inhabitants have left the t o m
and gone to a distance with their flocks and herds.

f

Auguat 1r3th.-Th~1110mr 4%. Four men .wen?
dispatched before day-break in search of the sirkar's
bundle, which they found,. and returned by nine o'clock ;
however, as the servants had begun to cook their victuals,
we could not march till Ih 50'. The hest was.very
great.-At 500. paces a stmng sulphureous smell issues
h m hot springs ; the roeks stained yellow with hlphur,
which appears in considerable quantity mixed with earth,
in mterstices betwixt masses of' rock. At 9875, the
channel of the river, from being broad, suddenly reduced
to 50 ards; road along its edge stony. Reached our
gronn at seven P. M., 8583 paces. This has been one
of the most*qged marches we have had in the U'nd&.
As it grew dark, we fired carbines occasionally, to apprize
our people behind of the direction we were encamped
in ; and at half past nine had the satisfaction to,see
them anire without having met with Bny seriaus accident.

g

A u p t 18th.-Thermometer 97". March at 8' 55'.
Some of the yak cows left the watercourse and went up
the rock, the face of which became steeper as they advanced. One of them, finding. herself separated fiom
the great rims of her companions, without hesitation
leaped from a height of about fourtekn feet into the dry
watercourse, apparently without beinghurt by the shock :
and her example was fdlawed by those which had taken
the same peth.
At 6900 pates, eomrneneedescending to a river formed
of two hrenches, the right coming from S. 5 W. the left
S. 35 W . They run N. SO E. At 7635 rench the point
at which the streams just mentioned join, and, breakin
through a high mountain, fa11 into the Stlej. The ban
on this side is as it were dissected ; the softer parts having
been washed from the harder strata : the latter present
a very irregular and extraordinary prqjecting surface.
At 7700, e m s the river 14 feet deep ; at 8000 descend to
the second rker, the water of which is more clear, and ttr
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banks afford more grass and h m for fuel. At 8030,
cross and encamp at I". P. M. Here we observed on
the banks of the river n m y l a m of a kind of locust,
which breeds on the stony plains of Tataty, marked on
the body with a yellow ring on a black ground,.andhaving
a large horn in the tail. Two species of locusts breed
here : one with purple 'wings ; by clapping. the horny
cawa strongly together, it makes a smart crack as it h.
The other is twice as large, the carcass and wings of a
yellow, spotted with points a little darker.

High wind from the H i k h a l , which, lasted h m
three to night-fall. Thermometer at seven P. M. S.
d u p t 19th.-Sllght k t . Thermometer 37". hfarch
at 7". At 1300pces, observe tbat the two rivers which
we crossed yesterday join due east about 9.00yards. At
5000 commence ascending the gorge, and reach the summit of height which shuts the valley. At 5940, arrive at
a pile of stones and descend by a tolerabl good road, on
wbich were many small fragments of d' erent ,coloud
. jasper and white agate ; to the right is the river formed
by two streams, and now running parallel to our line of
march about 94 miles distant. At 15,700 commence
descending ; the town of DQ+ in sight. This is built
on a steep eminence forming pnrt of a ridge stretching
from the side of a mountain and sloping to a river, but
risiig at least 300 feet above the bed of the latter. Some
ruined buildings on another eminence are separated &om
the town by a deep leu, in which runs a stream of delicious wak. The gb,ks of this watercourse, cut into
step or narrow beds, are nowcovered by the grain called
Ataa jau now in ear, and watered by cuts from the stream
begun near ice source. Tbe relief afforded to the eye by
dwellingthis, after having been so long tired with
thejv&itm of bare rocks and of plains most scantily
sprf
with verdure, is such as cannot be conceived
except by those who ehance to ha* been in such situp-.

$

tiom. 'The inhab;ltants have also been equally industrious in turnin to account a shelf of gently-sloping land
.

!

at the foot o the ridge water& by the large river. The
regularity and luxuriance of the crop shew, that the soil
would be very grateful if the farmer would irrigate sufficiently.

Augud 20th.-Halt at DpimpEi. Thermometer 49':
The warmest day we have had since our arrival on the,
U'ndks. AYER SINGHarrived atten this morning. I t
appears that a dawk, or post c a d by horses, regularly
goes from Ghertope to Ouchong ( k g a .J Each horse
performs twenty kos a day ; and the journey takes up
twenty-two days at this rate. So that, giving the kos aa
two miles, the distance may be estimated at 880 ,piles.
The intermediate country is most thinly peopled. The
shawl goats are from Latlfkh to h a , where it is said
there are sheep with finer wool than here. The Ouchong
merchants buy woollen cloth at Ghertope from the
h t d k h i and Jdrl traders.
This day has been hot, with the exception of about
half an hour, during which we had a smart shower of
hail. Thermometer at night 56". We were obliged to
halt this day, on account of our cattle bein much tired,
not only from the continued marching that $ey have had,
but from their having seldom been able to fill their bellies
on account of the scarcity of grass in the course of our
route.

A ~ p 9rl st.-Thermometer 45". Leave DCmp4 at
Sb50'. At 380 paces cross a small river, the water from
which is made use of for irrigating some step of land
sown with Aunz-jau. At 65.14 reach Table Iand ; a
house of unburnt bricks about ei hty yards to the left;
to the S. four or five others, whic constitute the vil
of Gengoul, formerly tolerabl populous, but now near y
deserted. I t bears S, 60
fmm ow e~~campmet
at

f
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6740, at which we arrived at two P. M. The fuxze adjoining the Awa-jau fields, with some springy land,
formed a favourite resort to hares ; and many Chakbrs*
were heard in the neighbouring hills ; and taking our guns,
Mr. H. and myself had good s p r t . Found a partridge
very like that of England in plumage and size, but which
had a strange grunting call. This bird ran astonishingly
swift, and I could not make it take wing. The Chskors
bmd in the hilk, and afforded excellent diversion, although at the same time it was very laborious and not
*tbout danger. This day three of our loaded yaks fell
over a steep bank from thirty to forty feet high into a
r a v k ; sod, although they had struggled much to &
entangle themselves, lay on their backs unable ta get
up; on the ropes being cut, they rose apparently mtb
very little injury. Thermometer at night 55".

Aug.asst $qd.-Thermometer 37". March at 8' 45'.
At 1 1800 p a w arrive at a pile of stones with religious
inscriptions carved upon them. DBbd looks larger from
hence than from the approach to it on the Nitf road.
We were welcomed by a crowd of half-naked,dlrty,mged
children, in terms of friendship, and they were made
b p p y for the moment by a few scraps of broken b i t
and some raisins. We proceeded to our original encamp
ment in the town, having completed 18,575 paces at 4h
40' P. M. We thought it proper to inform the WazC
4Dkba of our arrival, end to 'inquire where it would
be agreeable to them that we should pay them a visit;
to this a reply was sent, that they should be elad to see
us the following morning.-Abou t half-past eight in the
evening, the old pundit came to say that the moon was
eclipsed, and we immediately heard the s o d of trumpets
and beating of drums &d gongs from the temple of
NA'RA'YAN,
and that erected on the site ot'theold place
of the SU'RJABANS
RA'JA'. This I presume was in* Perdix ruh.
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teuded to drive away the dragon, which during the time
of an eclipse, is supposed by' the Chinese to attempt to
devour the moon. This eclipse was a total one; but
the obscurity was much less dense than I ever before
observed it. Thermometer at night 55".
Augwt !i?Sd.-Halt

at DdbQ, or as pronounced,

DAdpu. Thermometer 40" at sun-rise. A t nine, a
messenger from the Wazir and Dkbn stated, that they
were ready to receive us. I n an apartment on the roof
of the government house, we found the Wazir and Dkba,
along with the brother of the Garpdn, and a person
whom we took for a commander of cavalry, seated in an
open verandah, in front of which we placed ourselves on
a cushion.-The presents made this time were less costly
than those on our first interview with the youn6 Wazfr
and Ddba. After the usual complimentary inqu~ries,the
Galpdn's brother remarked, that our journey had taken
up a considerable time, and that he feared, if our return
to Hindtistan were much longer delayed, it might be
stopped altogether by a sudden fall of snow filling all the
passes : a circumstance not unusual at this season of €he
year. In answer to his remark, it was observed, that we
had been somewhat delayed by an illness which attacked
me sooil after I left Ghertupe ;and that our cattle had
been so reduced by continued marching and scanty supply
of food, as to be incapable of proceeding as quickly as
we wished.-That
we were very solicitous to return to
our homes, and should depart as soon as our cattle should
be a little recmited, and the Waz4r and Dkba wouM
assist us by hiring cattle to enable us to carry our wool
to Nftt. This latter they promised to do without delay.
I exchanged a knife with the Wazlr for a curved horn
snuff-box. After a sitting of two hours, during which a
plate of raisins was placed before us, we took leave and
made a visit to the Lama. The old man was apparently
much pleased to see us and had tea prepared, of which
according to our H i n h character w e could not partake.

,
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Mr. H. brought as much orange cloth as would make
him a dress, but this he refused, saying the weight of the
obligation would be too great, it being out of his power to
make a suitable return tor such civility. I found that a
knife and pair of scissors would be acceptable to him,
and I sent for them. He was most highly
by
this token of r rd, and gave us some slips o gauze sent
to him by theTkba Lama, along with some red comfits
d e of flour, water, and some red colouring matter ;
they were insipid, but having been made by the holy
hands of the head of the church of this country, were
said to possess extraordinary virtues, provided tbey were
eaten before any other thing in the morning. These
properties lay in a very small space; for the comfits
were no bigger than partrid e sbot. W
i
n
g desirous of
bringing a specimen of the &nia writing, some of whish
bad appeared to me very neat, I requested, that he would
give me a written paper, as also one that had been
printed. In compliance with my desire he gave me three
slips of blue paper, on which some prayers were written
in letters of gold by a Gelum lately dead ; and with his
own hand he struck off from a wooden block another
prayer on a piece of coarse Litbarua paper. In the
latter, having placed a few grains of Awa-jau, he blessed
it, and wrapping it round with an orange-coloured silk
thread drawn out of an open stuff with loose ends a p
parently for this purpose, he recommended us to ha- it
in a particular direction, and we should find it in some
respects useful to us. He caused some tea-leaves in a
mass to be brought to us, along with a small piece of
soda, which is in this country always emplo ed to extract
more of the colouring matter and flavour o the tea than
would be done by the water alone which is here hard.
A cheese made of meal and milk slightly daubed over
with coarse su r, and having a few raisins stuck in it,
with a cake o a sweetgeat made of sugar and butter,
and a large plate of raisins, formed his present. The
cheese laad a very strong smell, and as well as the tea

pa*'
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and sweetmeet was given to our servants. The old man
finding, that we would not take back the cloth, requested
that it mi ht be given him the following day in the presence of e Gelurn. The more we have seen of this
priest the more we are pleased with the simplicity of his
manners and the liberality of his sentiments, as far as thg
stupidity of our interpreter would give us to understand
bis conversation.

f

;

In the evening we were desired again to visit the Wazir
and Ddba. The were en@
in writing to the Garpcm;
and we requested: that a letter, in general terms, informing him of ow safe arrival, and expressing our tlianks
for his attentions, might be transmitted to him in our
name; which was done. It was promised, that on the
followin morning some cattle should be brought, that. we
might A c t two for our own riding, at the rate of fifteen
rupees nominal per head, and that others would be fur
nished to cany our wool and baggage. Two trays, containiq rice with a lump of butter, secured in' a piece of
the skm of a yak with the hair on, were put before us as
a present, along with a plate of raisina ; and a written
order, signed by the Wazfrand Ddba, for five goats, was
directed to be given to the steward, who would on receiving it immediately forward the animals. Thermometer 55" in the evening. At night the Wazir sent an
agate snuff-box, in exchanae for that of horn. After I
had the latter in my possession, I observed a small ring
of gold, by means of which the bottom was capable of
being taken out in order that the snuff may be put in,
the mouth being too small for this purpose. I could not
h:lp thinking, that the Wazir had overlooked this cirit,
cumstance in the first instance, and now recollecti~~g
thought he had made a bad bargain. Under this impression, and resolving to defeat hi avarice in this matter, I
pretended to misunderstand his me
, and returned
another knife with a small silver-cap glass salt muffineer that had been admired in the morning by him. The
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agate box was in the shape of an ntn flattened at the sides,

-

and surmounted at each shoulder by the mask ofa satyr.
This appem to me an antique of Grecian workmanship ;
or, if it should be of Xztar fabric, the hollowin does
credit to their ingenuity. The Wrrxtr seemed p
with his new bargain.

L

August %4th.-Thermometer 39". This morning we
went to the lodgin of a Lathkhi-Cashmfrian merchant,
who shewed us &an leather and French woollen
cloth, The LathkRi said, that the Rubsians had latterly
imported much merchandise into this part of Tatary
through Yarkund, which is forty days' journey from
Latdkh and fifteen from Bokham.

4

At night the Waairand the m t of his council sent for
the old pandit, and the brother of the Garpcin said, that
they were anxious for our departure, lest some accident
might occur to us, which would be a source of great uneasiness to them. That we had now passed through
their country once; end as we were Firinghis, we wnld
not be allowed to coine a second time. The pandit Ad,
that they well knew he was conscious that they had it
not in their power to prevent our visiting the country
whenever we pleased. That whether we should do so
or not depended upon the orders of our superiors ; but,
if we should, our dealings would always be governed by
the same integrity which they had alr;:dy
witnessed,
and which they couM not but approve. He then departed. This day a well lookin Juart in a clean dress,
of the nameof DEBor DEBA I N G H , came to pay his
respects to us; he was son to a man of consequence of
the name of D~aaru',who had ordered him to come
over, and, whether we were Mahanta or not, to offer his
services in whatever we thought he might be useful. If
he thought us not Mahants, he was directed to say that
9000 men were ready to take arms for the cause of the
R&jbwhenever a rallying point was furnished. H e said,

I
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that, as our journey had been long, and we had, he understood, been made to incur unnecessary expense, he
sbould be happy to furnish a draft on Sn'nagat. for a
thousand rupees, if it would afford us any accommodation, and would take the amount a t Hari&1ar, either in
goods or money, as might be most agreeable to us. We
thanked him for the offer ; which we declined, but employed him in some little offices in which he was serviceable. I sold the whole of the coral beads I had provided,
for ninety rupees, to AMRSINGH,who passed them over
to Dds SINGHfor fifty shawl-wool goats and twenty
sheep, to be delivered to him at Nitf,and to be brought
down to ChiCkia by HARKHDE'B. This, though much
under their value, was the best return I could form, as,
in the event of accident to our first batch of goats, the
second might fill their place ;and this precaution was the
more necessary, as all the persons we met with, said, that
by far the eater part of these animals, if take11 through
the hills ore the add weather should have set in, would
die on the march.

d

A u p r 95th.-Thermometer 4 1", The FVaz tr and
Ddba sent word, that the yaks would be ready to take
our loads this morning ; we returned an answer, that w e
should not be able to march until the following morning :
and that this would depend upon their performing their
contract. A messenger returned with twelve rupees from
the Wazir and-kba,
instead of a like number of goats
which they had undertaken to supply, but now said they
could not furnish ; and this was soon followed by those
persons who said that the people from Gherdope were extremely anxious to return, and expected we would set off
this morning, as they could not depart until we had
began our march. We repeated our arguments and
ordered our cattle out of the town to graze. An order
was given by the Wazir, &c. to hut the gates, and we
sent two resohrte men to open it, and to turn out the yaks.
'his they effeeted witt!out resistance.--We then remon-
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sb-ated in very strong terms with the Wazfr and Ddba
on the impropriety, and meanness of their conduct ; after
a little conversabon they. both appeared ashamed, and
said they did not act from themselves, but under the
authority of the Ghertope messen rs by order from the
Qarprfn. Immediately after the Vazlr and Dkba returned, these people learnt our intention, and without
waitin for our visit, saddled their horses and went ofX
The azfr and Dkba, sent word privately, that, if we
would take saffron, they would in the evening take some
of our cloth. The Lathkhl s f i n is I-eceived by the
Latdkhfs from the Cashmfrian traders, in payment h r
the shawl wool furnished b the latter ; and
to the Unim in payment or the wool taken rom
I t appears to me pure, but dear ; however, the highness
of price is, in some measure, owing to the form of the
transaction being by barter. According to our promise
we went to the government house, where we were received with a cordiality calculated to &e the impression of tlle late transactions, and which our conduct on
the occasion shewed had produced that effect. The
Wazfrand Dkba said, that really there was much danger of our entering Hindtistan being prevented altogether, if our departure were delayed; that if they f o l l o d
their own inclination, they could mlsh us to stay longer ;
but the season was'advanced, and it would much grieve
both the Garpdn and themselves if any accident were to
occur to us.
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Augusf 86th.-Thermometer 57'. We commenced
our march from DL66 at ten A. M., following the dimtion by which we arrived at first, in which line we continued, and crossing the Tail reached the junction of the
two.streafnsbefore mentioned at twelve, having come only
about three miles. Hem the measurement commenced as
we took a new road. At ah30' took up our ground for endid not reach w till eight at
eampmentm
night,
in consequence
Our
o many of the loads fding off,

h m the ruggednese of part of the d,
and from our
p p l e having kept in the direction of the former line instead of following us exactly. . The road we have now
taken is in the straight line for Nfti, the 0 t h was cir-.
intheevening,
mitous, but better. D E ~ B S I N O H C U
D~
and promised to send us three fat sheep for our consump
tkm on the road. When the sun set it became very
cold ; before ~un-setthermometer 48'.
cattle had been much reduced by
to Mchuarhr and
had performed their work of yesterit was therefore judged advisable
to halt, that they might have a chance of filling their
bellies, although the pasturage was even here but scanty.
DE'BSINOH
was very anxious to receive a certificate of
his endeavours to be useful, and a recommendation that
he should be permitted to enter the ~ornpany'sprovinces
p e g only the usual duties. The papers required by
DEB SINOH were given to him, and he took his leave
highly satisfiedin appearance. Much ice in the river this
morning.
Alcgwt 28th.-Hard
frost. In some p k the ice
was aj) inches thick. Thermometer 98". Marched at
9. At 7300 paces reach our ground, and encamp at 1 f h
SO'. Thermometer in the open air 67". Found many

ammonites in iron-stone, generally broken. Much iron
in the mountains,which have scarcely any vegetable upon
them,and are rapidly frittering into fragments. We are
now about one thirdof the Ghhti which separates Hin-.
ddistan from Tda~jr. Mountains are less hlgh and bold
than those farther on in BQitdn. Two yaks have been
left behind from fatigue. although the march has not been
long, yet parts have beeo very distressing. The rivulet
or rather river (for when it fills i b channel it well deserves
this name,) is called ChmgJu. i t is formed by three
or hur branches, which issue from the heights below
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hhe Nfit G h u , and it dbanbogues itself into the
&tro'.

A y p t 99th.-Thermometer
89". Hard h t ; and
very cold to our feelings. Leave our groend at ten
A. M. At 3745 psces reach the bed of the river near
d c h we halted on the first day, after crossing lhe Ghtftf,
in our road to D&&. The name of this is Janrlri. It
rises N. 85 W., and runs N. 80 E. to the set^. The
banks are fonned by stupendously lofty mountains. At
6195 reach the Ghhtf, which separates BGtan frwn the,
U'ndks, and which has upon it a large pile of stones, the
&ering of havellers, surmounted by rags in token of the
victory they achieved in reaching so geat a height.
The GLhf is about half a mile broad, almost without any
veget&le. The wind h m the &itan mountains covered
~ i t hsnow is most piercingly cold. We turned out of the
road, to the left hand, and, in order to save a little distance, .
scaled an ascent which cost us double in time. One of
the yaks, which had fallen from a precipice a few days
before, and received such a shock as rendered him unfit
for carrying a load, after he had ascended a few steps,
suddenly returned, and ran downwards towards the river
as rapidly as the badness of the road wouM admit, and
faster than any one who has never seen these a n i d s
e v e 1 over crags would suppose p s i & . I had got
upon a J& (or mule between a yak and a cow), and
was bringinu up the rear. The animal charged me, and
miesvousa8 to overthrow my steed, r h o however stmd
firm. Luckily he took my thi h between his horns, and
did not hurt me materially. fVhen he hund rwm,he
did not repeat the attack, but continued his course t o w a d
the river, upon the bonk of which he stood still. I leaped
off the Jabfi, had him secured, and passed a cord tbmugh
a hole in his nose. %bough one of the most &table
animals I had ever seen, before the fall, he now was
become whdly the reverse : I saw, that some derangement of the brain had t a k a place, and was obliged to

abandon him. Another yak, the best of my, had, actually
separated the hoofs from .the toes of the hind. feet iu
exertions to climb the stones ; and after bleeding very
largely and prosecuting his journey in great pain, whell a
stop was made to allow of the others taking breath, he
also Fefused to proceed. The U'nfap, who had brought
the w d on ,hire, on the Waair and DLba's cattle,
sat down every five or six steps on stones, and smoked
and spun yarn till the animals were disposed to pm.eed.
This was a terrible day. The descent was very slippery
as well as steep, and required great' -precaution. The
ascent of the acihdl measured 9 1 10 paces, the descent
1750, At 9835 reach a good grassy plain on the left
bank of the rivulet, which runs from the Qhbf to the
south, in order to fall into the Daulf and encamp at 5 h
50'. The goats reaching the bottom.of the G h k f first,
instead of taking the right road, by the cwlessness of the
people in charge, went up a crag about 500 feet above the
level of the r o d , and very leisurely placed themselves on
the very edge of the precipice ; a mountaineer, native of
K d G n followed them, and by throwing stones and
calling, at leagth succeeded in dislodging them from the
dangerous post they had taken. The latter rank, in coming
down, deranged loose stones which tumbled down an
abrupt slope, by which they descended with a force:tbat
threatened to overthrow those which were nearest the
bottom; and it really was entertaining to see with wbat
address, whilst at a run, they avoided the blows of
the rolling stones without turning thiir heads in the
direction of their descent. I n this march we met with
much wild Chanci *, not yet ripe. This might be an
acquisition to the mountains of W l a n d and Wales.
Thermometer at night 3g0,wind high.

August 30th.--Snow falling on the adjacent mountains, and in less quantity on our tents ; thermometer 37".

*
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Had we not crossed the GAcftf yesterday, we should
have found it difficult to-day. As the pasturage here
was good, and it is a long-time since our cattle'have
fairly filled their bellies, we halted this day. In the
course of the morning the U ' n f a in
~ charge of the WazWs
sheep came up, and stated that they could not bring up
our cattle : that at the foot of the dry watercourse bemg
unwilling to move, and the other very lame. Thermometer at night 4 1'.

I

August 3 1st.-Thermometer 4 lo. Water frozen
durin the night. Frost greatest just before sun-rise.
~ i r c at
f eight A. M. At 1980 paces arrive at the bed
of the Daulf river. The stream is now much 'broader
and deeper than when we crossed before. The rivulet,
near which we encamped last might, falls into the Dault
here, which is about two feet deep and very rapid. The
descent was very rugged, and winding amidst large blocks
of stone : much of the C h a d on both the banks of the
river ; the grains s~nallerthan that cultivated ; but the
plant throws out many pods, much foliage, and appears
hardy.-At 5700 paces reach the ground on which we
encamped in going; and, finding our cattle much fatigued
from the badness of the road, abandon our intention of
endeavouring to reach Gbtang. When we went to the
Vndds, the mountains, by which we are now surrounded,
were almost entirely bare; they are now covered with
verdure ; and many of the plants going to seed. The
*white,yellow, and red flowering strawberry have bore
abundance of flowers, but only a cone of seed without
any pulp. Whetlicr in a more kindly soil, they would
produce fruit may be worth trying.

September 1st.-Thermometer 36". March at eight
by the same route we came. Descend the steep OhStf
to the bed of the Dadf. One of the yciks could not be
driven round the projection of rock which led to it, but
resolutely charged back again in spite of sticks and stonecs.

f.ra

The Dnim went by a lower md .bog the steep
92
the rock. The stream of tbe Dauli was very rapad and
'reached half way up tbe yak's shdder. After having
@me about a hundred yards, perpeadiculas rocks, dipping
into the river, compelled them to cross again tu the right
bank, and %.thirdcrossing took place immediately above
the Sanga, which was so bad that our men were afi.aid
t loads. Tbeu a p
of oing abng it even with very
for the hnga was
p e en&- were reasonable eno
with large b
made only of two loose sticks
stones sloped nearly in the angle of 46". At 6100 paaes,
the D a d meets the stream which comes from behind
the Nor-NbrByan Parbat near M r f d h . This
river is larger than the Dad. Of the two arches of
snow, which lay over the river as we passed before, one
bad dissolved, and nothing remained but the abutmsnts ;
the other was entire and still of p a t thick~~css.Tha
dwas almost as bad as d b l e Indeed it is scarcely
in the power of imagination to suppose, that such a sluk e could be trodden by men and 'attle, without their
being precipitated into the Dazclf, which rolled a tremendous current at the hot of the slope, over which the
path tun (if that could be with any pmpiety called euch
a name, when efficed in many piaces by reoent dip, a d
in others by blocks of stones, for near1 a quarter of si
mile together.) This was a march
disaster. The
yaks, in inclining their bodiea tofiKarde the mountain t~
prevent their slipping into tbe river, strack their loads
against portiom of rock, a d tore the packap. At
every hundred yll.ds, b r e waa a cry of mmethmg bein
.imng. The people mxiw to getwer the dangers an!
Micultie~of the march, in opposition to w h I could
sey, persisted in driviog the cattle too W. The day
wae.very hot; aPd the yaks, opprasscd by the heat, tfic
weight of their bmrthem, and the i##aarant calli 4
&giag ofmme8, folmd Po rrme*md
way of&*
from these annoyances, tban by running dawn the
perpendicular face of the rock and drrshing into the cold
4n

f,

'2'

a

/.

stream. Sometimes by the-slipping of tlie soil they fell
into the water with some violence, and after cooling
themselves, to my great mortification, perally lost their
loads in climbing over stones to regam the road. At
3, reached our ground; and in the evening, I had the
mortification to learn, that two yaks in the last detacbment could not be brought forward. One had slipped
into a niche in the bank of the river and could not get
up; and the other had become so very lame, as to be
unable to pass over the sharp edged blocks of stone
which lay in the road. At night' thermometer 56".
'

September 2d.-Halt
At ni&t, 58".

at &fang.

Thermometer 56".

+tember
3d.-Thermometer 440. March at 10,
A. M. . The sight of trees is extremely pleasing after
our being so long absent from them. The rhubarb had
now run to seed. I cut up many roots, but found
the whole more or less spongy and rotten. From tbe
holes I have seen in the Turkg rhubarb, and its irregular knobby form I apprehend that this is its usual
habit. Gentian is met with in great abundance, is called
here Catcf, and 'ven in infusion to goats and sheep;
most especially, w en, in travelling towards Hindbtan,
they are supposed to be distressed by heat. The woods
here are composed of birch, the great Rhododendron*,
willowt, and mountain-ash with brown berries. The
d was extremely bad ; and the trouble we had from
the falling off of the loads, .and from our yak cows and
calves straying up the mountains, and down the sides of
stupendous precipices, where it m a s scarcely possible for
them to 'fix one claw, is not to be conceived. It wes
nearly night when I reached Nitf, notwithstanding AMB
SINGHbrought several yaks to assist us. The lame yak
waa brought to Gotdng, and there left to recruit in the

t
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abundant pasture of that place; that, which had fallen
into a nodk of rock near the river, could not be found.
The upper part of Bzitdn is now suffering much fiom
scarcity of grain, in consequence of the Jziarfs and
Dkarmfs plundering the Gangdrfs, or people living on
the banks of the Ganges within the hills, who were in
the habit of bringing up the gain they raised, and that'
which they procured from below.

*

September 4th.-Thermometer 54" in the morning ; ,
of rain,
In the afternoon there was a
accompanied by thunder. At night thermometer 54".
The gooseberry-bushes, which were in flower when we
were here before, are now full of fniit, of which only a
few are ripe. They are, as I conjectured, of the b u r
gundy kind, but small ; and the' pulp is much smaller
than that of England in proportion to the bulk of the
seed; but this may be remedied by cultivation. Of
currants I found two varieties, one orange-coloured with
small fruit in small clusters, the other of a dark purple
or rather nearly black in large bunches from a tree, with
bark like that of the black currant in England, but with
the flavour of the red one, only Inore acid. This moming
we sent to announce to the Sdydnas that we had arrivect, were anxious to depart, and were in want of provisions. In the evening ARJUNand GU'Jaa came, and
said that the terms of carrying the baggage should be
adjusted to-morrow.
80" at noon.

September 5th.-Thermometer

48'.

At night 69".

September 6th.-Morning
cloudy with small rain ;
thermometer 59". At night 54".

September 7th.-A party of Gorkhall Siphis, consisting of a havildar and four privates, arlived today
for money due from the Nftias to their company under
the command of R t r ~ c ~THA'PA'.
r
The havildar
2 K 2

!a0
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brou ht a letter from B H A W A SINWI,
~ N ~ ordering the
iVitfpeople to render every assistance in their power to
us ; and that, if they should not do so he would levy a
k v y h e upon them. The havildar came to p y his
respects to us, and said, that he had received directions to
pay every attention to us in his power, and that he should
immediately procure caniers. We gave him five rupees
in Timashas, as an eanmt of what he might expect if
- he exerted himself. He promised, that we should start
to-morrow. In about an hour he returned with three
o k Sijdhls, aml twenty rupees were tendered to him
as sqbeietence money to the carriers. He refused this
at first, saybg that our effects were to be conveyed free
d expense to Jdaht Maih. This we declined, m
was improper fbr people coming on objects of
(piety),to have beegage carried without hire ; aPd he took
the money.

~2

&pteder 8th.-At 19 b 30' we began our march. At
S O 0 paces reach Gamedi, whence the people took up
our loads immediately. At 33 15 croa the Sadha of

the rivulet fmm the right, now much swollen. At
Here the loads were again c
d
on towards Phrkia; and at 4886 paces encamp to
the mrtb of our former p u n d near the vil
55'. Wind high and some rain. The crop of Rdphar,
buck wheat, are very god. These with tlae Amjuu
are nearly ripe. Barberries are affording asampd cro
The Wikarl, who received hlp us two rupees on
banka of the Clzaqg-ZG for killing a Bar4 was mgaged
at Gamali watching the crops, and said he was debarred wing hie gun the S q y b until the crops were
t in, as snow w d certainly follow the etxpknim
E e respected their prejudices, and did not go out, dtbougb the blwk pa.rt.detenopted us to do sa, ia p
suit of them, by their frequent calla.
41184& Bampa.

p**
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The v
m
i
of Plarkluh made much tiesitation in
taking up our loads, notwithstanding the Gorkhalf havildar threatened them with a fine, and offered a deduction of t w rupem
~
h r n their payment of revenue.
At length they agreed, and a party set off. At 4900
paces cross the Sankka over the Dauli, at the place where
a waU is built with a door in it for the purpose of pmventing the goats and sheep laden with salt and wool,
coming from the Undks or northermost part of Butdfn,
springing into the river. Whilst taking a little rest u p
a stone, I heard the call of Chakbrs on some mcks of
great haght, to which I gained access by a steep, long
mid difficult route. Whilst clambering up, I had very
nearly placed my hands upon a brown sqake which had
pt half its body into a hole, before I was able to strike
~ t . I succeeded in getting three Chakhrs, one of which
was of great size, and had large double spurs, one abewe
the other on each leg. At 4h 35' reached Malbri,
bavin come 5740 paces. The crops of Millet, Phhphar,
end wa-jm look well. The bed of ice, which filkd the
bed of the Makfri river, hm disappeared, but the tops of
the high mountains to the east are covered with snow.

1

September 10th.-Thermometer 54". Rained till 1 1.
Halted on account of our bads not havin come up yesterday. As far as Utci southwards, i t ? cormtry is
called But'hant, bat it is understood that the Rmgnf
river separates that country from Hindhstan. The
But& pay a small sum of money annually to the Vnfa~,
or its value in kind ; and the quota of Makiri is six
rupees, which is commonly in harley. The inhabitants
af the whole tract between Ldtci and Nilz"complain
much of the extortions of the Gorliiahs. The poorest
man is compelled to pay a poll tax of four kaclza mpc3.
Tl~ishas caused many viliages to be deserted ; and tbe
population is now much diminished. 'This evening
whilst looking at our goats, a Maldri man came to us
and entered into conversation. We asked how it llap

'
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pened that one portion of the village was in ruins, and
that so many of the houses were in such a state of decay?
The former inhabitants, he said, were dead ; and when
inquiry was made, if there had been any sudden and
violent sickness, he answered, that, of the particular
quarter to which we pointed, the tenants had been
plundered of their goats by the Juarfs; that, unable
without these animals to carry on their usual traflic of
grain and salt with the Unids, they were deprived of the
means of paying their rent to the Gmhiahs, who took
the remainder of their cattle, their cooking utensils, the
rings out of the noses of their wives and daughters, and
seized their children as slaves. Many persons were actuall starved to death, and others fled. Including the
r
e
g
u
L rent, he said, the inhabitants of MaLki had an
annual sum of 1 0 0 rupees forced from it, although the
first only amounts to 950. " In the time of our R&&,''
said the man, " these yards, now empty, were filled with
goats ; each old inhabitant had one house to place his
son in when married, and another for his daughter, who
had a portion in cattle. We were then, if not wealthy,
at least at our ease, and occupied and happy. At present we are poor and wretched. If we had masters
like you once. again, these pens might contain the same
number of cattle as formerly ; but at present, if a man
b his industry raises a small stock of goats, a Judrf or a
dharmi plunderer attacks him and carries them off,
and we can get no redress from our present masters, nor
are we stron enough to resist or make reprisals." Independently o the direct plunder they obtain without any
other caution than putting a number of men under arms,
the Judria are interested in destroying the trade of the
Nfif Ghdtf, in order that they may have a larger proportion of the profitable traffic with the U ' d k ~ . A t
night, the thermometer was 5S0,

f

"ig'mber I 1.-Thermometer 5 1'. March at seven
by e route we came. At 3575 paces cross a ankh

,

over the D a d i to the right bank. Thc descent from
hence is very rapid, and the stream is much broken by
vast figments of rock and heaps of timber which have
been much accumulated since our passing upwards. In
one place the river has worked its way under a kind of
arch formed.of these materials. At 6280 paces reach
the v i l b of. Jhelim, now in ruins with the exception of
two or three houses. A villager said that some time ego
DE'BSINGH,our Jutif?'acquaintace, swept the country during the space of two months, and carried off two
thousa~~d
head of goats, sheep and neat cattle, without
receiving any molestation from the Gorkfahs, or being
compelled to make restitution or any kind of reparation.

September 1%-Halt
come last night.

at Jhelim; as our loads did not

&@ember I 3th.-Thermometer 520. March at seven
and half. A. M. ; no tidings of the loads. The village of
Jhelim is situate on the face of a hill co~isiderablyhigher
than the road from Ldtd to Malbciri ;descending therefore, we fell into the b d route. On the road.we were
with
met by amessenger from BHAWA'N~
SJNGHNE'G~,
a letter from him, and another from JAGRUP,
jarnadar
of the party now at Baragaon and Jlshi Math. The
former stated, that the. Gorkiahs had distressed him
much on account of havin assisted in forwarding our
baggage ; that his life woul have been forfeited had we
not returned by this road ; but that now he was peil'ectly
at ease, and disposed to do every thing in his power to
said, that he would take care that
serve us. JAGHUP
we should have every facility that he could aKod us in
our return: BHAWA'NIS I N G Hstated, that we might
take the Prifn Khandf, or B2iddn road, as might .be most
agreeable. At 5645 paces cross the Dauli over a very
had Sankho to the left bank. Here the road, which is very
bad, ascends rapidly ; in ~ r ~ a nplaces,
y
little mote than
a foot broad ; and the projections from above oblige,the

f

,
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to arep uader them h o s t immaditely cwa
m
f tb river, phi& h .boot 500 y v d behr.
~
At 7085 paces reach the summit from wbenae the
ecentisverydi5cult andsteep: indeed were s
bebw to see travellers above, he a d d not fad of
dseling much anxiety for their situation. At 7650 paces
reach our former ground and encamp. A Sankhe had
,been washed away, and the logs of a Ion tree, not worth
thee rupees in this country, endangem e loss of lik to
every one who attempts this most dan
us route, of
which no conception can be formed by axription. Let
it &ce to say, that the very goats resisted attempting
aome parts of it for a considerabie time ; and tbat we
were in more than one place reduced to the nec+v of
cmeping on our hands and knee : yet every one m v e d
without accident, and the J& climbed and dewended
in a manner tbat created admiration ; but in one spot it

&
%"

was thought advisable thdt he should attempt an almost

papmdicular f!ace of rock, n@er than be obliged to come
down b another so steep that it warr a task of p a t
danger rm. By a long detour he reached us over I
tract known to our guides only, but the man who had the
care of him dedared, that thls care was supertluous, for
&at he d d come down a surface as steey as was pme
ticable for man. He had been brought to the side of the
river, under an idea that he might have crossed; and
hum the height of the bank where I stood, I thought the
attempt attended with little danger ; insomuch, that
the best swimmas in the party having declined the task,
I M m o l d upon t r y i o ~ However, on reaching the
bed of the river and pass111gone stream, 1 was deterred
fnm tbe experiment, in consequence of the force and
velocity of tbe current, the extreme coldness of the water,
and the danger of being dashed against the stones or
atumps of trees.

k

Although money had been given to the Skgrhnas of
Jl)elimfor the hire of the caniers, they bad kept the

money, and not furnished a particle of food to the unfirtunate people who had to bear the burden and heat of
the day. The oppreseion exercised by the government
renders natives equally oppressive in proportion to their
power. Thermometer at night 62O.

.

l k p k m k 14th.-Thermometer
58'. March at gb
95' along dle left bank of the D d ;one of my finest
goats, heavy with young, and the boldest in the whole
herd, kll into the stream and was hurried away by the

carrent. The bridge waa about twelve inches broad and
formed by a &.tree, a little flattened on its upper surf-,
and a round sapling on each side. Whilst the
goats crowded at the foot of the h k h o , two went on
boldly, but when they had reached within a few feet of
dm opposite side, the pressure of the feet of the goats
had pushed hrwards one of the side spars, and unluckily
that on which a goat was; one end fell down, and the
other tilting up, threw the poor animal into the stream.
This apot has brought me much disaster; for it was on
its bank, within twenty yards of the Sankho, that the
pandit's slave dashed my watch from my girdle upon the
stones. However this accident did not affect me, although seriously inconvenient, one-tenth so much as the
loss of one poor goat that cost only a rupee : but this
latter had been attained with more difkulty than the
watch had cost me. At 8095 paces reached the road
nmnin under the village of Tolma, which, surrounded
by fie1 s of tbe crimson marcha, looks very pretty. The
marcha is a lant which I mistook in my journey upwards for the I-sag of Hindhatan, or the Amurattthus
Ghngeticur ;and the Sijdhis, who 11ad.accompanied the
party which went in 1808, to survey the Ganges, fell
into the same error, and used it as a pot-herb. I n a
short time, those who had eaten much dF it were affected
with purging and soreness in the inside of the mouth.
The natives of the hills, however, ernplo it without injury whilst it is young, but I neglected' to inquire in

f
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what manner it was dressed. I thought we shoukl be
able to. rhch Ldtd this evening, and therefore pushed
on. Having arrived at the foot of the mountain (which
we ascended on leavirig .Utcf)
the sky became suddenly
clouded, and large drops of rain, with gusts of wind, announced an approaching storm. As the day closed rapidly, I saw it would not be possible to pass over the
rugged mountainous road without accident, as much of
it lay on the edge of the cliff over the river, and W o r e
determined to take up my lodging for the night. A small
cavity under a ledge of rock just sheltered me iium the
rain: Having stretched my carpet and blanket on the
ground, 1 went to bed dinnerless; and my companion
fared no better. The principal part of our servants remained behind taking such lodging as they could find :
but they were much better circumstanced than tbeir
masters, as they had their food along with them.

Skpfeniber 15th.-Thermometer 58". At eight A. M.
began our maroh. The town of Lcficf,consists only
of eight or nine houses, and a temple of NANDADt?bu,
at which officiate some priestesses, who do not, according
to report, either take a vow, or observe the practice, of
chastity, being allowed what intercourse with the otber
sex they may think proper to take, without restraint.
JOWA'HIR
SINGII had now a knowledge of our real
character, and said that he would fetch the loads from
Maldri as soon as he should have seen his brother. He
was anxious to have a goat to sacrifice to the deityof the
place in gratitude for our safe return ; but I believe that
his own appetite had a greater share in inducing him to
prefer this request, than any ~ o t i v eof religion.
JOWA'HIR
says that provisions are very scarce, owh to
the visitations of the lwusts, with which the country as
been plagued far the lust two months. For the p d i n g
two days we have seen many locusts directing their Aight
towards the U'm16, where they breed. Tllermometerot
night 73".

\
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September 16th.-Thermometer 64". March at 8.
A t 1340 paces we come to a Snnkho over the river RenC
which sepamtes Blitan from Hinddstan, and falls intp
the Dauli. At 7549 encamp in the fields belonging to
the village of Dak. Our dinner consisted of some
pumpkin boiled with dal, and hunger made the dish
palatable.
September 17th.-Therrnometer66..
March at 8 A. k1:;
rain increases to such a degree as to prevent us enjoying the pleasure of the shade of the horse-chesnut and
rhododendron trees under which we pass. In one of
the former were monkeys feeding heartily on their fruit,
which is relished by few animals. At 1 140 paces
reach the summit of the ascent ; and at 3 145 reach a
fountain, near which we encamp, on a spot of uncultivated ground surrounded by the Sarsoll, or mustard,
in flower.

The Niahcinchi or colour-bearer of a company belongpaid us a visit. Afterwards
ing to BHACTI'THA'PA',
BHAWA'NI'
SINGBNE'GI'made his appearance. He
says that our loads shall be brought from MaUcfrC in a
short time, and that he will charge the expense as a setoff a,giinst our account of 101 rupees advanced to him
on his bond. Thermometer at night 64".
lSTeptember 18th.-Thermometer 69". At noon 74".
Night 64". Many showers of short continuance but
smart in the course of the day, with intervals of sun-shine
and heat. The jarn%lar JAGHUP
sent some rice and
flour last night, and today a present of game.
A THA'PA' at Sirinagar
This man was with SHERISTH
in 1808, when Mr. H. kame with a party to survey ;
but on account of his disguise did not recognise him. He
gave the following account of the transactions which had
reached us in a cot~fusedmanner, whilst in the LPndd8.
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DA~RAT'H,
who was formerly in power at Sirinagar,
but had been displaced, had written information to Catm n h , that BHACTI'THA'PA'
had ailowed two: EKOp e a to go through the country in his division into the
Vndks. The Nepakse government sent BHACTI' a re
primand, on the receipt of which he sent JAGRUP
with
thrty men to examine into the foundation of the reports
propagated by D ASRAT'H, with whom he had long been
at enmity. On JAGRUP
m h i n g B a r q m , he found
that BHAWA'NI' SINGHhad left his house to avoid the
oppression of a party of DASRAT'H'S
men, which to dre
amount of ninety had taken possession of his premises,
broken open his
aria, and used the grain they bad
found in them.
e had armed all his dependents : but
on J A GRU t sendinghim assurances of his personal safety,
he went over to him. B HAWA'NI. then made a declsrah n of his ignorance of our being Eumpeam, and of his
having received the sum of eighty-seven rupees to M
our baggage to Nitf. DASRAT'H,
in his letter to
BHACTI',accused RHAWA'NI'SIIGH of having taken
three thousand rupees, and made use of this fidst?bood,as
a plea to ruin BHAWA'N I' by extorting that sum h m
him. The report forwarded to Caimundu stated, tbat
we had gone with an intention of building two forts, one
at Ndlt and one in the UndJn, to rrison them with
Marchas, and thence proceed by ubejin to join the
Sikhs, with whose arms we proposed to invade the country. The accounts amongst the country people were
ridiculous enoug!.
One reported that a letter had arrived from Delhl, stating that we had stolen the philosopher's stone, and three lacks of rupees from the Company's wife.

fr

l?

A letter arrived from

BANDHUTHA'PA"~
son, now

at Solzir, directing JAGRUP
to treat us with attention,
and to take care that no part of our property should receive any injury. He was anxious, that we should march

to-morrow to &lBr, which is five kas below Jibhf-math.

T o this the rainy state of the weather was objected : but
it was promised that we would go as soon as the weather
became hir. The motive he assigned for our going
thither was, that we should be able to get provisions
easily, which could not be done at Baragaon.
During the
5kptnnbe-r 19th.-Thermometer
59".
night, tbe summits of the neighbouring moundnu have
been covered with a fall of snow. Halt at Baragaon.
About 2 P. M. it began to rain. smartly and wntJnued
without intermission until 6, leaving the air cold a d dis+ly

damp.

After sun-set thermometer 16".

September ~ o t h . - ~ h - o m ~ & 5 P ; The jarnPdAr
hpving strongly wpresented that they could not procure
provis~onswithout the p t e s t diiiiculty at Bar aon,
but that they sl~ouldbe able to t abundance at oldr,
we agreed tomarch as h as Jbs)["
I -math to-day, provided
it did not rain. At 1I 15' we marched. At 1300 paces
cross a watercourse from which the air before us was
filled with an immense body of locusts, some of yhich
we= of a light yellow; but the greater number of an
orange colour. On heaps of weedt~that were dry, and
on stow, Ulqr assembled by fortiea and Wes, and remained quiet m the sun-shine ; but others were actively
employed in eating the heeds of M d d ' now nefirly
ripe. They had been here about two months, but had
not done as much mischief as I should have supposed.
A leopard made frequent visits to this neighboutbood,
bad t&en away three children, and killedtwo meu ; but
the place to which he resorted with his -prey was unknown. At the same place where we encamped before,
we now pitched our tents, close to a temple. Every
other spot fbr a great extent was occupied by crop of
rice, Mwclia, Ma&,
and Siz~azwlrT. The people of

I
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the neighbourhood said, that the leopard would d n f y
make an attack upon our goats in the night ; and we took
precautions accordingly by setting a strong watch with
loaded guns, and keeping up a good.fire.

September 9 1st.-Thermometer 55". The leopard
has committed some ravage in a village to the East of
Jrishi-math. In this village my goats were yesterday
entangled, and with no small trouble and loss of time I
' extricated them out of the filthy and intricate roads.
Goats are cleanly animals : when they reached one filthy
spot, the leading ani~nalsstopped, and .the whole flock
was delayed in a narrow path overhung with long grass,
a i d from which issued a streak drawn upwards by the
heat of the sun, that was scarcely supportable by man,
and must have been greatly annoying to the animals shut
up .in an alley of this offensive vapour. At length they
clambered up some large blocks of stones.

,

Our march did not take place till ah 15', owing to the
GorkRa party having served themselves with c a n i k
for their loads, before they gave any to us. On reaching
the foot of the hill, half way up which are many detached
cottage?, which form the village of Solzir, 1 found my
flock, which had started at an early hour. We wentub
and after an ascent of a b u t a mile through narrow paths
and fields of Marcha, Sawa, and hrson, reached. the
residence of BHAWA'NI'
SINGH,at the close of day,
where was a stone threshing-floor almost covered with
hemp, on which we pitched our 'tents. Gave the body
of a goat which died, to the Gorkia Sipcihh, .who requested to have it for their night's repast.
BHAWA'NI'SINGHhas not
&ptember gad.--Halt.
come here according to his promise. We found BANDHU
T~IA'PA
son,
" ~the nephew of the general, BHACTI;
sick of an intermittent.

MA'NASAROYARA
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September 9Sd.-After breakfast we set off accompanied by a farmer, who said that he thought it likely
we should find wild hogs, bears, deer, and pheasants, if
we would go up to the top of a high wooded mountain to
the left, which formed part of the great Thgasf range.
We ascended a steep ridge and passed through a forest
of fir, ccdar, and cypress,* with sycamore, horse-chesnut,
walnut and yew trees, the latter are called Thnkr. The
cedars were of enormous size ; one measured 18 cubits
in girth at 4 feet from the ground, and was about 180
feet high ; another that had fallen down was 159 feet in
length : and trees of this size were not uncommon. From
this eminence I had a fine prospect, in which a cascade
forming the source of the Patcfl-Gangd,that ran in the
bottom between two ranges of hills, formed the most
prominent feature. This cascade appeared to have a fall
of from 80 to 100 feet and was about 90 feet broad. I t
had almost escaped me to remark, that in our r e t p we
met with very large Service trees, bearing fruit much
larger than tho~eof this tree in England. I stopped to
examine some plants of hemp sown near a house ; many
of these were twelve feet in height, and few lower than
ten ; where thinly sown, the plants had very thick stems
and sent out many side branches ; but when numerous,
they were thin, tall and without branches. The person,
who sowed them,'said, that when the plant was supposed
sufficiently ripe for pulling, which is considered to be the
case when it is in flower, it is placed on the roof of the
house, and exposed to the sun till thoroughly dry ; when
the bark is stripped off and tied in bundles for use.
During the time it is on the house, care is taken to prevent its being wetted, as wet is supposed to weaken the
fibres. In strippint one half of the bark is separated
fiom the wood, by t e nails of the finger and thumb of
one hand, whilst the finger and thumb of the other are
placed, one upon and the other under the bark, during the
---
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the time that it is drawn from the butt towards the poid
of the stem : this pmess ie performed on the other side.,
and the bark by the two operatioos is completely taken
off. From what I have seen of the growth of hemp in
this country, I have no hesitation in saying, that its
luxuriance rs such, when sown upon the lands of valleys
in Garwlicil and Piiwkhan"di, as to be capable of s u p
plying a p t portion of the navy of Great Britain, if its
value in Eqghd will cover the freight and ather expenses.
Xepteder 94th.-The NB'GI"~
mother last nigbt informed us thatJnwa'n1~SINGHhad absconded as well
as BHAWA'NI'SINGH,in order to avoid the opgression
of the Gerkiahs. Shegave an afictingstatement of the
grievances intlicted by them ;assured us, that our loada
should be forwarded, and that BHAWA'NI' SINGH would
not 'be faithless to his engagements : but that we should
not me him, as both he and JAWA'HIH
feared to be
seized and sent to Sirinagar. She was very anxious to
impress us with a belie& that the warmest wishes of the
whole of her family were with us. We then desired
BANDHU
THA'PK'Sson and the jamrldk would come ta
our tent, and remonstrated with them on our situation.
BANDHUTHAIPA~'S
son and an old man his governor expressed their concern at the delay in our journey, and
said they were ready to accompany us to Plflf, where we
should see BANDHU
THA'PA',
and that we might rely
upon it our e&cts sboukl reach Pdli within three days
after our arrival. We were obliged to remain satisfied
with this explanation, but said, that if we had not an account of the baggage being on the road to us in three
days, we would certainly march.

S e p t d r 95.-As a person acquabted with t
b
management of gonts and the culture of the nropntai4
rice would be useful in ping to Calcutta with the fiumer,
and perhaps eventually to Engla~d,I gave the sum of
thirty rupees for a slave o m to me by JAWA'EIR
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SIBIGH,
who was apprehensive that he would be forcibly
taken from him by the GorkAas if he did not dispose of
him.
&ptemkr 96th.--The jan14dhr JAG-RU'P
came to
'take leave. As I saw he expeited a present, I filled a
China box with five rupees in Tidshds and gave it to
him. He appeared highly gratified with this, and we
saw no more of him.

.

At gh 15' left the village of s0I.h~. At 8380 pacea
reach Pankd-math. The latter part of this journey was
very embarrassing, as the rain now was continued and .
heavy. The path was covered with a glaced surface, so
slippery, that few of the party escaped without one or
more falls. When quite dark I reached the Garzil
Gang4, whose current dashed along with great impetuosity. Having safely reached the bank, we were involved in the deepest darkness, and could only ascertain
that we were at the foot of a steep hill. Here we were
obliged to wait about three quarters of an hour, till a
light was brought which shewed a steep narrow path
much obstructed by stones and long grass. With much
trouble we collected the goats and forced them into the
path ; but they frequently stopped. Not being able to
get them on after a stop of unusual length, I endeavoured
to pass through them, and when I got to the foremost
rank, felt myself suddenly slip through the grass over a
steep ledge, which came along the'edge of the path, and
down the face of a bank or precipice ; for the darkness
prevented me from judging of the extent of the danger.
A tuft of grass, after I had a short fall, came between q y
legs, and in a few seconds more I found myself seated
upon a stone as if upon a saddle, my feet not touching
the ground. By dint of groping about, I found some
stout tufts of grass a little above me and well within my
reach. -These proved firm and enabled me, by there
being a succession of' them, and by placing my tots:
9 L
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'nst the faceof the bank, to raise my head to the level
o the path in the grass; and the hand of a servant
drew me up.

Akpternk 97th.-Therniometer 600. Thiy is a d e
serted village called Panki-Math, situated on the top of
a hill, but surrounded, except towards the river, by an
amphitheatre of others still higher. BA~ D H T
U HA~PA"~
son's party had turned out the inhabitants of a village OII
the opposite side of the Garicl Gangd, and taken refuge
from the rain of last night in their houses. I thought it
right to halt. Thermometer 67". At four P. M. the
son of BAN D H U THA'P'A
and his party, marched to
Pipal Kotl to-day, and was soon followed by JAGBU'P
jamgdir and his party.

September 2 8 th.-Thermometer 5So. At 1469 paces
reach the steps, which in going up, were an object of
terror ; but which now surprise us that we should have
thought them formidable : this change in o w sentiments
bas been worked by our having become familiar with worse
roads, and likewise b the declivity being concealed by
p s s . Encamp at urtltkothu, at Ih 45: distance
3295 paces. The Gorkhas wished us to pitch close to
a small house or fort, they were preparing, to command
the road to Bhadrindth, and that of the Jhiila across the
Alacananda to Bandhltth, and the temple of K k d d d t ' h .
The invitation was declined for obvious reasons.

i:

September 99th. Halt this day. We are told that on
the summits of the neighbouring mountains there was a
large red tiger, which feeds on elks and the largest kind
of game, but seldom comes to the lower part of the
countr
He is described to be of the size of a small
horse, is neck is covered with hair so long as to fall over
his face and almost conceal his head, as he conles down
hill. From this account, it is presumable that the
animal is a lion.

g

September 30th.-Thermometer
60"; noon, 78";
night, 68". This land was given by the Rdjh in Jaghtr
to Bhadrfndth for the maintenance of the officiating
priests; and the Gorkhas have not disturbed the tenure,
through they live at free quarters upon the krmers, when
they come either to collect rents in the neighbourhood or
for any other purpose, as in the present instance, when a
force is collected to impose upon us a belief of their
strength.
October ~ s t . - B a ~ w ~ uSING,
i
by message through
H A R K H DEO,requested us to be particularly on our guard
against treachery, which he apprehended would be employed against us. The Gwkhalis having sent some
coolies, we marched with due precaution, our fire arms
loaded, at half past two. At 1135 paces encamp on a
narrow plot of grass formerly cultivated.

October 2d.-Thermometer at sun-rise 5 1" ; noon
89" ; night 6 lo. This day about I 1h, the subadar came
to pay us a visit. He is a relation of the deposed Palpa
mjd. I t is worthy of notice, that two thirds of the troops
of BHACTI
THA'PA',
consist of the natives of the subjugated countries.

,

October 3d.-Intermitment fevers are very common
at this season, and attributed by the inhabitants to the
rain which f d s almost continually at the end of Bhadon,
and the great moisture of the soil. But to the humidity
of the atmosphere and the ground, may be added, the
vegetable trash they eat, and the close and filth state of
their houses, and especially the accumulation o all kinds
of dirt round their habitations.

2'

October 4th.-Went, accompanied by a few Gorkha
r i i h b , in pursuit of bears ; saw and wounded several.
October 5th.-A

letter had come from BANDHU
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THA'PA'
stating, that, as he desired much to meet us, he
wished we would march as soon as possible, and he would
wait for us at Chandplir.
October 6th.-No coolies came. ThejamAdh said,
we should certainly have them the following day.
October 7th.-Thermometer 60". At gh begin our
march. As I thought it probable, that I should not be able
to overtake the goats before night, and as the road was bad,
and the sky looked wild and threatening, I endeavoured,
as I .passed some rocks, to find out some cavern in which
I might take up .my lodging, for the carriers were so far
behind as to .leave me little hope of their arriving with my
bed. I saw at a distance from the road a deep recess in
the face of the rock, and congratulating myself on my
good luck, went to examine it more closely, when I suddenly felt an offensive smell, and proceeding to the cave,
found the dead body of a man. In what manner he can~e
by his death, I could not learn from the appearances
about him.: but, as he was not stripped and had white
clothes, I suppose he was some pilgnm from HindGstan.
At 8900 paces, I found the goats on a sandy and stony
part of the bed of the Alacanandra. My bed arrived
about ten o'clock, and my tent in the middle of the night.
The Bdchhrf pretends to be our friend, and recommends
us to be on our guard. We set fire to piles of firewood,
in order to keep off the leopards.
October 8th.-Thermometer 5 6 . March a t gh. The
deserted condition of the villages threatens this unfortunate country with the loss of all its inhabitants, if it
remain under the dominion of the Gorkhcflts. I t is odd
enough that every governor, and indeed every sijdhi, sees
what is to happen, but no one seems to make any attem t,
on principle, to check the threatened depopulation. &e
governors of the different districts remain in them but'for
a few years, and it appears a oiaxi~nwith them to make

hay whilst the sun shines, whatever ills befall the unfortunate rayat from their exactions. Thermometer at
night 65".
October 9th.-Thermometer 59". It began to rain briskly soon after I commenced my march, and continued
two-thirds of the way. The road lay through a country,
that once was highly cultivated, but which exhibits now
little more than traces of what it has been. This day I
found two men under the P i p a l tree near the Nanddknf,
who wishedto become my servants : one of these was a
oneeyed fellow who had assisted in carrying our loads
from Najr'bcibhl. As they seemed strong enough to be
useful as carriers, and said they were starviug in this
country, had no connexions, having lost their wives,
I took them into employ. Having mentioned the general
features of the country, we went through this day, in o y
route upwards, it is unnecessary to say no re than tl~atthe
luxuriant vegebtion had so altered its face in many places,
as to render it a work of some time to recognise them.
After a very complete wetting, the feel of the sun which
showed itself neqly unclouded, near K a r n Praydg, was
not unacceptable. We reached the Pindar-Gangci at
6357paces, when we crossed the Jhzila. On the opposite
side, on a stone Chabtitra, under a Pippal tree, we found
BANDHUTHA'PA",
who rose at our approach. He is a
stout old man of seventy, plain in his manners and dress,
and altogether not superior in his appearance to one of
the zamindars of Gh&zi@r. He sent word by the
Bichdri, that when we had eaten and taken some rest,
he would wait on us. H e came in the tvening accompanied by the Bichcfri and the Kamunfah. On inquiring
what were the motives for our passing through their
country, we replied, that we wished to see the horses of
the U'ndds and to procure some shawl wool goats. Why
did we disguise ourselves ? T o this it was answered, that
he must well know it was the general custom of pilgrims
w, to do, but that we had a farther inducement, for, if this
had not been done, we should not have been able to enter
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the Undks, as he mast not be ignorant that all entrance
to that coulitry is interdicted to the Qorkhdis and to
Europeans also. Why, he next asked, had we not
applied for a Parmind ? Our answer was, that had we
waited the time necessary for procuring a Pama'nci, the
season for going through the Htmtfchalwwld have passed ;
,but that had we found the horses required, we should have
applied regularly for permission for going through the
Gorkhdli country. W e then inquired, if he had to complain of our having committed any violence or irregularity
in the course of our march. He answered in the negative.
He was then informed, that hundreds of the Nipaleae
went through the Company's provinces in any direction
they pleased without interruption. H e admitted the
truth of the remark, but said that be wished us to remain
five days at Karn-P~aydg,and afterwards said that this
period might extend to fifteen or seventeen days, until a
decision should be formed by the different chiefs as to the
line of conduct to be taken. We said that we had been
much detained at vahous places on different pretences,
that our money was nearly exhausted, and that we could
not make any further halt than one day, when we would
proceed towards Pdh, where we would halt two days.
He said, that he was obliged to go to Sirina ar, on
account of the Das'ha~d,and we might not f k d any
bearers the next day, but that we might depend upon
them the following day ; and that he would order the
Bichdci to attend us to Chilkiah. We parted apparently
on the .best terms ; and BANDHUTHA'PA'
was much
pleased with his present.

October 10th.-At 8 o'clock BANDHUT H A ~ Pset
A~
off in a Dandf or blanket, collected in gathers a t the two
ends and tied to a long pole. H e was carried by two
men, who lnust have beenabundantly loaded,as he cannot
weigh less than fifteen stone. The town of K a r n Prayhg,
contained many inhabitants in 1808 ; but, a t present, a
few Brahmins, who attend the temple, and some mdhRa
who take care of the Jhula, constitute the whole number.

October I 1th.-Thermometer 55" ; noon 8e0; night
61". After having completed 3358 paces in a southerly
direction with some easting and westing, we encamped
near a Pfppd tree, having the Pindar on our left, and
the Chandpur nullah emptying into this river in a broken
stream a little before us, and about a quarter of a mile
below our former ground of encampment. The soldiers
along with us have scarcely any cartridges, and would
have the worst of it, were they to attack us, but I trust
this is not their intention, although I perceive their
numbers are increased.

October lath.-Thermometer 50" ; night 57". A
servant, Ihad brought from P f p l Kdti, had been several
times at Adh-Bhadrt, and stated that the road on the
right side of the ChandjAr nullah was shorter and better
than that by Tqpe or TcimblE Kbti, and that the people
from 'this part of the country always went by this road.
As it was a great object with me to save distance, I resolved to go by this road ; my companion determined
to go by the other. I considered this a matter of
little consequence, as the separation would only be for a
few hours. Whilst on the road, a stout GorkhrEII, whon~
I had not before seen, and who from his dress appeared
of a rank superior to the rest, spoke to me in a very insolent tone, and placed himself in a menacing position,
striking his musket violently against the ground. I
snatched my gun from my servant, cocked it, and stopped
with the intention of shooting him if he advanced a
single step towards me. Another soldier, seeing what
I was about, ran, begged me to desist, and abused the
man who had been impertinent. The village was on
a very high spot. I left my goats a few yards behind,
and with my KhrrkfsC, CHETA,
went into a square
ed, on two sides of which were low buildings for
cat e, and in front a high Chahtra connected with
eome houses. On the edge of this stood twenty-five
GorkhdlfSphls, principally new Eslces, and on the flogs

9

below were my loads. I asked who was the head of
this force, and, on his being pointed out, asked him
what was the meaning of this deception. He said it was
expected that I should halt there,. and every thing was
ready for my accommodation; I told him, that it was
my intention to cross the Chandp2ir nullah, that night,
and desired to know if he meant to furnish bearers. He
answered,. that no beareis were to be had, and that it
was impossible from the lateness of the hour to reach
ChandHr. I saw that nothing was to be expected in
the way of aid. A guide was even refused. I, therefore,
ordered my people to throw away my things of least
value, divide the rest, and march.--Well aware that it
would be impossible for me to reach the banks of the
nullah, as tbe night was setting in, I pitched my tent
on an elevated spot close to the Math. I placed a
sentry on each road, and had a fire made sutliciently
large to throw light upon them. My men were placed
upon the Chabutras, and altogether my position MWI
more respectable than could be expected on such .an
emergency. The fakirs, who live at the Mat'h, desired
us to be watchful, as a very large tiger had lately taken
off three men from that neighbourhood.

October 1 Stha--The night has passed in quiet. I
marched about 9, and in about an hour over a descending and slippery road came to the steep bank of a watercourse; Mr. H. sent a note, stating that he bad been
stopped at the village of Tope yesterday, and desired to
go to where I was. This he refused, and by shewing a
firm determination to proceed was not opposed, but the
Gorkhdlts left behind, at the moment of his going on,
were busily engaged in putting flints in their guns. He
-had reached Adh-Bhadri, was under arms and desired
me to join him as soon as possible. I n about an hour,
I found Mr. H. ellcamped in some flat ground between
the temples of Adh-Bhadrt and a nullah. In a short
tirne the carriers from Bandlli, most probably instructed

by the Gorkhdlia, all at once started up and ran off. I t
is believed, that this was done to delay our marchin%
W e here disencumbered ourselves of the least valuable of
our property, and divided the rest amongst our servants to
Cany- 1n theevening we set off. The Oorkhcilis soon
followed ug. We were overtaken just as on the point of
DEO,who said KANAK
leaving our ground, by HARKH
SINGHwas in the rear of the loads, which moved very
slowly. We reached the Mallsf mulberry-tree. The
GorkhQlis encamped about a hundred yards above us.
The march of this morning was about 4000 paces, that
of the evening 2500.
.

October 14th.-Thermometer 48". At 3500 paces I
reached the summit of Dewdli-kalki Ghrftf, having for
the last mile proceeded through a fine forest of horsechesnut, walnut, ilex and rhododendron of the red kind.
Many people have, it is said, been killed by tigers at
this spot, within thelast three months. At 5058 paces,
cross -the rivulet. Here we stopped to eat some ddl
and rice. Instead of etopping near us, as heretofore,
the Gorkhdlia proceeded about two miles in front to dress
their victuals, and to make arrangements for stopping us
at the Sobha pass. Had we not been embarrassed by
our oats, a march across the Gadm to the right, leaving
the . cimgangci to the left, and steering towards Langhr
green, would have completely disconcerted their schemes,
and have brought us into Mr. H's jaghfr near Ldfddng.
However, circumstanced as we were, it only remained
for us to persevere, until we .should have gained the
Sobha pass, beyond which it would be difficult for them
- to stop us. After taking our frugal meal we proceeded.
'L'he distance from our halting-place is a600 paces, and
- we encamped upon a flat on the left bank of the river,
where we were met by some Domes with musick. At
night a farmer brought his son that was sick, and expressed his concern at our situation, believing us in confinement. When it was explained that this was not the
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case, he said, that it must happen, as all the troops w a e
to meet at Sobha, and detain us there, as they had failed
of effecting their purpose before. Orders had been is
sued to all the farmers to assist them, in case we should
mist them. Here again our escort departed for the
night to a village at a distance, and had we not had the
goats, we might have availed ourselves of this opportunity; but I had determined, as long as it might be in
my power, not to quit the animals which it had cost me
DO much pains to obtain.

October 15th.wHoa.r frost, thermometer 47". -I
marched with the goats. After having gone about s
mile, I observed, that I had passed on the right, and below me, a body of about 80 or 100 men a m e d witb
muskets. They were evidently surprised, and hurried
much to overtake me. I fell to the rear of the goats
and continued my pace; a man asked me where
HEAWEY
sahib was, and desired me to stop. I asked
him who he was, and by what authority he took the
liberty of interrogating me. He replied that he was the
jamldAr of the party, and was sent to prevent our prod i n g until his subadir and the principal semindirs of
the country have a meeting with us. I told him, that I
was proceeding quietly on the high road, molesting no
one ; that I expected not to be molested, and that I
should resist in the best way I could any attempt to stop
me by force. That we had promised BANDHU
THA'PA'
to stay two days at Pall, and that we should stay that
time according to our word. He then dropped his tone,
and requested me to order my people not to go on,
which I refused. As the soldiers had gathered round
me, and were closing, I told him that if he did not order
them to go to a distance, I should consider myself attacked and act accordingly; and advised him to ~ 0 e c t
on the consequences which might ensue by his hrcing
me to defend myself. He ordered the soldiers to keel,
fbther off. I continued to march, followed by the whola

of the party. After reaching the bank of the river which
was forded, a man of BANDH
u THA'PA"~
party came to
know if I wished the goats to be carried ; for this civility,
I thanked him, but declined giving him any trouble,
save that if any of the goats should chance to be carried
down the stream, that he would order his men to stop
themjust above a rapid at a short distance. I continued
my march, when the jamldir said that if I would stop
only one day, opposite SUME'RU'S house, the meeting
would take place, and we might proceed. 1 refused to
stop any where short of M e h e k h d . In half an hour
more I saw a large new house half way up the hill on the
'right, and on the plain close by the road the party of
mldiers was assembled, they having preceded me from
our last conversation ; a tall man, whom I understood to
be SUME'RU,came forwards, made a salam, spread a
blanket, and begged I would go to his village until the
subadir should come. I said that I was upon the principal road; and I was determined not to leave it until I
should arrive at Mehelchowrf. H e requested me to sta
only one day, during which the business would be settlled:
I told him we had been much deceived before, and at
Pdli only would we halt willingly. I resolved to wait
for my companion coming up, that we might defend
ourselves with more advantage &gainst the force which
now amounted to as much as the country could muster.
away, I gradually,
Wishing likewise to draw SUME'RU
whilst conversing, wanted back again and he followed.
At a proper place the note from D. S. was given:*'' He
said he knew its contents, and would furnish provisions
and bearen, if we would only stop one day. In a short
time Mr. H. came up ; he was of opinion, we ought to
get beyond the Sobha pass, as if they failed to stop us
there th could not have an equal opportunity elseagreed with him and took charge of the adwhere.
vance, whilst he brou ht up the rear. The goats were
with me. A body of ipcthfs ran before to gain a narrow
part, whi&h confined the path. One went through the
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I followed to push him from amongst them, and
found about twenty men had formed a line uponthe path.
The man I had pursued, probably exasperated by being
obliged to run in the sight of his countrymen, put himself in a menacing position on the path. I retired a kw
paces, dropped on one knee, in order to get a steady and
low aim, when another advanced humbly, and the person,
who appeared so resolute, threw down his musket and
presented his neck also. I ordered the soldiers to quit
the path, and they drew up on the side for me to pass.
Whilst this was going on, Mr. H. was engaged in warm
conversation with the Sipdhfs behind, had formed his
few men into two divisions, and weed to no other terms
than those I had before proposed, viz., that we would go
to Mehelchmrf and wait there the remainder of the day.
T o this place we went ; and, having only made 4500
paces, encamped under the shade of a mulberry tree and
salinga tree, close to the habitation of a Gosain. This
personage was tall, thin, with a long beard and about
eighty years of age. He approached with much respect,
,and desired me to sit down on part of the Chabutra
under the mulberry, surrounded by stone figures of
deities. In a short time bringing a pomegranate, he
particularly requested that we would stay a few days, as
violence would certainly be offered if we did not. He
represented himself to be an inhabitant of O d e ; and,
after residing here forty years, was anxious to die at
Bmres. He was tired of living in a country where religion was neglected, and every thing tended to desolation. In the evening a Brahman who was called a
major, and who we undeastood executed the writing
business belonging to the Company, now made his appearance with a message from the subadir, stating that
. today he was much engaged in ceremonies of ablution
and worship, but that early in the morning he would certainly wait on us. To this we replied, that we had made
a very short march to accommodate him, that he had not
come agreeably to his promise, and that if he-weredisgoat.;
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posed to see us, we would wait for him at the Khutsar
GZLdTah, on the south of the Sobha pass. The major
represented, that it would much gratify him and the
whole party, if we would stop here four or five days.
This we positively refused. The old pandit was very
desirous of our stay ; but, as we plainly perceived that
time was all the subadb wanted, we resolved to per- ,
severe. The appearance of one of Mr. RUTHEBFORD'S
agents, who said he was come on his master's business,
makes us disbelieve the report of there being any rupture
between our government and the Gorkhdlis, and makes
us still more desirous to avoid actual hostilities.
October 16th.-Morning very fogy. Thermometer
52". We were stirring very early, and as the Gorkhdfis

were round us in considerable bodies, I had my breakfast
laced on a stone and ate it, with my gun in my hand.
b a n y j a m ~ b r sand bavildars came round Mr. H's tent,
and the soldiers closed. I called to the principaljamabr,
and said, if the soldiers did not immediately retire, I
should look upon their presence as an hostile aggression,
and act in consequence. Seein me thoroughly prepared,
ered their necks, and deseveral of the officers came, oi%
sired me to take-off their heads, as if they did not stop us
that would be their fate : observing that many had got
round me, I stepped away from them ; and the servants,
who had been sent off with the goats, said they were not
allowed to proceed. I then saw that a body of ahout
thirty had barred the path, were forming in a semicircle,
and coming on to attack us. I called to my companion
to prepare, and sprung into the path, desiring the soldiers
to stapd clear. The main body opened a little, and I independently advanced with too much impetuosity. A
man or two advanced, and I shoved them back. My
gun had in an instant as 'many hands upon it, as could
find room to touch it, but they could not wrest it h r n
me. 1 had at least seventeen or twenty upon me, but
this rather prolonged than shortened the contest, as they

pulled in opposite directions. I t would have been maintained for even a longer time, had not one man got upon
my neck and stuck his knees into my loins, endeavouring
to strangle me with my handkerchief, whilst another
fastened a rope round my left leg and pulled it backwards from under me. Supported only by one leg and
almost fainting from the hand round my neck, I lost my
hold on the gun, and was instantly thrown to the ground.
Here I was dragged about by the legs until my arms
were pinioned. When I had got up, nothing could surpass the savage expression of joy depicted in the countenance of the victors ; nor was the ferocity of their actions
much behind-hand. For fear of my getting loose, two
soldiers held me fast by a cord, and every now and then
gave me a violent jerk by way of letting me know my
situation. I desired to be placed upon the Chabutra
out of the crowd; and, after some hesitation, this was
complied with. Mr. H., it seems, had little suspicion of
so immediate an attack, as he was washing his mouth
when the affi.ay.beg~~n,
and did not hear my call to him.
Our servants were absent from the small pile of arms we
had. I had on1 one armed Inan in my suite, having
ven over my ot er doublebarrelled gun to Mr. H. for
f?b own immediate use ; and to my servant who had s
lo duck gun, I had given the most express orders not
to re unless the Gorkhhlfsfired first. Mr. H. and the
whole of our servants, except two or three who escaped
this kte, I know not how, were secured ; Mr. H. was not
bound, but secured by persons holding his arms. Some
of the others were struck with the butt ends of muskets
and much maltreated. I n about two hours, during which
I remained bound, the subadir made his appearance. He
seemed quite a beau, just stepping from his toilette,
saiuted all the soldiery with a simpering smile of exultation playing on his countenance. He did not-deign to
salute either Mr. H. or myself, and we were certainly not
in the humour to pa any compliments. After casting
upon us sotne looks o suhey, he te&.ed to hold a c o d .

i
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In a few minutes he came again, and having a carpet
spread near Mr. H., seated himself upon it and entaed
into conversation. I asked him, whether the rope ornaments placed round my arms were the bands which connected the friendship of the English and the Gorkhdlia ?
Whether this was a conduct that was justifiable towards
a traveller who entered into the country peaceably, who
had d e m d himself in the most peaceable manner
whilst he remained in it, and was returning peaceably towards his own home ? To this he asked, why I went
through the country in disguise ? I answered, to avoid
expense, unnecessary delay, and to enable me to get into
the U'ndds. During this time I remained bound. He
desired me to be seated : this I refused, until the cords
were taken off my arms; which he ordered. The excuse
he urged for not coming before, was that the day was
one of great religious ceremony. If so, I observed,
what reason was there for his having delayed not making
his appearance till so late an hour, it being now near
twelve. He stammered out some imperfect apology. I
pointed out the bound people, and desired that either
they might be unbound, or that I might be re-shackled.
He said, that they all should be set at liberty ; and two
or three were loosed. In about half an hour the subadh
left us, and after a long consultation, in which jamhdirs,
havildars, and sipillis bore a part, a letter was written to
BAMSAH at Almora. This cowardly fellow had pmdently kept himself out of the way, till the scuffle was
over. By acting as we have done, we have got into a
part of the country less remote from the plains, and more
in the way of sending information of what has occurred.
In the evening, our low country servants were unbound ;
but those we have hired to bring on our baggage, were
still bound, as well as the Pandit and his nephew. The
former acted with firmness, the latter was much cast down.
I desired that some of my servants might 80 to attend
my goats. This was acceded to. On lookmg over the
events of this day, and reflecting on the consequences
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which may result from them, I cannot but be grateful td
the Author of all, for having given me firmness to bear
my present situation without the dread of the death, now
likely to cut short tu career. A bout fifty people are set
to guard us ; and &ey are so noisy as to afford little
chance of sleep to-night.

October 17th.-This day was ushered in, by the hammering of a blacksmith preparing fetters. In the forenoon, the two Pundits were taken away, as we apprehended, to be put to the torture; however in this we
were mistaken, as it was- for the purpose of placing one
leg in a square hole cut out of a heavy log of wood, and
a strong peg being driven across the two sides of the
aotch retained the foot. Sevesal of my serwmts, were
shackled in this manner ;and of Mr. H's. One of my
bearers offered to carry a letter, as also did my goatherd.
This man came up as a fakir, the second day after we
had come over the N i t i pass, and said he would take
service, provided I would furnish him with victuals till
we should reach the plains. He purposed going to the
subadir, saying that he was a fakir, had only accompanied
us for his victuals, and wished to depart. If he got permission, he said he knew what road to go by, to prevent
being stopped at any of the Gorkhdfichokis; and should,
bating accidents, reach Chilkdah on the third day. I
wrote a letter to Sir E. COLEBROOKE,
open, relating
the general circumstances of our situation, and that the
only matter which could be laid to our charge, was going
through the country in Hindu dresses. This, along with
one from Mr. H. to his brother-in-law, Lieutenant SALMON, were put into a piece of my orangecoloured
mantle, and sewn within the doubles of an old woollen
wrapper, in which the fakir kept the instruments he used
in prayer. He made his representation ta the s u h d h ,
but was ordered back into confinement. This did not
disconcert him. He was confident that he should be
able to execute the commission be waa charged with,
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H e said that he had eaten my salt, would not be ungrateful ;. that he should not stop here, but having his beard
shaved, and having changed his dress, he should proceed
with an answer to Almora, or wherever we might be. He
left me, and I suffered an hour to elapse before I looked
for him. He was then sitting down on the ground with
his blanket on his head, and arranging some w d in a
bundle, as if for cooking. When another hour had
passed again, I saw the heap of wood with a bundle of
clothes laying by it, close to one of the sentries, but the
fakir had distppeared. Should he succeed, we owe him
eat obligation, as the probability of our deliverance
&ends almost entirely on the representation Sir E.
COLEBROOKE
will make to the chief of Almora. We
desired the subadar.to allow the major to write a letter
from us jointly to the Choutra, BABCSAH, stating in
g e n e d terms, that as we had been imprisoned, and
bound by his order, we desired to be taken to Almora.
We enclosed a note to Mr. H AWKINS, mentioning the
imprisonment. and requested the Choutra to forward it
to that gentleman. I gave the major a pair of ecissors
for his trouble, and a rupee to each of the two soldiers,
who were going to B l w a with the letter. A reward
of three more was promised if they brought us an answer
on the fourth day. A considerable nurnber of farmers
was brought together by order of the subadar, in order
to show them the pumhment he had inflicted on the
Sahib lbg ;commiseration was depicted in their counteaances, which formed a strikingcontrast with those of our
guards. . The old Gosain continues his kindness in brin4~ n gall the milk his cow gives, morning and night. Thls
is very little; but it shews his will.
October 18th.-About

10o'clock, the fakir wasmissed.

A great noise was rnade ; and a strict search for about
an hour ;.and persons sent out in every direction : however, I trust, that our messenger will have got completely
oat .& their reach. This escape has made thern doubly

vigilmt, and a man b k s into the tent every hour at 1;east.
2M
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Octebcr 19th.-The d d Pundit, hi nephew, and our
hill servants, were released from their logs, but had their
hands bound and were taken away to Almora. To the
Paadito I gave presents of m v , and an order for a
further sum on my agent; and m the event of their
deaths, I made a provision from my effects for the maintenance of their families. We were told that our low
counby servants sbould now be released h their logs.
An abbotis of stakes interwoven with brush wood was
made round. The stakes, being only driven straight
down,might easily be dmwn up. I mention this, because, a h r the Gorkhdiis have made.an attack, they
usually entrench tlremselves in this manner.

,

.

Oc#& 91s~-The fogs are said to h a q o v a the
R h q A at this season, for about half ttus month:
when they disperse, they are very dense and pemctnhg.
One d tbe hill servants I hired as a cwly 011 tbe banks
ofthe N a l z d k f arrived with his load. He had been
sick and obliged to stay at a village behind. The other
man TILAK,now p n e to Ahera, said that we might
rely upon his honesty and fidelity; and he baa given a
proof ofit, as, if he had been dkhonest, he might baw
gone off with his load unmolested : but though evincing
son~elittle courage in coming to persons in captivity,
after learning the fate of his comrade, we find it is canRned to this, for on sounding him as to &t
a letter to
MwtuWtui, he e x p d his fears, and though rp
parent1 recovered, cited his illness as one cause fior hh
not un ertaking the journey.

d

October aad.-Our eervants were -this day demed
from thir logs and had more
allowed them f a
moving about. Sewat- day of im-ept.
Octob~fd~d.--Inthe amiq the twoj d h urrinsd
w i t h a l t % t e r f j w n B ~ ~ S ~Tbisacbowtedpitk
~i.

1

receipt of our letter, and a copy of an order from Nrpal,
stating that having heard that two persons had gone
t6wards the CTfidds in disguise with guns, &c.; BANDH o
THA'PA'
was ordered to stop them on their return, and
know their business, and qho they were, and also to
detain them till ah answer should be received from
&d.
The j e r n l d h said that they were ~brprised
we had gone privately when we might have 'commanded
the country. We retuma the same answer as to B A N ~ H U
THA'PA~,
that it was to avcrjd delay and inconvenience ;
but tmm all I have seen, I am thoroughly convinced, that,
if we had applied for permission, it would not have been'
pnted.
October 24th.-The jamfYdLm, who bmght the letter
from B A M SAH,,
came tbis;horning to say fiat hey
had ordem to procure whatever we might stand .in need
of. The jamtidhrs pretended to express astonishment at
the severity of the usage we had met with, which they
saiid wae not agreeable to the orders the subadar had
received ;,and stated that this had not been reported to

BAMSAH.

'

Ocioher ~5th.-A letter to I3A M SAHwas finished and
with if
sealed. Wedetermined to send KANGHSINOH
that we might be sure of its reaching BAMBAH, and tbat
he might fully represent the treatment we had experienced.
A half kind of consent wasgiven to this by the jamgdhrs.
A copy of our former dispatch to Sir E. COLEBROOKE,
to which were added recent incidents, was given to the
father of a boy, whom I had 'relieved \75' tapping for
dropsy. He said, that he shouki go to his house immediste)g, would place the kttm in the sole of one of his
h,and anying these in his hand, would reach
Chflkfah 'on the third 'day.

Ockrber Hjth.--ms
e~eningwe took a walk out of
the northern gate of the abbtltis, en# p d o ~ g e d'it foi9

~
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about an hour, in order to reconnoitre the adjacent country,
for the purpose of attempting our escape should then3
appear a necessity for the measure. Our guards apprently did not miss us for the h t half hour, when our'
absence gave them much alarm; and suspectiog we had
actually effected our escape, people were sent out in every
direction b apprehend us. The attempt to escape from
hence would be difficult, as in such case we must proceed
eompletel through the wildest part of the country ; and
almost a1 the .small watercourses, by which the mourt
kin8 are separated, serve ars the retreat of bears and
other wild beasts.

r

October ~ 7 t h . - When we reached thi. place, the
sides of the mountain wete beautifuUy green ; but in this
short spce, by ,the night fiosts, they have assumed the
miset livery of autun~n: w rapid is the change of&
in this country.
a

October 98th.-Early this morning a jamgdir came
into our tent ; and seating himself, said the object of
his journey was to convey us to Sirinag.~, where
AIR'SINGH wished us to be. This man brought no
letter ; and his inteiference w w evidently the cause of
some perplexity to our jamgdbs. AMR SINOH.is the
head of the army ; and BAY SAH,the chief of these
districts.

October 99th.-The watchfulness of our guards hrs
hot in the least diminished. A zernindar bmqbt to tbe.
troops some Ghee EDr sale. Some one complmned, tbnt
oil was mixed with it. . The servant of the owner
laid
hold of, and through fear of being1punisbed, if he did not
confess that his master had adulterated the Ghcc, 'made
an accusation to this effect. The supposed culprit was
seized, stripped, bound, and Bogged severely with thmp
The Ghee was confiscated for the use of the sol&; . md
henty-five rupegs as a fine were ordered to be jmid ~aq

,

the fine to the subdar.-Shwldthe poor wretch not be
able,topay this in money, his .cattle or children will be
seized to the amount, and the value will be paid by the
person who is to benefit by the property.
Octeba 30th.-Today more troops reached us from
Girfmgar ;and we. have with us in all about 190 men,
:

. October Slat.-Another

jarnadir now came with. a

kw men, saying that he had the orders of BANDHU
THA'PA'
to proceed with us to Sirinagar, from whence
we were to go to Haridwb ;and that on the road we
RANJURKAJEE,
the son of AMR
SINOH.Although BANDHU
THA'PA'
did not write, we
thought it right to send him a short letter, stating that as
we:now were on the high road.to Chilkia, it would be
W l y inconvenient for us to leave it. This jamldPr is
about sixty, of a more frank character .than .any of his
brethren we have met with, and is employed in going
through the district to prevent the farmers running away.
He said his efforts to give confideoce to the farmersw e t i
hef?kctual, and the orders of the R46 were disobeyed.
An order had been issiied under the great seal of the prince,
fn cons uence of the great loss in the population of
Ganuhd , prohibiting the soldiers from taking an of the
ihhabitantsasslaws: but this was wholly disrega ed, and the soldiers always escaped the punishment with which
they had been threatened. Living in free quarters, without receiving any check for their conduct, the soldiers had,
the old man observed, so far oppressed the country, that
where there were fonnerly twenty-five b i l i e s , now only
one was to be found.
were to be met by

"9

N i b e r 1st.-The

4

jarnadirs from Almora came at

an early hour, to report that orders had arrived from BAM.
SAHto return aU the things which had been taken from
us ; and after the lapse of about two hours, they returned
with the guns,&c. We now found ourselves in the way.M

liberty, and wived not again to part with Dur arms
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except with our lives, ,This by-outhill aetwntr MiPad.
The old P&t and his nephew were. in irons, but were
f e a b e d with victuals by BAM SAX;

November 2d.-Hoar frost. Thermometer 36" ; night
60". We made prepatatha for marching at !?' 15', left
Mehelchoturt, and ascended the Sobha pass. At tbe foot
of the descent from the Sobha pass is the KhatsGr valley,
and half way down is a hall of calcareous rock, the
western side of which, about thirty feet high, and o m r e
hangin the base, forms a shallow cavern attsibadtoone
of the
From chink in the stme exlldes a d
quantity of black bitumen. The Khatdr valley is about
a .mile broad : in the middle the edges are fall of sp-,
the water of which is collected for irrigating the iiata
This valley produces the Barnmutt rice, next in quantity
to that of Chhkam, and would give vast crop of hemp
of the fineat quality. We pitched on a rice flat, on the
right bank of *e RLrnganglf,opposite to a small villa@
called &duh. KANGBSINGHovertook us here witb a
letter from BAM SAH,stating that his son was on tbt
road to meet ua; that .oar ill treatment did not procaed
from him, and that the authors of it should be severely
punisbed.

krr.

No&
3d.--Thermometer 4 1" ; night 69".M d
at 10 ; we encamped under a Pfpal tree a little below
Maohf, on the left bank of the Ramganga. The top
af Ghenacilf ka Ling, covered with snow, was v
visible in a Northern direction. Our suppose$ m
today about seven miles. There was here an imnlense
quantity of fish. The people place loose bundles of
rice straw in the river, and keep them down with l a p
stwm. The fish, coming into them to deposit their
spawn, are seized by the hand before they can get
from within. the straw. In h t up the hills are thm
ovens for extracting tar ; but the pines are small, and of
cowe do not contain much turpentine.

2
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Noambur 4th.-Thermometer 50" ; night 69". The
son ofBAns SA'H was announcedjust as we had finished
dinner : when he oame, preceded by an old man repeating his titles, kc., and five or six bazar girls. His name
is L A C H B SA'H,
~ R about twenty-six or twenty-eight
years of age. He was dressed in fine Dacca muslin,
and had about twenty shabby orderlies in attendance.
H e expressed the concern his father was under, at learning how we had been treated ; and was anxious to have
us believe, that the Sipdhb had acted not only without
his father's orders, but even without any orders at all.
He appeared desirous, we should say we forgave what
had happened, and the persons who had committed the
outrage should be punished; we requested that the
Pandzts might be released, and stated that we were
unwilling that servants should be punished, for having
acted agreeably to their orders. L A C H B ~SAH
R said,
that he would make a severe esample of the soldiers.
who had been most active in seizing us, if we would
point them out. I t was obviously his intention to have
given up a few of these wretches to condign punishment,
In order that we might have the odium and consequences
of the act, and that his government might retaliate
upon the Pandits. I t was stated by us, that we should
derive no pleasure or satisfaction from the immediate .
agents being punished ; but we should be glad to know
the authors of our arrestation, who were principally to
blame ; and we farther said, that, as far as we were concerned, we should forgive the men, provided the Pundits
were immediately returned, so as to quit the country with
us. He said he would write this proposition that evening
to hi9 father, and wished us to stay tiU a messenger should
return from Almorn with an answer. f i e said that
DASRATH
B ~ n s had
~ i written to Nepcil, that we had
taken up between 4 and 500 men with muskets, &c., had
erected forts on the border between Bdthunt and the
U'ndks, and were endeavoniing to raise the Marchus
and Unias against the Gorkhdlis.

Noumber 5 thi-The jamMrs last night . q w t e d 9
that the subadars might be furnished with a d a t e
of their good conduct toward us. We said that we had
no objection to give a certificak of the good.behaviow
of the one, and that we pardoned the other,
he would ask firdon .of the old Pundit for the treatgent
he. had experienced from him and his soldiers. LACHB~E
SAH came in the afternoon, and announced the receipt
of a letter from the R4ci of Nap&, ordering us to be
aeen safe out of the country with all our effects, and that
we should be treated with civility. He observed we
were at liberty to depart whenever we might think proper.

